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WE'VE GQ\E TO GREAT LENGTHS
TO MAKE SERIES 600 THE
ULTIMATE 16 TRACK CONSOLE.
The new Series 600 has been designed as the
universal 16 track console. From V2' personal recording
facilities to the professional 2" studio standard.

analogue recording, the tape is the weakest link.
Therefore, it's vital that whatever you put onto the tape is
of the highest quality - whichever tape format you use.
In

At Soundcraft we've used all our latest technology in circuit design
to ensure that the performance of Series 600 outshines any other 16
track console.
We've included internal line matching links and switches which
enable the user to re -set the console from the professional
+4dBu standard to -10dBV for V2" and 1" multitrack.
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In addition to 16 equalised monitor channels which

are separate from the input modules, Series 600 includes
16 LED bargraph meters, switchable peak/VU, plus two
conventional VU meters on the mix buses.
Four auxiliary sends on each channel can be routed to six auxiliary
buses. And the master module contains extensive monitoring facilities,
including access to three two track sources for playback.
All line inputs and outputs (except input channel
direct out) are balanced, utilising Neutrik XLR connectors.
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An external 19" rack mounting power supply allows for
clean and stable DC voltages to the console.

Series 600 also incorporates many more features than you'd
expect from a console so reasonably priced.
So, whichever tape format you use, you should go to great lengths
to ensure your console is a Soundcraft Series 600.

Soundcraft Series 600
Swaim ill I1(vtroniesLtd.,5 -8 Great Sutton St.

London EC1VOBa.1el:O1- 2536988.! kcsimik 0 1-253 7118.
Elect ponies (Sx.151720th.St.
(2I3) 4:53 ;5634. Soundcraft Japan,4F Yoyogi Living,12 21 Sendagasa 5. Shibiwaku.7ükyo 151.
90404. Tel: (213) 453 4591.
imik): (514) 6852004.
Tel: (03) 3416201. Facsimile: (03) 3415260 Sounderaft Canada Inc.. 1444 Hymus Blvd.. Dorval, Quebec, Canada HOP 1J6. Tel: (514) 685 1610 l'
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The dbx 160x is now the world's
best selling professional compressor.
We believe this must be because of

the 160x's:
Ease of use
Excellent performance
Reliability
Value for money
Whatever the reasons, Thank you.
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This month's comment from Keith Spencer -Allen

Malicious rumours incorporated
It appears that the analogue tape machine may not live out
the natural life that it's current achieved standard of
performance would suggest as `right'.
`What future for the analogue tape recorder ?' -this is the
second most commonly asked question of us at the present
time. Usually the question is worded in an inverse manner:
`How long before I have to commit myself to buying a
digital multitrack/mastering machine ?'. I am very glad that
my continued commercial existence does not at this time
depend on my ability to chance a figure. There are far too
many unknowns that may have an effect.
CD has become firmly established and is perhaps giving
digital electronics in all its aspects a kind of omnipresence
that is creating a high pressure situation making studios
feel they have to make a decision very soon or they will
have lost their edge. At this point in time nobody should
feel pressurised into purchasing any form of digital
multitrack, unless the specific market that your clientele
represents is asking for it and is prepared to continue
asking when you charge a rate that reflects the true capital
outlay involved.
Let us look, however, at the hardware reality currently in
the market place -firstly digital multitracks
two
incompatible choices currently available and both difficult
to edit on (no matter what improvements the manufacturers
claim in format robustness we are still splicing video tape).
On the mastering side, U- matics and 1610/1630 have a

just

predominance, together with the Fl format although there
are a whole host of others available and waiting.
Viewed in this not totally inaccurate manner, the future
of the analogue tape machine looks assured for some time
yet. Even if we look at the major new influence upon
digital audio at present the CD, it has to be said that few
can easily distinguish the difference between a CD whose
coding is ADD rather than DDD as long as the engineering
aspects have been kept to a high level.
So what is the state of play on the analogue front if
looked at in a similar manner. The largely compatible
standards remain and the 1 in /2 in debate has settled down.
The latest machines have audible improvements and the
all round design has improved.
Both areas have their current market shortcomings but
the analogue situation seems quite healthy in comparison.
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We have, however, lost a number of major analogue
manufacturers in recent years and there is arguably now
only two manufacturers in large scale production of
multitracks although there are a host of smaller regional
manufacturers. Both of the two major analogue
manufacturers are involved in digital audio -one to the
stage of producing digital machines later this year.
The new generation of analogue mastering machines are

very high performers -the A820, the MTR20 and the
APR5000 have much to offer in improved performance but
the negative factor is that this has been achieved at a large
rise in the costings. In fact at a cost that might lead many
to wonder if a full digital mastering system might not be a
better investment. There are also a number of studios that
will probably never go digital with any machines bearing
the current cost structure. These will continue to rely on
analogue machines and probably cease to exist when the
eventual end of the analogue machine arrives -how long
can you run a machine with no available spares back up?
Lastly I have heard rumblings from a certain tape
manufacturer that there is little money in professional tape
products and that they run them as a flagship type
operation. They are obviously keenly looking forward to the
days when we are all recording on video tape and life is
just the one product type.
What I have tried to suggest here is that there are a
number of factors- declining numbers of manufacturers who
have an increasing interest in digital, rising costs of the
new generation of mastering machines, pressure from
clients and the record companies and lastly these murmurs
from the tape manufacturers mentioned earlier. Well
engineered analogue multitracks are very good and difficult
to distinguish from fully digital recordings with care,
particularly when current fashionable practice appears to be
to record rhythm tracks on an analogue machine for that
saturation sound and then transfer to digital multitrack.
The digital multitrack is a powerful tool but there is still
plenty of life in the analogue equivalent and it would be
unfortunate if market forces brought about its premature
demise well before its performance standard would suggest
as right -and the resulting confusion within the industry
would leave us all the poorer.
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Serious Effects,
Sale or Rental.
Now you can buy or rentthe best range of studio processors available from Music Lab
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AMS RMX16 9 program

plus "soft shoe" loca ions for previously

issued programs, optional 99 memory remote control /bar code reader, optional delay memory extension (1600m /s).

AMS DMX15 -805

2 channel d gital delay available with up to
32 secs at full bandwidth, full loop editing, VCA, external trigger, 9

memory locations, optional pitch change cards/de- glitch cards, plus
optional DMX -K Interface allowing
sampled sounds to be played
under keyboard control.
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LEXICON 200 6 program digital reverb, stereo in/out, 9 memory.

LEXICON PCM60
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program (room /plate) digital reverb with
suitable size and decay settings, and bass /treble cut off.
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LEXICON 224XL The ultimate digital
processor featuring all hyperthetical reverb programs plus many
effects and split programs. LARC Remote /control, 60 stores.
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BEL BD80 up to 8 seconds digital sampling, full bandwidth, external trigger, loop edit facility, VCA.

DRAWMER DS201 2 channel stereo linkable noise gate, frequency conscious keying with adjustable attack, hold and decay
controls.
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DRAWMER DL221 2 channel, stereo linkable compressor/
limiter, variable threshold, ratio, attack release, separate peak limiter,
VU and gain reduction display.
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DRAWMER VACUUM TUBE 1960 Dual compressor limiter
using vacuum tubes in conjunction with semi conductors. Soft-knee
compression characteristics. Classic valve guitar sound, stereo
linkable.

KLARK TEKNIK DN780 Now available, new digital reverb
offering choice of simulated plate, hall, chamber, or room settings. 39
presets and 50 available stores.

BSS DPR 402 2 channel compressor limiter, de -esser and peak
limiter. All facilities available at once, stereo linkable.
e

APHEX AURAL EXCITER TYPE B Psychoacoustic processor,
fast becoming standard studio tool
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DBX166 2 channel dynamics processor featuring gating, over easy compression, gain reduction LED display.

.,

ADA STD-1 Stereo tapped delay image processor, multivoice
chorusing, true stereo flanging, holographic positioning, true stereo
outputs, stereo outputs from mono source.
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RANE HC6 six stereo headphone amplifiers in a single rack
space, individual volume controls. Up to six separate mixes available.
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Pall PRODUCTS'

ART Catalogue and reviews of

the finest equalisers and reverbs.

Aphex Catalogue of excitement
and advanced dynamic control.

Ashly Catalogue of crossovers for

recording and reinforcement.
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covering their
competitive graphics and delays
DOD Catalogue
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Sanken Catalogue describes and
reviews of this top microphone.
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Studio Technologies remarkable
stereo simulator, two full reviews.

Nine exclusive product ranges
are covered in forty -eight pages
of the Turnkey signal processing

catalogue.
This includes many new and
innovative products - effects only
from these manufacturers.
As well as full descriptions and
reviews, we've collected many
local user comments too.
Plus full details on how you can
arrange a demoloan of any of
these products, at no obligation
in your studio.
For your free copy of this
unique file of product facts. call
Tony Williams 01 -202 4366

Pau

key studio systems

PRODUCTS'

Symetrix Catalogue from the top

dynamic processor manufacturer

Valley People Catalogue esoteric
and innovative dynamic control.

Brent View Road. London NW9

Telex 25769, Answerback TKBAND G

Musicr

LAB HIRE

effort to bring you the latest and best equipment, the
following items are now immediately available for rental.

In our constant
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NEW

E

-MU EMULATOR 2.

Polyphonic digital sampling

cay

100

Keyboard (17 sec.).

NEW

E

-MU SP12.

Digital sampling drum computer.

NEW LINN 9000.

60

Digital drum computer and 32 track
MIDI Keyboard recorder.

80

YAMAHA REV 7. New

40

BSS DPR 402.
and peak limiter.

NEW DBX 166.2

2

30 program digital Reverb/MIDI.

channel compressor limiter, de -esser
-

channel compressor - limiter/peak limiter.

15

15

NOV

DRAWMER T102. Programmable automatic triggering device.

10

NOV

ELECTROSPACE "THE GATE ". Programmable stereo noise

20

gate.

NEW

ELECTROSPACE "THE SPANNER ". Programmable stereo
autopanner.

NEW

ELECTRO-VOICE SENTRY
monitor.

100A. New

studio reference

15

25

01-3879356
24 EVERSHOLT
HOURSTREET,
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
STUDIO
LONDON
TELEX: 28195 MUSLAL
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Studio Design from basements to major
installations, our experience is extensive.
We can advise on schemes you may want
Over the years, we've built an enviable to implement for yourself or arrange for
total refurbishment.
reputation with Soundcraft products.
For major projects, we offer the acoustic
Our greatest experience is in supplying
for
music
to
run
systems
design services of Munro Associates.
complete, ready
production. Many of our customers are
Peripherals and Processing. We stock the
studio
first,
and
producers and musicians
widest range of studio products including
owners second.
many exclusive lines. Buying all your
equipment as a package offers the chance
Every Soundcraft deal made with
to strike the best deal. Savings can be
Turnkey is backed by any or all of the
dramatic by buying this way.
services which we offer.
Mikes and
New Products
Monitors. You
usually from
will find us
stock. We
equally helpful
have all the

Writing desks for sale,
better deals than ex-factory.

specs and

'i

information
you need, both

published and
based on our
experience, to
help you
choose. You'll
get the facts,
fair and
unbiased.
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Scheduled
orders from
the Soundcraft
factory result
in offering you
the best prices
and delivery.
Special
requirements can be dealt with either by
close liason with the factory, or by our own
technical team.
Finance sourcing is a speciality of ours.
Our credit licence permits us to put you in
touch with leading finance companies.
Our established contacts are familiar
with the ins and outs of the recording
industry.
Installation is handled by our Technical
Services Department. They consult with
you as to your exact requirements, and
then schedule to complete on time.
Our degree of assistance may be as
much or as little as you require.

once we start
doing business. We will
gladly demo
your selection
of speakers or
microphones
or offer a
demoloan.

Tape
Machines by
Soundcraft and
others. You
choose the format which
suits.

Backup Our
technical

experience

with Soundcraft is second to none. We
hold most spares in stock, and our service
is efficient. Regular check -up or line -up
may be arranged.
Dealing with one company you have
the reassurance that any problems are
directly addressed and sorted out fast.
Call Jon Ridel or David Whittaker to find
out more about our full range of studio
supply and installation services.

Nobody knows the business better.

¶
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key studio systems

Brent View Road. London NW9 TEL Tel; 01 -202 4366.
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Olympia 2

JUNE 1986

EXHIBITION OF PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT
APPLY NOW FOR EXHIBITION SPACE
23 Chestnut Avenue
Chorleywood, Herts
England WD3 4HA
Tel: 0923 772907

AsoNAfor

ASONA offers a complete program of
tape duplication and winding systems.

Complete Cassette Production
ASONA Twin Slave

ASONA recording slaves are designed
for cassette tape duplication with
ASONA loop -bin master reproducers.
The plug -in interconnection capability
enables the number of slaves to be
easily varied according to job size.

Central bias generator in loop -bin, bias
switch for chrome tape.
Robust construction, with a minimum
of moving parts.
Low maintenance requirements, low

We can

The loop- bin /slave system empio s neither

Studio Sound, October 1985
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tailor a cassette production system to your needs.
Write or call for a proposal.

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA GmbH & Co. KG, Bahnhofstraße 60,
Tel.: (0)7825 -1068, Telex: 754325 auvis d
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Kippenheim

We're extending our Otan backup - to everyone.
When we took on Otani, the best thing we did
was to invest in the finest service engineers.
As a result, our reputation for backup is as
powerful a sales tool as any advertisement
which we have ever run.
Our investment in support of Otani goes far
beyond the tens of thousands of pounds in
backup spare parts.
Our engineers are 'factory trained' and we
maintain very close contact with Otani
engineering staff. We run monthly tech meetings during which finer points of operation
and backup are clarified.
Every machine we deliver undergoes a
major checkout of transport and electronics.
Commissioning involves a final line up that
brings the machine tight in on spec. It is our
experience that these machines perform
well inside their quoted tolerances.
And of course, for a full year of warranty or
more thereafter, we make sure that the
machine runs true.
We're flexible too. To give the studio
industry the backup it needs our service
often extends beyond normal hours.

The result of our commitment to the Otani
range of products is our enviable reputation
for service and backup.
Good news in this industry travels fast and
far. Over the past year, Otani customers that
our sales department did not find first, have

found our service department!
So, we're now offering out our expertise
publicly.
Wherever you bought your Otani, new or
old, we extend our services to you.
We insist on an overall line up at the first
visit. From then on, you will receive the same
attention as any Otani owner we deal with
now. (Of course original Otani from Turnkey
customers get this service free or at a special

preferential rate!).
Call Mike Paige for full information on
Otani backup, or speak to Jon Ridel for Otani
sales. No one offers a more comprehensive
service of supply, installation and backup.

11)inkey studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 TEL Tel; 01 -202 4366
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RTW Peak Programme Meters indicate

monitoring peak level in

analogue or digital audio

accurately the true level of even short

Vertical or horizontal mounting
24 volt or mains operation

transient peaks and provide a display
that is easily readable, but not

Balanced line inputs

fatiguing to the eye.
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PP)ÇAMPLI FICATION
The best new sound for 'ears

A brilliant new concept in
Output power: PPX900, 450 watts /ch @ 4 Ohms
PPX 450, 225 watts /ch @ 4 Ohms

Amplifier design

Typically 0.005% @ 1 kHz measured @ 0dB
output 8 Ohms

c:IIToífl II(C
Citronic Ltd Halifax Rd
.
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Telephone 0225 705600 Telex 444131

YOU GET A FREE
WITH EVERY

PAIR OF HANDS
MASTER MIX

Remember the old days? That homely
atmosphere you got in the control room as the
musicians and their roadies gathered round the
console to help you with faders on the final mix?
That wonderful sense of achievement that greeted
you as, finally the drummer's roadie managed to
bring the brass section in on cue after the
hundredth attempt? What you needed was an
extra pair of hands - and that was on sixteen -track
Novt thank goodness, those days are
passed. Now you have Master Mix, by Audio
Kinetics. The independent console automation
system. It's easily fitted to your automation-ready
console, and to many others with the addition of
the Master Mix VCA fader system. You'll hardly
know it's there - until you need it. Master Mix
doesn't interfere with your normal mixing process
- it enhances it. It remembers your fader
movements, your channel muting, your chores. No
longer do you have to go over the same complex
sequences time and again, because Master Mix
remembers it the first time. Instead, you can
concentrate on the music Isn't that what you were
trying to do in the first place?
And the free pair of hands? They're yours.
Audio Kinetics Ltd.
Kinetic Centre, Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire,
WD6 4PJ England
Tel: 01 -953 8118 Telex 299951
Audio Kinetics Inc,
4721 Laurel Canyon Blvd.,
Suite 209, N. Hollywood,
Tel:' (818)

80517s
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AUDIO KINETICS

ABACUS
ARIA GOO

ARTA600 third - octave audio analyser
adaptor and your own oscilloscope as the most
cost effective solution to real -time analysis.
Use the

Stellavox SP 8
Recorder

Verify the audio frequency responses of tape,
film and VTR recorders in moments and save
hours in daily maintenance.

£795 plus VAT

The

lightweig '.ortabIe with
heavyweight features.
1

* 4.9 kg Total operational weight.
* EBUISMPTE Time-codegeneratorversionavailable.
* Universal option includes mono neo -pilot compatible. mono synchrotone and

r7

O

-

0

stereo synchrotone.

O

O

* Optional plug -in 50'60 Hz synchronizer.

O

*

Very low power consumption (90 -110 mA).

* 6 Simultaneous inputs: 2 x mike; 2 x variable line; 2 x fixed line.
* Passive big reel adaptor allows up to 12" spools to be used, including NAB.
SWITZERLAND

SKJL\vO
Abacus Electrics

10 Barley

Mow Passage, London W4 4PH England

Telephone: London 01- 994 6477 Telex 8811418

IT'S MIDNIGHT,

°

2068 Hauterive-Ne,
Switzerland.Tel: 038 33 42 33.
Telex:35 380.

IUK Distributors: FUTURE

FILM DEVELOPMENTS, 114 Wardour Street, London W1V 3LP, England,
Tel: 01-4343344 & 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G. Cables:Allotrope'LondonWl.

MUST REACH HILTON SOUND..,

I

WITHIN

10 SECONDS HILTON
SOUND$ NEW CCF EQUIPMENT

IS AUTOMATICALLY TRIGGERED.

THE BAND'S IN A
SESSION AND THESTUDIO'S
DELAY LINE HAS DROPPED

OUT

j
,

-..,,;
E

AT HOME, HILTONS DUTY
ENGINEER TURNS OFF
THE VIDEO AND PICKS
UPTHE PHONE..

THE URGENT CALL IS
INSTANTLY REROUTED...
When you have a gear breakdown you can lose your temper,
your clients and your reputation. Hilton Sound can save all these
with just a 'phone call.
Anytime, anywhere well be with you immediately, giving
you expert service, advice, or the right replacement. There's nobody
else who gives you the best in pro-audio gear.
The last thing you need is down time, so the first people you
call should be us.

-

/

4°7m/Nis Anow

4
30 MINUTES LATER A NEW UNIT
IS POWERED UP IN POSITION ANO
WORKING. AND THE BAND PLAYS ON

16
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AT HILTON SOUND WERE ONE CALL AWAY
NIGHT OR DAY!

01-708 0483

url

Hilton

Sound

buy my gear almost exclusively from
Spares in England on my Visa Card
because of their efficiency and very friendly service
which by far exceeds the ordinary.
I

{{660414Sto

Aurora Studio, Norway
The worlds most northern studio

A call to the Studio Spares trade counter is our
guarantee of delivery through our door within

90 minutes everytime

s
F2. Studios London

Located within 5 miles of
Lands End did present us with
supply problems -until Studio Spares
showed everyone the real meaning
of a 24 hour service.
0-04 At/4'g
Sentinel Records Cornwall

Sentinel
Records

We simply need a supply service to
match our ever changing requirements.
Fast and friendly everytime Studio Spares is the answer

Oaks

Terminal Studio London

16 Stucley Place, Camden Town, London, NW1 6NS. England.

Telephone:

01

-485 4908 Orders

:

01

-482 692 (6 lines)
1

Our standards

are even higher

than

-

yours
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Active direct box
Passive direct box
Phase checker system
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EQ 213
EQ 128
EQ 228
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Dual compressor -limiter, de esser
Stereo spring reverb
Frequency selective noise gate

SRL2
RBS2

i
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Dual 13 band, 2/3 octave EQ
28 band 1/3 octave graphic EQ
Dual 28 band 1/3 octave graphic EQ
Stereo, parametric room EQ

M

222
FA4 -2

Stereo, 2 way crossover
Stereo, 3 -4 way crossover

UB 280 series

Universal buffer

824 series

Active mit Splitter
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DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA

GERMANY

NORWAY

AR audio engineering
59 Bristol rd, Hurstville 2220,
Sydney
Australia
Tél. (02) 57.12.36
Contact: Anthony Russo

BFE

Nortek
Nydalsveien 15,
0483 Oslo 4.
Tel.: (02) 23.15.90
Contact Truls Berger

-

:

An der ochsenwiese 6

6500 Mainz /Gosenheim
Toi.: 06131/463
Tlx 187 300
Contact Bodo Feldmann
:

:

PROFESSIONAL SERIES

:

BELGIUM

ISRAEL

Inelco
Avenue des Croix de Guerre, 94
1120 Brussel
Tél.: 32.02.216.0160
Tlx 22 090
Contact Luc Vandeneynde

Sontronics electronic equipment Ltd

:

:

103 Nordau BLVD P.O.B.
21511 Tel Aviv
61214 Israël

Tel.: 03.44.22.33
Tlx 361 579
Contact Sonny Shmueli
:

:

CANADA
SF

Marketing

312 Benjamin Hudon, St- Laurent
Québec H4N1J4

Tél.: 514.337,6113
Tlx 826 765
Contact: Sol Fleising
:

SOUTH AFRICA
Tru -Fi electronics
4 a Chadwick avenue,
Wynberg, Sandton
P.O. Box 84444
Tel. (0111 786.71778
:

Tlx 4 28708SA
:

USA

SCV Inc.

414 North Spark St.
91506 Burbank USA
Tél.: 818.8437567
Contact Ron Fuller
:

Contact: Flemming Ravn

ITALY

SWEDEN

Audio equipement S.R.L.
20052 Monza Mi
Via C.Rota, 37
Tél.: 039.836767
Tlx 323668
Contact: Giuseppe Porro

Tal

:

(3

& Ton Ab
Kampegatan 16 S; 41 104
Goteborg

Tél. 031803620
Tlx 27492
:

:

Contact Jan Setterberg
:

FRANCE

S.C.V. Audio

186 Allée des Érables
ZI Paris Nord II BP 50056
95947 Roissy C.D.G. Cedex
Tel.: Ill 863.22.1 1 Tlx 212802
Contact: Richard Garrido
:

DEDICATION.
The hallmark of every great
recording engineer.
The extra edge that distinguishes
those who make it from those
who don't.
Combine it with the finest
training available and create an
unstoppable force.
DEDICATION TO MUSIC. DEDICATION
TO TECHNOLOGY. DEDICATION
TO EXCELLENCE.
New classes forming now-call or write today

Institute of
Audio Research
64 University Place

Greenwich Village, New York,

N.Y.

10003

(212) 777-8550

Licensed by the New York State Education Department. Approved for veterans training.
Financial aid for those who qualify.
19

... It's the quality that makes Sennheiser the
choice of professionals.
\
a

t

Illustrated here the MD 918. For full information on the Sennheiser range of microphones write to department SS, Hayden Laboratories Ltd,
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9UG. Telephone: Gerrards Cross (0753) 888447.

WITH OVER 44 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERS WE CAN SUPPLY:

Cab/e..,,

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
WE MAKE IT!
YOU NAME IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES
Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter /combiner trans -_
formers. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for
Guitars, Multi- Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line
transformers, Line transformers to British Telecom Standard Isolating
Test Specifications. Tapped impedance matching transformers,
Gramophone pickup transformers, Audio Mixing Desk transformers (all
types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature transformers for PCB
mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers,
Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts.
Inductive Loop transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter inductors,
Arrplifier to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000
watts), 100 volt line transformers to speakers; Speaker matching
transformers (all powers), Column Loudspeaker transformers up to 300
watts or more.
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -FI
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANS-

FORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are
short and sensible.

OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORMIXING .DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI -FI
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a
speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,
U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables us to post quo ITIES,

taticn by return.

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
CONNECTRONICSLIMITED CONNECTRONICSCORPORATION
652 Glenbrook Road
20 Victoria Road
Stamford
New Barnet Hertfordshire
CT.06906 U.S.A.
EN4 9PF England
Telephone: (203)324 2889
Telephone:01- 449 3663
Telex:643678

Telex:8955127 SGAL G

E.

Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 194I), Reg. No. England 303990

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG,
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390. Telex: 987703G

THE DIFFERENCE
IS WELL WORTH THE DIFFERENCE
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII III t111

ItIlIllt:ttt tit; ttttì
I'11111t11t1111,n
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Swiss precision craftsmanship always costs a bit more but when you
invest in an FM ACOUSTICS power amplifier you get more than
precision craftsmanship. Thanks to proprietary technologies, unique
selection procedures and circuits, FM ACOUSTICS is rewarding you
with more naturalness and true fidelity.
For the ultimate in musical accuracy move up to FM ACOUSTICS.

There is no alternative.

FM ACOUSTICS LTD, Tiefenhofstr.17, CH -8820 Wädenswil /Switzerland

Telephone:

LONDON BOROUGH OF ISLINGTON

BRITANNIA
ROW

N.I

e

01.226 3377
TELEX: 268279 BRITRO

BRITANNIA ROW LTD

G

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON N1 8QH

01

/ 780 64 44, Telex: 875414 FMAC

US office: FM ACOUSTICS USA, P.O. Box 311, 956170311 Davis CA
Phone: (916) 7586300
FM ACOUSTICS LTD

In Canada: Perspective Audio P.A. Inc., 23 Chatel, Lorraine, P.O.
J6Z 3C4 Phone: (514) 621 -4087
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M SERIES
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NO MORE SLEEPLESS NIGHTS!
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No nonsense eight buss mixing
console designed for live sound
reinforcement, theatre or eight track
recording. Unique facilities such as
+30db input headroom, 4 band
equalisation, six auxilliary sends,
switchable pre or post fade and settable
using hand set jumpers to pre or post

In=
IBM
equ. By four matrix on each sub group
pre or post fade. Stereo return to masters.
Fader reverse. Eq on group output,
permanent access to all eight busses for
effects returns with eq option. Full

monitoring of groups. A total solution to
an eight buss mixer that will not fail on
you; So NO MORE SLEEPLESS NIGHTS!

THE M SERIES BY

S011llD

ii

CS

affordable quality
oistrlbured i=r.

Soundout Laboratories Limited
91 Ewell Road, Surbiton,
Surrey KT6 6AH Tel: 01 -399 3392
Telex: 8951073/SNDOUT/G
22
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Studio Equipment Distribution Ltd
27Guiktford

St., Luton, Beds., LUI

Tel Luton (0582/452495

2NQ

More effects from F]HB.
Introducing the amazing Yamaha REV 7 digital reverb + effects processor.
At last, a professional quality.
programmable digital reverb,
with the sounds and features you
want, at a price so low you won''
believe it.

Here are
features

a

few of the REV

True or simulated stereo.
30 factory presets and up to 60 user stores.
Hall, Plate & Room reverb programs.
Reverb available with gating, reverse, flanging
Early reflection programs.
L/R delay and stereo echo.
Stereo phasing and flanging.

>----2b_

MIDI interface.
Remote control.

bit 31.25 kHz sampling giving 20 -12kHz response.
band parametric EQ.

16

For the more demanding user, don't forget Yarnaha's
original REV digital reverb with its full function remote
control at £6595.
1

3

'

At £1040 the REV 7 must be the year's best buy; send
now for colour brochure.

In addition to the REV 7, here are some more gadgets from HHB's effects collection:

41

The newest from the BEL stable, the BD320 gives all the
functions of the popular BD80, but with up to 32 (yes 32)
seconds of delay. BD80 £695 (2 secs) + £200 per extra 2 secs.
BD320 £1200 (8 secs) + £500 per extra 8 secs.
The BSS DPR402 is an all in one dynamics processor, providing compression, peak limiting, de- essing and expansion,
all with frequency keying all in a lu package £615.
For that authentic 60's sound, DRAWMER's 1960 valve
compressor /pre -amp is a must. "Soft knee" compression,
microphone inputs, side chain operation etc £750. (Don't forget
the DL221 £325, and DS201© £275.)
The AMS RMX16 shown here is the state -of- the -art in programmable reverb. We also try to keep the DMX
15 -80 DDL /pitch transposer, but demand is high so order now.
RMX16 £4680. DMX15 -80 £POA.

The YAMAHA D1500 is a low -cost, high -value programmable DDL with MIDI interface; it gives up to 1 sec delay,
with 16 user memories. Our price is so low that we don't dare
II print it! £POA.
KLARKTEKNIK's range of equalisers should need no introduction: they are simply the industry standard for graphics.
We also stock other Klark-Teknik products, such as their
excellent digital reverb and the DN60 analyser. DN332 (shown
$4114$,
here) £525. DN360 £980. DN60 (analyser) £1650. DN780
reverb £3580.
TC ELECTRONICS TC2240/1140 are stereo /mono 4 band
fully parametric equalisers offering 20dB of cut and boost.
We think they are the best value and best sounding outboard
We also keep toys from Lexicon, Urei, Electrospace, dbx, EQ's around.TC2240 £330.TC1140 £195.
Eventide and many more. Our demo room is ready for you to
try before you buy: or take advantage of our mail order service
for best prices and free delivery.

{y

NIIIIHNI4fIH'

Access, Barclaycard /Visa, American Express. Finance
arranged. (All prices exclude VAT and are correct at time of
going to press.)

HHB RIRE & SALES UNIT F; NEW CRESCENT WORKS. NICOLL ROAD. LONDON NWlO i +:

TELEPHONE

01. 9613295 TELEX

923393

SONEX
CONTROLS SOUND.

INVEST IN A SOUND FUTURE
YOUR CAREER IN THE

MUSIC RECORDING INDUSTRY
TREBAS MlSTTTt11E OF REICORDInG ARTS
WILL PUT YOU ON THE RIGHT TRACK

In

a 2

year professional training program in the

RECORDING
With its patented anechoic foam wedge,
SONEX absorbs and diffuses unwanted
sound in your studio. And it can effectively
replace traditional acoustic materials at
a fraction of the cost. SONEX blends with
almost any pro audio decor and looks
clean, sharp, professional. Check into this attractive alternative for
sound control. Call or write us for all the facts and prices.

Olphaeud..

SONEX is manufactured by
Illbruck and distributed
exclusively to the pro sound
industry by Alpha Audio.

2049 West Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23220 USA (804) 358 -3852
Telex 469037 (ALPHAAUD CI)

Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry
Booth No.

119 -121

MUSIC VIDEO PRODUCTION
SOUND ENGINEERING

AES New York

RECORD PRODUCING
MANAGEMENT

LIMITED INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
For Day or Evening courses APPLY NOW!
p!u applicati,n ,r,1 FREE hr.,r hure aesc rrh,ny ruurses
,n'act The Insolite

TREBAS InST1TUTE

Of RECORDIfG

1901 Ave of Ire Sres Sure 1774 Los Angeles, C A CA 90067
34 Wes! 8111 Ave, Vancouver. BC. Canada V55 1M7
410 Dundas St East Toronto. Ox Canada M5A 2A8
290 Necean Sr
1435 Bieury Sr

®

ARTS AND SCIENCES

,,.. 1_OURSEr <iN

.

ARTS

US<.

Ottawa, Ont Canada KIR 503
Montreal, Oue Canada H3A 2H7

developing tomorrow's music industry leaders since 1979

([/

TREBAS InSTITUh OF RECORDInG ARTS

Ampak 8 audio monitor amplifier

'
'

Transformerless Dl

Transformer balanced inp.it (optional)
Overload and short-circui: protected
Compact + Robust * Latching XLR input
24d8m clip level
8 watts RMS

Matches instrument

IMP__

TRANSFORMERLES
NORM

Props

HIGH

LOW

-a fu

prtafessi al inte ce
*COIn entTl
Correctio ITMIfor
-

Solves

Electroni
Latching

'

ur

eve¡ prob)

125d8Dy,
'

r

transfor r option)
ofessionag

Compacta
Gold plat

+23
a

EIAJ Format

s

TC
Time
Code Reader
2000 hours per battery set
Reads SMPTE, EBU codes
Drop Frame and Colour Frame

esticl

32.; ".

indication

User bits display

le

T(

Inca

` ""

¡optional)

umlnation

6v DC input (optional)
Time code
"wash -n-brush up"

Extremely lightweight

Audio Design Calrec Ltd.,

Auclio+Desîgn
The Hit Sound in Audio Science
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PO Box 182,

Reading RG2 9BA,
England.
Tel: Reading (0734) 861088
Telex: 848722 ADR UK
Audio Design Calrec, Inc.,
PO Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310, USA
Tel: (206) 275 5009 Telex: 152426 ADR USA

Be ready for tomorrow's
challenges by making the right
equipment decisions today.

IN HERE

THE OILY

LIMITS

ARE THE
ONES YOU
YOURSELF.
12-27

SWAN YARD M. TEL:

01 -354 3737.

SUPERIOR
EIPIERS

At HH we

know there is no substitute for
quality. That's w,hy when you buy an HH
amplifier you automatically get a range
of benefits and features not always
available from our competitors. A point
many of the most notable Studios,
Installation and Broadcast Companies

have been quick to note
and appreciate
when installing
our amplifiers and amazingly
it doesn't cost
any extra!
HH design,
manufacture
and sell, thus
cutting out one
or more stages in
the supply chain. The
benefit - higher quality
and additional features.

Range of Connectors
Inputs: Jack and XLR together with
XLR Link connectors
Outputs: Binding Posts and 4 x XLRs

Rear Carrying Handles
Invaluable rear carrying handles help
in transport and when installing in
racks. Additionally they provide protection against accidental breakage
of the binding posts.

M900
400W + 400W
The M900 has been designed for the
installation or P.A. specialist who wants
quality, reliability and limited features
at a fiercely competitive price. Identical in performance and specification
to the V800 it has
the advantage of
'Lock Pot' Input
Attenuators.
The V800

features stepped
input
attenuators

Contact one cf our distributors or HH direct for full details of our range of power amplifiers.

Scenic Sounds Equipment, Unit 2, 12 William Road, London NW 1. Tel: 387 1262.
Canford Audio, Stargate Works, Ryton, Tyne & Wear NE40 3BR. Tel: 091 413 7171.
H. H. ELECTRONICS LIMITED, VIKING WAY, BAR HILL, CAMBRIDGE CB3 8EL.
TELEPHONE 0954 81140 TELEX 817515 HH Elec G
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The Greengate DS:3 is the definitive sound sampling system for the working
musician /composer /producer/engineer. There are bigger names and bigger
prices but none compete on a price /performance basis with this 4 -voice
polyphonic, 15kHz, 2.8s system.

DS:3
he Midi connection

Based on the APPLE H series of computers (II, II +,
EuroPlus and IIe) the DS:3 produces sparkling quality
sound samples with editing and looping facilities available
only to those systems costing twenty and fifty times as
much. The use of a proven, reliable, work -horse computer
(The Grandad of all personal machines!) allows
continuous updating of the system performance both in
powerful software and complementary electronic
additions.
At the time of writing, looping and keyboard splitting are
current facilities which were offered to our installed base
on time and on spec. A full MIDI interface will be
available; 10 second sampling follows; step -time
sequencer to complement the existing real -time function
and duration recording software complete the '85
offerings for the system itself.

But the most interesting update of all is the DS:4...

For a very modest price the DS:3 owner will be
able to avail himself of the sound quality and
dynamic range of CD -and with the extra voices
and sample length expected from the very best
16 -bit systems of the genre. Existing DS:3
owners will be offered this first since it is
Greengate policy to look after its own...

Please send me information on the DS:3 Digital Sound
Sampling Sequencer and its peripheral devices:
Name
Company
Address

Tel:

Greengate Productions Ltd., 24 Missden Drive, Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire, England, HP3 8QR. Tel: (0442) 3496
Greengate Productions, 2041 Pioneer Court. Suite 15, San Mateo,
California 94403, U.S.A. Tel: (415) 345 3064

NI
NI HARRISON
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY LTD

X190 X300 X600 X1000 X1200 X1600 P900 5P2
High accuracy
Harrison products meet the accelerating
differential circuitry
demands of the contemporary sound
This advanced design
ensures the very lowest
professionals with exceptional technology.
THD and IMD levels
Prestigious discotheques throughout the world
as well as producing
extremely low levels
are benefiting from their superb musical
of dynamic distortion
The new technology
qualities and ultra reliability, whilst leading
incorporates fast transient
PA companies will now
response and extended power
Sound
Innovations
bandwidth. The fast slew rate
only use Harrison
means sound quality is
products because
accurate and transparent
with a dynamic bass
of their live sound
delivery and fast
qualities and
HF response.
road -ruggedness.

HARRISON
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

LTD

Unit 3, Button End, Harson, Cambridge CB2 5NX, England
Telephone: 0223 871711. Telex: HITCAM G.

Post another advance in recording
technology for NAGRA!
The new
NACRA IV -S TC incorporates unique
Time Code circuitry which permits time code
record /playback (via switch selection) of the five
film or video SMPTE /EBU standards.
What's more, there's an eleven key, slide -out, mini keyboard
to enter or read data and check system operation, plus a seven
segment eight digit LCD readout.
Of course, the recording quality, the functionality, are what you've
come to expect from NAG RA
just this side of perfect
KUDELSKI S.A. CH -1033 Cheseaux ; Switzerland phone 10211 91.21.21
USA Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc. (212) 840.09.99 New York and 12131 469.63 91 Hollywood
Italy Nagra Italia srl 1061 591 09.32 Roma
U.K. Hayden Labs. (753) 88.84.47 Chalfont St. Peter
F.R.G. Nagra Kudelski gmbh 1089) 65.66.33 Munchen
France Nagra- France 11) 271 .53.30 Paris
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NAGRA KUDELSKI
Passion for perfection

This much power
in this much amp.

The Amcron tradition of peerless
performance was established with the introduction of the legendary DC300 series in
1967. Now, in 1985, on the back of modern
technology and two decades of experience,
Amcron bring you the Micro Tech 1000
amplifier.
The Micro Tech1000 is the amp we've all
been waiting for- lightweight, compact,
and with more than enough punch to suit the
increased power requirements of the digital
age. These are the facts:
C 400 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms.
500 watts RMS per channel into 2 ohms.
1O00 watts RMS into 4 ohms - bridged mono.
Safe operation at high power to 1 ohm.

Reversible forced -air cooling.
Amcron performance in 3'/2 "rack space.
We believe that these facts, coupled
with Amcron's reputation speak for themselves. But if you wish to know more about
the Micro Tech 1000 and how it can solve
your headroom problems, call HHB Hire &
Sales at: Unit F New Crescent Works,
Nicoll Rd, London NW1O 9AX.Tel: 01- 9613295.
Telex: 923393.

U Amcron

DENMARK, AVIDAN 02- 179591. FRANCE, SCV AUDIO 01- 8632211. ITALY, AUDIUM 02- 2537853. HOLLAND, IEMKE ROOS 020 -972121. SPAIN, AUPROSA 03- 35I7011.
SWITZERLAND, MUSICA 01- 2524952. WEST GERMANY, MUSIK PRODUCTIV 05451- 140612.

The RA226 Sampler represents
breakthrough in digital audio

a

price

technology.
Using inovative techniques in software
driven processing this new Rebis module
gives you 8 seconds record /playback,
expandable to 32 seconds on board,
maintaining 12 kHz bandwidth.

Auto trip makes recording simple.
Creative playback, forward or reverse,
is assured by precise star /end edit,
loop, and full remote control.
Give yourself the creative edge - get the
full facts today!

Rebis Audio Ltd. Kinver Street Stourbridge West Midlands DY8 5AB. ENGLAND.
Telephone: (0384) 71865. Telex: 335494.
Australia; Audio Mix Systems, Sydney 264 -6817. Austria; Bauer Sound, Himberg 02235-89298. Belgium; S.E.D., Bruxelles 522 70 64. Canada; Hein' Electronics Inc.,
Ontario 727 -1951. Denmark; Kinovox ANS, Lynge 02 18 76 17. Finland; Studiotee, Espoo 514133. France; Lazare Electronics, Paris 878 6210. High Fidelity Services,
Paris 285 0040. Germany; Thum & Mahr Audio, Leverkusen 2173 - 7806 -0. Hausmann Concert Electronic, Berlin 4336097. Hausmann Electronic Starnberg 8151 1031.
Studiotechnik Jurgen Klever, Hamburg 6901044. Greece; Sun Sound, Athens 6433424. Hong Kong &China; Audio Consultants Co. Ltd., Kowloon 3- 7125251. India;
Kapco Sound, New Delhi 43718. Israel; More Productions B.P. Ltd., Tel -Aviv 454003. Italy; Stanek Bologna, 32 10 63. Jamaica; Audiofon Systems Ltd., Kingston
926 -2569. Japan; Hibino Electro Sound Inc., Tokyo 442 -4101. Netherlands; Special Audio Products B.V., Amsterdam 140035. New Zealand; Maser Broadcast
Systems Ltd., Glenfield 444 -3583. Saudi Arabia; Fadil Halwany & Sons, Dammam 8570848. South Africa; Tru -Fi Electronics, Johannesburg 786 -7177 Spain; Mike
Llewellyn Jones, Madrid 445 -1301. Sweden; Tal & Ton, Gothenburg 803620. Switzerland; E.M.M. Studio, Gempen, 061 72 89 72.

For the other half- of the story contact:
Agents:

Brooke Siren Systems

Kiaik iecndk inc Nev,, YorK 249 -3660. Australia
AMS. Sydney. 264681 7- Austria
Bourke
& Disserton, Wels. 72427147. Canada
Gerr, Toronto. 868 -0528. Belgium
TEM, Dilbeek. 569 -1823. France
Regiescene, Paris. 374-5836. Holland
Ampco, Utrecht 433.134. Germany
Audio Vertrieb, Quickborn.
41 -06 -6 -9999. Japan
Matsuda. Tokyo. 295 -4731. South Africa
Colosseum Acoustics, Johannesburg.

America

- Spain
- -

--

-

- -

-

-

234541
Lexon, Barcelona. 203-4804. Switzerland
W. A. Gunther, Zurich. 391-39 -39. New Zealand
Maser Communications, Auckland. 479 -5304. Israel
Mor Productions. Tel Aviv. 454003. Greece
Bon
Athens.
Studio.
3249 305. Italy
Audio Link. Parma. 772009. U.K. Agents: HHB
961 3295. Scenic Sounds
01-734 2812 Music Labs
01 -388 5392. Turnkey
01 -202 4366 Audio Services 06632 4244. Autograph
Sales
01 -267 6677 Entec
09328- 66777. Wigwam Acoustics
0706.68766

---

-

-

-

213 Sydney Road, London N10 2NL, England. Tel: 01 -444 7892. Telex: 912881 BSSAUDIO

the New 5M81 by

NU

HW International
3 -5 Eden Grove London N7 8E62 Tel 01 -607 2717
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The 16/16/2 is designed to complement budget 16 -track recorders. It
features its own external P.S.U. which can supply even a fully expanded
16/16/2 (a 32/16/2!). All mic. channels have 48V Phantom Power,
Parametric E.Q. network, and 3 auxiliary sends. Full 16 channel monitoring is
included in the 16/16/2 package. 12 segment 2 colour bargraphs are fitted
to the 16 sub -mix stages and the master output which is also fitted with 3
band E.Q. As well as optional expander modules for the mic. channels, a
double patch bay is available.

16 -4 -2

16/4/2 is the mixer that the 16/8/2 and 16/16/2 developed from and
consequently contains all their superb features. It is expandable to 32/4/2 on
its existing P.S.U. and a patch bay is also available. Mic. channels have
parametric E.Q. network, 48V Phantom Power, 3 auxiliary sends and 90mm
faders. Full monitor and foldback systems, 3 -band E.Q. on the master outputs
and 2 colour 12 segment bargraphs are all supplied on the 16/4/2. Usec of
this mixer include live sound reinforcement and for use with 4 track recorders
in small studios.
The
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The 16/8/2 is compatible with 8 -track recorders and has all the versatility of
the 16/16/2, like optional expander modules for the mic. channels (an extra
16 mic. channels may be fitted without altering the unit's P.S.U.) and a
double patch bay. Mic. channels feature 48V Phantom Power, parametric E.Q.
network, 3 auxiliary sends and 90mm faders. Full monitor and foldback
systems are included. Master outputs have 3 -band E.Q. and 2 colour 12
segment bargraphs. These bargraphs are also fitted to the 8 sub -mix stages.
Applications for the 16/8/2 include small 8 -track studio mixing and live
sound reinforcement.

6 -2-1

TheSTUDIOMASTER 6 -2 -1 mixing console offers features and performance
normally obtainable from mixers costing twice the price. Mic. channels feature
three band e.q., effects and monitor sends as well as the usual gain and pan
controls. 2 colour, 12 segment bargraphs allow monitoring of channels,
auxiliaries and both stereo and mono sum outputs. This outstanding
specification makes the 6 -2 -1 ideal for sub -mixing, P.A. and recording.

Mosfet 500

Mosfet 1000

With distortion not exceeding 0.005% (1kHz sinewave at 200 watts/4ohms)
this amplifier provides reliable amplification of outstanding fidelity in all
applications. The extensive protection circuitry ensures failsafe protection
against D.C., thermal overload and short circuit conditions. The front panel
carries LED indication allowing instant monitoring of the amplifier's
operational status. The Mosfet 500 is ideally suited to all professional
applications requiring medium power, accurate reproduction.

This high power amplifier delivers twice the power of the MOSFET 500 with
the same 0.005% distortion (1kHz sinewave at 400 watts /4 ohms). This
amplifier has already proved itself under the most stressful of applications and
is fast becoming the standard against which all other amplifiers are measured.
The Mosfet 1000 delivers high power with total fidelity in all applications.

Studiomaster, Faircharm Industrial Estate, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Bedfordshire.
Tel: (0525) 221331 Telex: 825612 STUDIO G
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XEDIT & EDITALL
EDITING BLOCKS
PRECISION
ROBUSTNESS

EASE OF USE
WIDEST RANGE

OF SIZES
EX -STOCK DELIVERY
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SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED`
Unit 2, 12 William Road, London NW1 3EN
Tel: 01- 3871262, 01 -734 2812
Telex: 27939 SCENIC G
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The ABC's of
de- ersing.
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SCENIC SOUNDS
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Tel:
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Belgium Trans European Music (Bruxelles) Finland Studiotec (Espoo)
France 3M France SA, Mincom Div (Paris) Germany Estemac (Hamburg)
Germany Hausman Electronic (Berlin) Greece Audiolab (Hellas
(Athens) Holland Cadac Holland (Hilversum) Italy Audio Products
International (Milano) Norway LydRommet (Oslo) Portugal Amperel
(Lisbon) Spain Singleton Productions (Barcelona) Sweden Tal & Ton
(Gothenburg) Switzerland Audio Bauer (Zurich)

You know they're out there-those nasty "S"
sounds that stymie the pursuit for quality in your
vocal productions. That's why we've perfected our
536A Dynamic Sibilance Controller which subtly and
effectively controls harsh "S" sounds while you
mind your P's and Q's.
The 536A is a single purpose, two -channel
de -esser which allows your vocal tracks to have the
presence and sparkle you demand without the
abrasive, distracting sibilance which can be an
unexpected by- product. The 536A also allows for
constant de- essing regardless of changes in input

levels.

Listen and discover why some of the world's
greatest producers and engineers rely on the Orban
536A De -Esser to give them a bright, up -front vocal
sound, without excessive sibilance.
urbanOrban Associates Inc. 645 Bryant St.
San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957 -1067
Telex: 17-1480
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NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

MECZ

JBL 4425 bi- radial monitor
JBL's 4425 bi- radial
loudspeaker is a medium -sized
studio monitor designed to fill
the gap between bookshelf and
large monitor type designs.
The 4425 is designed to offer
the same characteristics as the
larger 4430 without the size
and bulk. Applications include
studios, dubbing rooms and
critical listening environments
that do not require extremely
high listening levels.
The bi- radial horn used is a
completely new design
incorporating a pure titanium
diaphragm with edge -wound
aluminium- ribbon voice coil,
copper -plated pole piece, a
diamond pattern diaphragm
suspension and a computer
machined phasing plug.
The horn is a scaled -down
version of the 2344 made of
acoustically inert high impact
structural foam. The 300 mm
(12 in) low frequency driver is
also a new unit and
incorporates a 76 mm (3 in)
voice and JBL symmetrical

field geometry (SFG) magnet
structure for low distortion.
The 4425 is claimed to have
a smooth, accurate response
from 40 Hz to 16 kHz.
Sensitivity is 91 dB SPL for
1 W at 1 m and maximum
power handling is 200 W
continuous programme. The
speakers include a mid and
HF control and are
manufactured in mirror image
pairs in order to retain a
symmetrical soundfield. As
with the larger bi- radial
monitor the 4425 system is
claimed to provide a precisely
aligned phase response over a
40° wide arc in the horizontal
plane. The preferred listening
arc in the vertical plane is
between zero (on -axis) and 10°
up.

JBL Inc, 8500 Balboa
Boulevard, PO Box 2200,
Northridge, CA 91329, USA.
Tel: (213) 893 -8411.
UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd,
Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2
5DD. Tel: (0753) 76911.

Summit Audio valve
compressor/limiter
Summit Audio have developed a
compressor/limiter that they say
combines the desirable
qualities of earlier valve (tube)
devices with the improved
performance of modern
circuitry. Offering ease of
operation, `warm sound' and
`soft knee' characteristics, the
unit has two switchable attack
and release settings with

access to the side chain. Stereo
coupling is possible and the
unit comes with a balanced
input and a `990' balanced

output stage. Jensen
transformers can be supplied
as a customer option.

Summit Audio Inc, PO Box
1678, Los Gatos, CA 95031,
USA. Tel: (408) 395 -2448.

IMS series 200 switcher
IMS has developed a new
series of intelligent audio
switchers /mixers for
production and post production

applications. The Smart
Switcher 200 series combines
audio signals before routing
them and can contain up to
256 summing cross points
which can also be configured
in groups of eight. Four onboard memories permit
presetting of matrixes. The
200 series will interface with

any outboard studio device via
its RS422 port thus adding
computer control capability
and access to synchronisers,
sequencers and video editors.
A MIDI port is optional.
A larger more versatile
version of the 200 series -the
400 -is also available and can
deal with between 256 and
16,000 crosspoints.
IMS Inc, 1552 Laurel Street,

San Carlos, CA 94070, USA.
Tel: (415) 592 -8055.
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VCL Audio digital console
new console from France
breaks with the traditional
console look. At the time of
writing details are scant but
the SSDV (Senseur Statique
Digital Visualisable- Visual
Digital Static Sensor)
command desk uses 196 mm
grooves instead of faders for
level control. These can be
ordered with either 32 or 64
discrete levels. The grooves
are set into a translucent
block making the console
A

AKG flight cases
AKG has introduced two

strong lightweight flight cases
designed for transporting
microphones and valuable
sound equipment. The cases
which are lockable are made
of silver -faced laminated ply
panels with aluminium
framing and reinforced
34
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corners. The larger case
(70 x 39 x 14 cm) has serrated
infills which can be cut to
match specific equipment. The
smaller case (25 x41 x 33 cm)
has a double opening lid with
eight inbuilt compartments
and comes complete with a
shoulder strap.

surface impervious to dust,
dirt and even liquids.
A VDU display and
command processor complete
the system package. The
command processor using 3 or
5 in floppy disks with 64 k
memory extendable to 256 k.

VCL Audio, Place du

Moulin, Cidex
1924 -Vallegue, F-31290
VilleFranche de Lauragais,

France. Tel:

(0033) 61 16 92.

imps
;=17.

16

bit

Processor

Keyboard

floppy Disk
but very
piano.
The Processor Keyboard FO is the creative component of the PPG Music Computer System. Its

engineering creates your music: 72 high quality
weighted wooden keys for dynamic touch playing,
just like on an acoustic piano. 16 bit processor for
perfect reproduction. Every nuance in touch is
enhanced through individual selection of 8 combinable parameters for volume, filter, pitch, attack
etc., each adjustible on 8 levels. Simultaneous triggering of PPG WAVE 2.3 and Expansion Voice Unit,
even with differential dynamic values. Floppy disk
for loading more than 500 PPG Sample Sounds,
sequences and MIDI programs - 25 sound disks
provided with the PRK FD. Fast loading of complete
keyboard arrangements for multifacited use on
stage. Realtime sequencer for quick and exact
composition. Songmode for putting together
sequences to complete songs. As MIDI master keyboard dividable in up to 16 Midi split ranges. Actuation of up to 16 synthesizers, each self contained in
dynamic, pitch, modulation and program selection.
New, state of the art "realtime arpeggiator" for
control of connected units. For more information
about the PRK FD, the complete PPG System, the
PPG Sound Library and the PPG Demo Cassette
tact your local music de r.

Brent View Road, London NW9 7EL.
Telephone: 01 -202 4366. Telex 25769.
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Marshall AES -357 ambience
effects system
Marshall's Ambience Effects
System is essentially three
separate processors -a stereo
synthesiser/processor; a stereo
post reverb processor and a
stereo room simulator and
ambience generator.
As a stereo synthesiser the
AES-357 offers 10 mono
compatible types including:
Stereo Field Conversion
(generation of a stereo field by
non -harmonic combing); Stereo
Imaging Synthesis (stereo
image created by multiple
delay taps); and Stereo
Ambience Generation, a
binaural image construction
utilising psycho- acoustic
processing for front and rear
dimension. In all a total of
1,000 programs are possible in
this section of the system.
In the Stereo Post Reverb
mode the 357 can be attached
to the output of an existing
reverb unit and it will
multiply the echo density by
two to 1,200 times.
Additionally, it adds to the
voltage -based algorithms of
digital reverbs the power based algorithms of room
simulation. From this it then
constructs the room response
and characteristic reflections.
A thousand programs also
exist in this mode.
The Stereo Simulator and
Ambience Generator work on
the principle that real rooms
respond to the power of sound,
not the voltage of a signal.
Using true power functions
and a variable delay matrix
that allows multiple input, as
well as output taps, room
shape, size and ambience are
all independently controllable.
Another 1,000 programs are
available in this section.

Penny

&

either by a direct control unit
or via a computer interface. In
the latter case a complete
graphics oriented control
program package -the SG4 -is
available.
Including the Rear option
the 357 has 22 primary
outputs each of which are
decoded independently. The
Rear option itself is not a
derived or phase inverted
output, but is an independent
set of full stereo image
corrected rear reflections
which increase the tap matrix
by 50% and the memory by a
100%.
According to Marshall this

technology has been developed
to overcome the limitations of
conventional digital systems
where all output taps (usually
six to 12) share the same DAC
which severely limits any
specialised processing on any
one tap. For convincing room
simulation each reflection
needs to be synthesised
separately and accurately.
In order to make the 357
easy to read, large rear
projected displays are used
which can easily be read from
across the studio or stage. The
front display changes with
function thus avoiding a
cluttered and confusing front
panel.

console manufacturers to
incorporate moving fader

automation at reasonable cost
without degrading the
operating feel of the fader.
The new fader can be
mounted in a channel width of
less than 25 mm and the slider
travel is 104 mm, compatible
with P & G's existing range of
manually operated faders. Full
scale travel can be achieved in
less than 100 ms and the fader
Studio Sound, October 1985

& DTM-8
in Dual Concentric, the
DTM -8 has been primarily
designed for use as a desk top
monitor. The speaker has a
black textured finish and is
supplied without a grille
although these are available
as an optional extra.
Frequency response of the
DTM -8 is 55 Hz to 20 kHz

Two more studio monitors
have been developed by
Tannoy. New to the SRM
series is the FSM. Internally
the loudspeaker is divided into
two totally separate enclosures
with a 15 in dual concentric in
the upper chamber and a 15 in
bass unit in the lower. Goldplated links on the crossover
panel (adjustable from the
front of the loudspeaker)

8

provide frequency response
adjustments, a slave input for
passive operation and a LF
Window In/Out option. The LF
Window is designed to match
the FSM to different room
acoustics, particularly those
with difficult bass

8 Sl.

±3 dB. Sensitivity is 92 dB (2n)
and the nominal impedance is

Overall dimensions are

460 x 300 x200 mm and the
DTM-8 weighs 11 kg.

Tannoy Ltd, The Bilton
Centre, Coronation Road,
Cressex Industrial Estate,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12
3SB, UK. Tel 0494 450606.

characteristics. With the LF
Window in operation the
highpass filter to the dual
concentric is bypassed so that
both drive units operate in
parallel with a subsequent
3 dB increase in low frequency
energy.
Overall frequency response is
quoted at 40 Hz to 20 kHz
with a 2n sensitivity of 97 dB.
The FSM weighs 80 kg
(175 lb), measures
1050 x 720 x535 mm, and is
recommended for use with
amplifiers up to 500 W /channel
RMS into 8 Sl.
Using the recently developed

Marshall Electronic, United
States Audio Inc, Box 438,
Brooklandville, MD 21022,

USA. Tel: (301) 484 -2220.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126
Great Portland Street, London
W1N 5PH. Tel: 01 -580 4314.

Giles fader

A new motorised fader from
Penny & Giles will enable

36

Specifications for the 357
show a dynamic range greater
than 95 dB and a frequency
response from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
All functions are remotable

Tannoy FSM
monitors

can incorporate mono or stereo

taper potentiometer elements
in addition to the linear
control element.
Penny & Giles Conductive

Plastics Ltd, Industrial
Estate, Pontllanfraith,
Blackwood, Gwent, South
Wales NP2 2YD, UK. Tel:
0495 223771.
USA: Penny & Giles

Conductive Plastics, 1640 Fifth
Street, Santa Monica, CA
90401. Tel: (213) 393 -0014.

TMK CL100 AU cable

length/fault detector
unique instrument has been
announced by TMK for
measuring cable length and
locating the position of breaks.
Additionally the CL 100 AU
cable break position locator
will also indicate cross
connections, short circuits and
poor insulation in 2 -core and
coaxial cable. The unit can be
used for identifying cable
lengths from 1 m to 5 km.
Free accessories include all
test leads, battery, manual
A

and case with neck harness t'or
`hands -free' measurements. A
battery operated signal tracer
is also available as an optional
extra which can be used in
conjunction with the CL100
AU's 1 kHz test tone.

Tachikawa Radio
Manufacturing Co Ltd,

Tokyo.
UK: Harris Electronics
(London), 138 Grays Inn Road,
London WC1X 8AX.
Tel: 01 -837 7937.

D

Low- cost digital audio
comes of age.
The Sony PCM series has now been available policy towards these products. Accordingly they
for several years. In this time recording and broad- have upgraded them from the domestic catalogue, and, realising the need for professional
cast organisations, government, educational
and industrial establishments, as well as individual support and all that that entails, have appointed
HHB as specialist dealers to represent them in
users have all acknowledged the unique value
of these units, and made them a new standard. the pro -audio market.
We are proud to announce this appointment,
It is the superlative quality of Sony PCM digital,
coupled with extremely low cost that has brought and happy to assure our customers of continued
availability of the PCM range. The re- instatement
about this professional acceptance of the range.
This is borne out by the number of new ancilliary of the PCM production line has been very largely
due to pressure from end -users, who are after all
products from other manufacturers, that have
further increased the flexibility and versatility of the motivating force in the audio world. So if you
are involved with audio recording and are still
the range.Examples of these products are the
'CLUE' logging and editing system from HHB, as unfamiliar with Sony digital, then you owe it to yourwell as various interfaces which allow digital com- self to call HHB - the No.1 name in Digital Audio.
munication with the PCM 1610.
Sony has acknowledged that this acceptance
FROM
EHIIWIb
by professional users necessitates a change of

SONY

HHB HIRE & SALES,UNIT F NEW CRESCENT WORKS, NICOLL ROAD, LONDON NW10 9AX. TELEPHONE: 01-9613295. TELEX: 923393.
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THE SONY PCMFI AND PCM701ES DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS.

NEW PRODUCTS
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Tascam new models
Tascam has recently
announced several new
additions to their range of
audio products. In the final
stage of development is the
ATR 60 recorder. This is a
'/a in stereo machine with a
centre -track SMPTE facility
all built into the same head.
Based on the M16 transport,
the ATR 60 is designed for
stereo mastering and is
specifically aimed at the
musician, pro -audio and video
the LCD display.
market.
Basic specifications for the
The MS -16 is a 1 in 16 -track
501 include a frequency
multitrack recorder with a
response of 9 Hz to 330 kHz,
output up to 7 VRMS with less new, extra heavy duty chassis
designed to cope with extended
than 0.01% distortion in the
audio frequency range. A non- periods of high speed,
stop /start shuttling during
volatile memory system
editing sessions. The machine
provides access to 10 stored
offers full SMPTE timecode
output configurations and the
lock -up facilities and +4 dBm
oscillator can be programmed
balanced and -10 dBV
via its RS232 or IEEE 488
unbalanced inputs and
interface.
outputs. Options available
Aim Instruments, Burrel
include a remote control unit,
Road Industrial Estate, St
autolocator, dbx units and reel
Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs
clamps.
PE17 4NF, UK. Tel: 0480
The new 388 Portastudio is
62225. Telex: 32303.
the first complete 8- channel
recording system consisting of
a full function 8/8/2 mixer and
generator and reader and
a full servo -controlled 8 -track
easier connections when in use VI in reel -to -reel recorder. The
with the PCM -1630 and
mixer section includes eight
DAE -1100.
PGM output busses, L/R. stereo
Sony has also released the
busses, aux and effects buss,
DTA -2000, a digital tape
two effects return systems and
analyser used to check the
integrity of master tapes.
Measured items include CRC,
average, hold, mute, parity,
timecode discontinuity,
emphasis on /off and sampling
frequency 44.1 or 44.056 kHz.
Timecode is displayed in
hours, minutes, seconds and
frames. Using a Centronics
interface the DTA -2000 can be
coupled to a printer and all
error status indications can be
printed against the relevant
timecode.

Aim 501 oscillator
A low distortion oscillator with
a built -in computer interface
has been released by Aim
Instruments. The 501 provides
simultaneous display of

frequency and amplitude, the
latter available in volts or
dBm referenced to several
standard impedances and
corrected to allow for several
loading conditions. A
normalised amplitude facility
is also provided giving the
reading as a dB ratio to any
pre- selected level. Remote
control, memory operation, bus
address, reference impedance
and load are also indicated on

Sony CD mastering system
Sony has recently announced a
second generation compact disc
mastering system. The new
equipment includes a more
compact PCM -1630 digital
audio processor and the
T1MR -4000 digital master
recorder. Also available is the
DTA -2000 digital tape

analyser.

The PCM -1630 is a refined
version of the PCM-1610 with
newly developed digital and
analogue filters and a
33- segment peak reading
meter with hold facility.
Optional boards include Read
After Read (RAR) for use in .
conjunction with the new
DMR -4000 recorder and a
digital input /output board for
compatibility with AES /EBU
standards. The 1630 is fully
compatible with the 1610.
The DMR -4000 is a U -matic
digital master recorder
offering simultaneous playback
during recording and the Read
After Read facility whereby a
second head (the Confidence
Reproducer) provides a second
composite digital output, both
of which can be connected to
the PCM-1630 for increased
reproduction reliability. The
DMR-4000 also features a
built -in head cleaner, timecode
38
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Sony Corp, PO Box 10,
Tokyo Airport, 149, Japan.
Tel: 03 448 -2111. Telex:
22262.
UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, City
Wall House, Basing View,
Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA.
Tel: 0256 55011. Telex:
858424.
USA: Sony Corporation of
America, Professional Audio
Products Division, 9 West 57th
Street, New York, NY 10019.
Tel: (212) 371 -5800. Telex:
424595.

a monitor section.

The tape transport employs
in tape on 7 in reels with a
new three motor full servo
controlled mechanism. Other
features include a real -time
tape counter, SMPTE
compatibility and dbx noise
reduction. A remote punch
in/out switch, autolocator and
remote transport control are
available as optional extras.
Also new is a range of tape
duplicators. Known as the
T-2600 series, copying is 8x
normal speed and the system
can provide duplication for up
to 21 copies. There are two
master decks in the series
each with its own slave
system. The T2620 /MS will
duplicate both sides of a mono
tape simultaneously. A stereo
version the T2640 /MS is also
available.
The T-2600 series duplicators
have built -in monitoring,
longlife ferrite heads and ±3%
pitch controls.
1/4

Teac Corp, 3-7 -3 Naka -cho,
Musashino, Tokyo. Tel: 0422
53 -1111. Telex: 2822551.
UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd,
Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2
5DD. Tel: (0753) 76911.
USA: Teac Corp of America,
7733 Telegraph Road,
Montebello, CA 90640. Tel:
(213) 726- 0303.

The new Sony mit
and its peg friends
Sony Lavalier microphones have a long
established reputation for quality, performance,
serviceability and reliability throughout the
broadcasting and entertainment industry.
And now, that reputation will be enhanced by
the introduction of a new generation of Lavalier
microphones providing superior performance
and a wider range of applications.
Of special importance is the new ECM -77.
This unit is so small (only 5.6mm in diameter), and
lightweight (only 1.5 grams), that it will fit snugly
into the pocket using a standard size pen clip.
Despite its size it has a frequency response from
40Hz to 20KHz.
Further, the wide range of accessories
ensures that these microphones are the most
versatile, compact and easy to use units available.

The Range
ECM -77 Available in silver and black.
Ultra compact and lightweight.
Omni- directional.
ECM -66 Available in silver and black.
Uni- directional.
ECM -55 Available in silver and black.
mni- directional.
vailable in silver and black.
mni- directional.

Sony Broadcast Ltd.
NYBetgrave

Broadcast

For more information, send the coupon to:
Marketing Promotions, Sony Broadcast Ltd.,
Belgrave House, Basing View,
Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 2LA.
Telephone (0256) 55011

Name

Fuse

Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 55 011
International +44 256 55 0
Telex 85 84 24
Fax G2 /G3 (0256) 474585

Position

Company
Address
Tel:

11

MUSIC PAGE
MUSIC PAGE
Synthesis for the studio

Moog Song

Writer
The new Moog corporation has
introduced the Song Writer, a MIDI real
time /step mode computer music system.
The Song Writer interface links the
Commodore C-64, SX-64 or C-128 into
the MIDI system. It is a
software/hardware package and does not
use the SID chip within the Commodore.
The interface includes MIDI input,

-

Thru, and four MIDI outputs. There are
also eight outputs for triggering nonMIDI devices, a Clock In/Out, Clock
Disable In /Out plus two footswitch
inputs.
The software side includes several
disks for easy updating of the system.
These currently include MIDI Command,
Songstepper and Sync Command. All
software is menu driven with colourful
graphics that let you see and edit what
you hear. Additional software is under
development.
Moog Electronics Inc, 2500 Walden
Avenue, Buffalo, NY 14225, USA.

Moog Song Producer with Song Writer

series
power amplifiers
*3000 watts in

51/4

inches

HIGH EFFICIENCY dual power supplies
from TOROIDAL transformer and
computer grade capacitors.
FULLY PROTECTED against damage to
either load or amplifier.
SPACE SAVING occupies only 3 units
(51/4") of 19" rack space.
RELIABLE output devices can handle
6 times rated power.
UNIQUE ultra linear
coup

dx1000
1000W into 8, mono
600W into 4, per channel
300W into 8, per channel

dx1000A
1500W into 8, mono
800W into 4, per channel
450W into 8, per channel
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ME15F MIDI fader from Akui

Tel: (716) 681 -7200.
UK: Moog Music, 11 Forth Wynd, Port
Seton, East Lothian, Scotland. Tel: 0875
812033.
Europe: Ruud Van Der Matten, p/a
Waalhaven ZZ 48, 3088 HJ Rotterdam,
Holland. Tel: (31) 10.29.0181.

Akai digital
products

dx3000 bridged mono

Hill Audio, Inc., 231 Marquis Court, Lilburn, GA 30247 USA (404) 923 -3193 TLX 293827 HLAD
Headwater Industries, 635 Caron Ave., Windsor, Ontario N9E 588, Canada (519) 256 -2454
Hill Audio, Ltd., Hollingbourne House, Hollingbourne, Kent ME17 1Q), England (062 780) 555
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TLX 966641 HILL

Akai have introduced three interesting
digital products. Claimed to be the first
of its kind in the world, the ME1OD
digital delay offers pure digital sound
free from any analogue conversion. The
unit is MIDI compatible and can provide
delays up to 1000 ms.
The ME15F is a MIDI parallel box
providing one input and five outputs
linked via individual faders.
The Akai Digital Arpeggiator enables
the user to automatically create
arpeggios from MIDI keyboards or other
related instruments. The ME20A can
also be used as a polyphonic sequencer
with step by step input. Three arpeggio
patterns are available which include: up,
down and sequence. The sequence will

MUSIC PAGE
MUSIC PAGE
hold 128 notes and will also memorise

harmonics and rests.
UK: Akai (UK) Ltd, Haslemere
Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way,
Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4
6NF. Tel: 01 -897 6388.
USA: Akai America Ltd, 800 West
Artesia Boulevard, PO Box 6010,
Compton, CA 90220. Tel: (213) 537 -3880.

C -Tape

trigger

acoustic

The C-ducer APT (Acoustic Percussion
Trigger) is aimed at drummers wanting
to mix electronic sounds with the
acoustic sound of their kit. The APT is
triggered from kit mounted C-ducer mics
using signal processing that provides
both audio and simultaneous trigger
pulses. Separate audio outputs allow the
real and triggered sounds to be mixed in
any proportion and the APT will allow
overdubbing of triggered voices from real
drum tracks.
The system is available in a 2- or
5- channel format and includes the
appropriate number of C-ducer mics.
C -Tape

Developments Ltd,

Transducer Laboratories, Unit 19,
Holder Road, Aldershot, Hampshire
GU12 4RH, UK. Tel: 0252 319171.
USA: C -Tape Developments Inc, PO Box
1069, Palatine, IL60078. Tel: (312)
359 -9240.

Kurzweil 250
updates
Kurzweil products, have recently
unveiled new hardware and software
options for the 250. The Version 2
software improves user programmability
and allows stereo delay effect to be
programmed as part of the keyboard set
up. Also available are variable
brightness and five modes of
transposition. The 250's sequencer now
benefits from comprehensive editing
facilities, error correction and looping
while in the record mode.
The Sound Modelling sampling option
offers 20 s of sample time at 25 kHz with
12 bit resolution. Samples may be
trimmed, looped and adjusted for pitch.
Also new is the Macattach
communications package which links the
250 with an Apple Macintosh computer.
Software currently available provides off
line storage for sequences, keyboard
arrangements and samples taken using
the Sound Modelling Program. The new
Sound Block is also available which will
add 84 voices to those already resident in
the 250. Among those available are full
choir, flute, oboe, clarinet, harp and bass
guitar played in a variety of styles.

Kurzweil Music Systems, 411 Waverly
Oaks Way, Waltham, MA 02154, USA.

Kurzweil 250

Cable Technology.
The one stop
cable shop.
Klotz audio cable
Klotz modular stageboxes & multicores
"Broadcast Series" studio interface cables
Neutrik XLR connectors
UMW
Full colour catalogue
I.
and price guide
available on
request.

IOW

72

REET
, a :!1-387
'4".-

LONDO

5783

TELEX

WI

1B

28159

UK: Syco Systems Ltd, 20 Conduit Place,
London W2. Tel: 01 -724 2451.0
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DIARY
DIARY
Abbey Road subcode editing

Agencies

Following the refurbishment of
Studios One and Two London's
Abbey Road Studios have
recently upgraded its
successful compact disc
preparation room with the
addition of a Philips LH-04425
PQ subcode editor -one of the
first in the UK. With the new
editor Abbey Road will now be
able to offer very accurate
track and index number data

FM Acoustics have
appointed Britannia Row of
London as their exclusive UK
Distributor for all professional
FM Acoustics' products.
The Dutch and West
German -based manufacturer of
the SA PPE -2400
programmable equaliser, Stage
Accompany, has announced
that SED are to be their UK
distributors.
BAB Audio Services
Southern Ltd, Greater London
distributors for Millbank
Electronics and Toa Electric
has recently been appointed
distributors in Herts,
Berkshire and Middlesex.
From November the
distribution of Fuji magnetic
tape products in the UK will
be undertaken directly by Fuji
Photo Film (UK) Ltd, and no

to Sony 1610 digital master
tapes destined for CD

production.
With the addition of the PQ
editing Abbey Road can now
take any high quality master
tape (analogue or digital) and
produce a CD tape master
which will need no further
processing before being laser
mastered at the CD plant to
produce the final discs.

BPI first quarter figures
The BPI have recently

released the 1985 first quarter
record industry sales figures.
In the period January to
March unit sales were up
16.6% with sales valued at
£69.5M compared with £59.6M
in 1984. Early indications
suggest the second quarter
will also do well. Despite the
upward trend the BPI note
that in real terms the sale of
recorded music has declined by

BKSTS award
CTS Studios in Wembley,
north-west London, and Neve

Electronics have been jointly
awarded the Charles
Parkhouse 1985 Award by the
British Kinematograph Sound

2% over the past four years
and is 27% down on levels 10

years ago. Compared with last
year LPs declined by 3.1%
whilst CDs showed a 379%
increase representing 532,000
units worth £3.3M. According
to the BPI only shortages in
manufacturing capacity and
the proliferation of the CD
rental business will prevent
sales of CDs reaching 3 million
Audio and broadcasting
units in 1985.
consultant Jeff Gibson has
formed Broadcast Engineering
Consultants. BEC carries inhouse facilities for the
preparation of all drawings,
& Television Society (BKSTS)
installation diagrams and
for the development and
schedules and is also able to
production of the world's first
produce specialist equipment
comprehensive all-digital
and control panels through its
console.
own manufacturing company.
Broadcast Engineering
Consultants, 3 Church Street,
Frome, Somerset BAll 1PW,

manufacturing plant earlier
next year. The factory, which
will be based in Swindon

alongside the current Thorn
EMI VHD disc plant, is
expected to have an annual
capacity of between eight and
10 million compact discs.
Although Swindon was
chosen because of the
availability of high quality

factory facilities and services
EMI Manufacturing and
Distribution Services at Hayes
will continue to distribute CDs
throughout the UK and will
be eventually involved in
distributing UK-manufactured
CDs on an international basis.
EMIMADS' current
commitment to offering record
and tape manufacturing and
distribution services will
continue unaffected.

SSL far east office
Solid State Logic has

announced the opening of a far
east office in Hong Kong. It
will serve clients in China,
Singapore, the Philippines,
Malaysia, Indonesia and
Thailand with a staff of six
operating under SSL Far East
managing director Bingo Tso.
A primary reason for the new
office is to support the growing
42
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distributor for Australia.
Frank Hinton, Creative Audio
Pty Ltd, 189 Melville Road,
Pascoe Vale South, Victoria
3044, Australia. Tel: (03) 354
3987.

Cherry Lane Technologies of
Port Chester, New York has
become the exclusive North
American distributor for the
Jellinghaus Musik Systems'
MIDI -based software.
Allen & Heath Brenell has
announced that they are now
distributing on a worldwide
basis the complete range of
Ashworth Transducers and
Atlas Systems stands.

Address changes

EMI compact disc plant
EMI have announced their
intention to open a CD

longer by Bell & Howell A -V
Ltd.
Amek Systems and controls
Ltd and Total Audio Concepts
Ltd have appointed Frank
Hinton as their new exclusive

Chinese recording industry to
which SSL have already
supplied six consoles.
Solid State Logic Far East,
Austin Tower, Suite 301,
22 Austin Avenue,
Tsimshatsui, Kowloon
Hong Kong.
Tel: (852 3) 721-2162. Telex:
47580 SSLFE.

UK. Tel: 0373 67666.
Sound and lighting

consultants, Leisureplan
Services have moved to Studio

12, 47 Wharfedale Road,

London

Nl 9SE, UK. Tel:

01 -833 5959.
Genelec OY has moved to a

new factory and can be
contacted at: Genelec OY,
Tehtaantie 17, SF-74100

Iisalmi, Finland. Tel: (358) 77
133 11. The previous PO Box
address remains unchanged.
Alangrove Associates, studio
designers and builders, have
moved to larger premises
allowing them to bring wiring
and air conditioning services
in house. New address is 84
Uxbridge Road, London W12
8LR, UK. Tel: 01 -749 3535.

CBS move into film and TV
London's CBS Studios are
nearly moving into the
recording of audio tracks for
films and TV programmes.
With the recent installation of
synchronised audio -visual
facilities a number of major
soundtracks have already been
recorded at the studio. These
include Legend, Sylvester
Stallone's Rambo, Key to
Rebecca and Starchaser, an
animated 3 -D movie. Studio

manager Rodger Bain feels the
studio's central London
location, the wide range of
recording facilities and the
studio's experience in
recording everything from rock
to classical music and spoken
word are the main reasons
they are attracting people to
the studio.
CBS Studios, 31 Whitfield
Street, London W1P 5RE, UK.
Tel: 01 -636 3434.

Error correction
We have been asked to point

out that the Valley People 440
Processor featured in the New
Products section of the August
issue is not distributed by
Scenic Sounds Equipment in

the UK as was stated. Valley
People products are handled in
the UK by Atlantex Music
although Scenic Sounds do
market the OEM VCA and the
Transistor Array products.

DIARY
DIARY
Hollywood vaults

Space Logic design

and tape storage
facility is under construction
at 742 North Seward Street,
Hollywood which when
completed will provide
temperature and humidity
controlled, secure storage
space for film, tape and
computer data. The vault will
feature 24 hr self-service
access using a sophisticated

Space Logic are a design
consultancy based in London's
St John's Wood and although
their work spans everything
from transport to domestic
appliances their main area of
specialisation is in designs for
the audio industry.
The company is run by Dave
Sherrif and Andy Leggo and
they can provide everything
from a conceptual sketch
through to full production
drawings and model mock ups.
Exclusive to Space Logic is
CAPA (Computer Aided Panel
Artwork) an IBM mainframe based system which enables
camera ready artwork to be

A new film

security system. The facility,
which is constructed entirely
from non -combustible
materials, will be monitored
24 hr a day for smoke, fire,
flooding and intruders and will
use a night -time security
patrol service.
Office: 1482 East Valley Road,
Suite 625, Santa Barbara, CA
93108. Tel: (805) 969 -5775.

Recording industry job centre
Recording engineers and
producers looking for work in
the US may find I Contact of
interest. The company
represents a diverse and
growing list of freelance
engineers who are available
for both live and/or recording
work. In addition to finding
work I Contact provides
engineers with exposure,
studio and musician referrals,
computerised list of recording
credits and biography,

scheduling and archive tape
library maintenance. Optional
services include billing,
negotiating, 24 hr answering
service and staff positions.
I Contact claim to have
booked their engineers for
album projects with all the
major US labels and is
currently expanding the range
of services they provide.
I Contact, 474 Greenwich
Street, New York, NY 10013
USA. Tel: (212) 935 -2962.

;N

st UK studio with
Bookings

prepared directly from the
computer. Linked with a 2d
CAD program both component
drawings and graphic layouts
can be overlayed on screen
giving a virtually instant
representation of the product.
Other services include logo
designs, costings, technical
manuals and promotional

literature. Among Space
Logic's clients are Bandive,

Brooke Siren Systems. C -Tape
Developments, Fostex, Martin
Audio, Midas, Quark and
Trident Audio Developments.
Space Logic Studio, 11A
Cochrane Mews, London NW8
6NY, UK. Tel: 01 -722 2566.

Contracts
Scenic Sounds have supplied Harrison series 10. The totally
automated 80 -input console
the Sound Modelling option to will be delivered in March
1986 as part of the Marquee's
Spandau Ballet.
extensive rebuilding and
Marquee are the first UK
expansion programme.
studio to order the new
a Kurzweil 250 complete with

sw'

32 track

(0252) 723518

digital

Telex 85862/858393

PERFECTONE PRODUCTS SA
MINIMAG Professional portable cassette
recorder with pilot tone and SMPTE /EBU
7(11) time
code, in synchronism with film and
TV camera.
Type of cassette: BASF UNISETTE CR T 372 AM
Tape type:

BASF 6, 25mm;

Audio tracks:

Two independent tracks of 2mm

Duration:
Tape speed:

Dimensions:
Weight:

'/4

"

each (2 x mono or stereo)
24 min. (with tape 22Nm)
9.5cm /sec.
176 x 240 x 90mm

3.6kg with batteries

PERFECTONE PRODUCTS SA, 2560 NIDAU, SWITZERLAND. TEL: (032) 51 12 12 TX. 34383 Perbi CH
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IT MAY SEEM JUST

A DETAILTO YOU,
BUT OUR REPUTATION
HINGES ON IT.

2 Davis Drive,

Otani Electric Co. Ltd.
4-29 -18 Minami -Ogikubo,
Suginami -ku,

Belmont, California 94002

lbkyo167

Telephone: (415) 592 -8311
lèlefax: (415) 591 -3377
Telex: 910- 376 -4890 OTARICORP BLMT

Telephone: (03) 333 -9631
lèlefax: (03) 331 -5802
lèlex: J26604 OTRDENKI

OtariCorporation
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Otani Singapore Pte. Ltd.
625 Aljunied Road,
# 07-05 Aljunied Ind,
Complex Singapore 1438
lèlephone: 743-7711
lèlefax: (743) 6430
Tèlex: RS36935 OTARI

Otani Electric (UK) Ltd.
22 Church Street,

Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH
Gielen Strasse 9,
4040 Nuess 1
Telephone: 02101- 274011
Telefax: (02101) 222478
Telex: 8517691 OTELD

Slough,
SL11PT
Berkshire
Telephone: (0753) 822381

lèlefax:(0753)823707
Telex: 849453 OTARI G

This panel protects the mother board at
the heart of the Otari MTR 12. And it's hinged
to allow easier access.
The MTR 12's power supply is fully
modular, too, for fast diagnosis and repair.
Even the transport assembly is hinged, for
total accessibility.
In fact, every area of the MTR 12 shows
that Otari did more than design a recorder with
superlative performance. They also made it
easier for you to keep it that way.
All of which goes some way towards
explaining what makes the MTR 12 the most
professional of 1/4" or 1/2" two -track mastering
and production recorders.
Otari's advantage can be summed up in
one word.

®

...

"?.1

Detail.
A passionate attention to those things that
make a professional's life that little bit easier.
Naturally, because it's Otari, the
technology is true state -of- the -art. It's the only
recorder of its type to offer 7.5, 15 and 30 i.p.s.
And the only design that lets you incorporate
IEC format centre -track timecode, with the
capacity to resolve mono and stereo pilotones,
all in the same machine.
Other than these features, you'll find very
few options on the MTR 12. For the very
simple reason that the MTR 12's standard
specification makes it one of the most complete
professional recorders you can buy.
But Otari's attitude can best be shown by
the way they build a 24 -hour a day mastering
recorder to the utmost standards of reliability.
And then make it as accessible as they can, for
maintenance.
After all, Otari reason, just because they
have bent over backwards to make the MTR 12
more reliable, there's no reason why you
should have to do the same to keep it that way.

For more information on the MTR 12 or other Otan products, contact
Turnkey Studio Systems, Brent View Road, London N W9 7EL. Telephone: 01- 2024366.
Industrial Tape Applications, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 91T. Telephone: 01-7489009.
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EXHIBITION PREVIEW

AES 79TH

CONVENTION
NEW YORK

The 79th AES Convention will be held at the
New York Hilton Hotel, Avenue of the Americas,
New York from the 12th to the 16th October. The
convention will comprise the presentation of a
wide range of technical papers on the 12th, and the
exhibition will commence on the 13th. We have
compiled a preview based on available
information at the time of going to press

A
Acoustilog Inc: Range of acoustic test
equipment including reverberation timer,

Impulser and time delay spectrometry
equipment. Adams -Smith:
Synchronising products for audio and
audio for video editing systems. ADC
Telecommunications Inc: No details
available. Advanced Music Systems:
Range of digital audio processing
products including the DMX 15 -80S, the
RMX16 digital reverb, AV Sync
Audio/Video delay compensator and
Timeflex time compression. Currently
under development is the 16 bit hard
disk AudioFile digital recording and
playback system. AEG -Telefunken
Corp: Full range of professional tape
recording equipment including master
recorders, QC machines and high speed
duplication equipment. Agfa- Gevaert
Inc: Complete range of professional tape
from PEM 469 studio tape to PEM 297D
digital Vin tape. Also available video
and duplicating tape. Akai /IMC:
Range of products including the MG1212
12- channel recording system S612
sampler and other MIDI products.
AKG Acoustics Inc: Microphones,
stands, headphones, reverb systems and
accessories. Current products include
'ultra- linear' CK61 -ULS and CK62 -ULS
capsules, the fly lead CK1X, CK2X and
CK3X and the TDU 8000 delay line.
Allen and Heath Brenell USA Ltd:
Range of recording consoles including the
CMC and SR Series.
Alpha Audio:
Sonex and Sound-Tex acoustic treatment
and the Boss production and post
production editor.
Amek Consoles
Inc: Various mixing consoles including
the new range of TAC modular PA and
recording desks, improved Matchless with
more flexibility. Within the Amek range
is the M2500 and Angela recording
consoles and the BC01 series II broadcast
and production mixer with 'remote
trigger' interface. AMI /Concept
Design: No details available. Ampex
46
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Corporation, Magnetic Tape Div: Full

range of professional mastering,
duplicating tape and cassettes. Ampco
Sound Lab BV: ASL intercom system
with light and/or sound signal. Amtel
Systems Inc: No details available.
ANT Telecommunications/Solway
Inc: telcom c4 noise reduction systems
for studios, broadcasting and satellite
transmissions. Anvil Cases Inc:
Comprehensive range of flight cases for
the recording and entertainment
industry. API Audio Products: No
details available. ART Applied
Research & Technology: Various
signal processors and equalisers
including the new DR1 and DR2 units
and the latest software updates.
Audico Inc: Audio and video cassette
loaders, winders, labels and accessories
for the duplicating and professional
market. Audio Developments: Range
of compact mixers including the AD062
Multimixer, the ÁD145 Pico and the

semi -modular AD160.
Audio/Digital
Inc: Range of digitally related equipment.
Audio Kinetics: New products
include the Elipse editor for controlling
32 machines (SMPTE) with full transport
and record control on each machine. The
Q.Lock 4.10 synchroniser has been
extended with an accessory card slot.
Other equipment includes MasterMix
console automation and the Timelink
electronic gearbox. Audio Precision:
Range of audio test equipment designed
for testing analogue or 16 bit digital
systems. Audio Technica US Inc:
Unipoint broadcast and recording
microphones, headphones, cartridges and
accessories. Audiotechniques Inc:
Details of the company's sales, rental
and service operations. Audio Video
Consultants: Magnetic tape duplication
systems, audio and video tape loaders,

labelling and insertion equipment.
AXE: Various studio products including
the KT-1000 programmable digital
metronome/synchroniser, headphone
amplifier and studio DI boxes.
l>

Akai (UK) Limited -Electronic Music
Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow
Middlesex TW4 6NF.
Telephone: 01 -897 6388
Telex: 892555 AKAIUK G.
Stockists:

Aberdeen
Bruce Miller, 363 Union Street,
Aberdeen, Scotland.

Cambridge
Cambridge Rock, 8 Burleigh St,
Cambridge, Cambs.
Cardiff
Music Land, 148 -152 North Road,
Cardiff, S. Wales.

Chelmsford
Future Music, 10 Baddow Road,
Chelmsford, Essex.
Eastbourne
Peter Bonner Musical, 12a Grove Road,
Eastbourne, E. Sussex.
Edinburgh
Gordon Simpson Ltd, 6 Stafford Street,
Edinburgh, Scotland.
Fleet
Kingfisher Music Co, 20 Kings Road,
Fleet, Hampshire.
Glasgow
McCormacks Music, 29 -33 Bath Street,
Glasgow, Scotland.

Liverpool
Hesseys Music Centre, 62 Stanley Street,
Liverpool.
London
Freedmans, 627 -631 High Street,
Leytonstone, London Ell.
London Rock Shops, 26 Chalk Farm
Road, London NW1.
Turnkey, 14 Percy Street, London W1.
Syco Systems, 20 Conduit Place,
London, W2.
Chromatix, 12 Oak Road, Ealing
Broadway Centre, London W5.
Rod Argent Keyboards, 20 Denmark
Street, London WC2.
Gig Sounds, 86 -88 Mitchum Lane,
London SW16.
Maidstone
E & S Electronics, 2 Upper Fant Road,
Maidstone. Kent.
Manchester
Al Music Centre, 88 Oxford Street,
Manchester.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Rock City Music Ltd, 10 Moseley Street,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
North Mansfield
Carlsbro Sound Centres, 182 -184
Chesterfield Road, North Mansfield
Notts.

Romford
Monkey Business, 66 Victoria Road,
Romford, Essex.
Swindon
John Holmes Music, 21 -23 Faringdon
Road, Swindon, Wilts.

AKAI
A new world of sound creation

NOWAN

INCREDIBLE EXPERIENCE.

IN SOUND CREATION...
THE MG1212 RECORDER/MIXER
If you're looking for a complete recording

-

system combining multitrack recorder and mixer
into one then look no further. You've found it in the
AKAI MG1212.
Imagine a unique 1/2" cassette tape the first
of its kind - offering no less than 12 audio tracks
(with dbx noise reduction) plus special sync and
internal control tracks, with the ease and simplicity of
a home video recorder. A sophisticated on -board
autolocator with pinpoint accuracy. And much more.
it's already exciting.
Now imagine a full -function 12-channel
multitrack mixing console with professional standard controls and flexibility. 3 -band sweep EQ.
LED bargraph metering. XLR mix inputs. Insert
points. And a unique centralised push-button routing
matrix. Its all there: just what you'd expect from a
company like AKAI.
But now imagine both these units - 1/2" 12track recorder and mixer - together in the same
machine. The result is a unique, compact, integrated
package that no -one else can match. Its all -in -one
concept eliminates tiresome multitrack wiring looms
and brings you flexibility, versatility, ease of use and sensational sounds.
Its that special combination of versatility and
ease of use that gives the MG1212, and the whole
AKAI Micro Studio System, the edge. If you're looking
for a new creative experience, AKAI's got your sound.

-

-

For stockists see facing page.

A new world of sound creation

B
Kenneth A Bacon Associates: N o
details available. Barcus Berry
Electronics: Extensive range of contact
transducer microphones and accessories.
BASF Systems Corporation:
Complete range of professional audio and
video tapes including test and calibration
tapes, Studio 910, Digital Master 930 and
Loop Master 920.

Beyer Dynamic

Inc: Among the new products on show
will be the MC740 condenser microphone
offering five polar patterns, switchable or
remote controlled. Other items include
the HM 560 headmic, the M380 dynamic
mic, a modular condenser system and
additions to the wireless microphone
system. BGW Systems Inc:
Professional amplifier range for studio,
stage and broadcasting. Biamp
Systems Inc: Full range of small mixing
consoles and signal processing
equipment. Bosendorfer Piano Co:
concert and recording pianos. Brooke
Siren Systems: full range of electronic
crossovers, including the first showing of
the new FDS 360, DI boxes, phase
checkers and testers plus the DPR402
dynamic processing range. Bruel &
Kjaer Instruments Inc: Extensive
range of test and calibration equipment
and music recording microphones.
Bryston Ltd: Range of power
amplifiers.

power amplifiers including the 2501A,
Crown
1501A, 2001A and 1001A.
International: Full range of PZM mics,
professional amplifiers including the
Delta Omega 2000 also and the
Microtech and TEF measuring system.

D
David Hafler Co: Amplifiers -both
pre- and power- including the P220 and
P505.
DCS Audio Products: No
details available. Direct Design
Sound Inc: Range of loudspeaker
systems for sound reinforcement.
Products include the DRF-1 flush
mounting radial horn and the DVB-1
bass reflex enclosure. DOD
Electronics: Wide variety of rack mounted sound processing equipment
including parametric equalisers, delay
lines and graphic equalisers. Dolby
Laboratories Inc: Professional noise
reduction systems for studio, broadcast,
duplicating and video use. D +R
Electronica BV: Series 2000 and 4000
recording consoles, Discom mixers,
automation ready 4000 and 8000
consoles and SCORE computer remix.

E
Eastern Acoustic Works Inc: No
details available. Electronic Systems
Laboratories Inc: No details available.
Electro Sound Inc: High speed
duplicating systems including Dolby HX
system. Emilar: Extensive range of
loudspeaker drive units. Estudios
Gema SL: No details available.
Eventide Inc: Signal Processing
equipment including the new 16 bit
H969 ProPitch Harmonizer, the SP2016
effects processor /reverb unit with
Generation II software, the H949
Harmonizer, JJ193 delay line and the

C

Calzone Case Co: Flight cases for
touring and recording equipment.
Cetec Gauss: High speed duplicating
systems, studio monitors and drive units.
Cetec Ivie: Complete line of audio
analysis, pink and white noise
generators, microphones, amplifiers and
preamplifiers including the 5000 series
modular system. Cetec Vega: Wireless APX252 RTA.
microphones and intercom systems.
Cipher Digital Inc: Microprocessor
controlled timecode readers, generators
and character inserters. Community
Light & Sound Inc: Range of sound
reinforcement equipment.
Connectronics Corp: Large range of
cable, connectors and ready -made leads
up to 32 -pair multiway available.

Countryman Associates Inc:

Precision electret microphones including
the Isomax 11, Isomax 11H and Isomax
1V systems. Crest Audio: Range of

F
Fairlight Instruments: The CM/

digital synthesiser system including the
Five Towns College:
new series III.
No details available. FM Acoustics
Ltd: New version of the FM 236 linear phase electronic crossover plus existing
range of amplifiers and the new high
energy transfer cables, Forceline.

Fostex Corporation of America:

Full range of Fostex products including

TWIN PPM BOX
High quality Ernest Turner TWIN
movement in a mains -powered
unit. The illuminated coaxiallymounted pointers of the TWIN
offer an unrivalled method of
monitoring stereo left and right or
sum and difference controlled by a
front panel switch. Meets IEC65 -2,

BS415 safety.

Ring or write for full specification
of this or:

* PPM2 and PPM3 drive circuits
* PPM5 20-pin DIL hybrid
* Ernest Turner movements 640,
642, 643 and TWIN with flush -

mounting adaptors and illumination
kits * Peak Deviation Meter

*Programme and Deviation Chart
Recorders *Stereo Disc Amplifier
3 and 5
Moving Coil Preamplifier

*
* 10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier
* Stabilizer * Fixed Shift Circuit

Boards *Broadcast Monitor
Receiver 150kHz -30MHz *Stereo

Microphone Amplifier
*Advanced Active Aerial.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Forge, Lucks Green,
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel. 0483 275997
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multitrack and mastering machines,
mics, speakers and signal processing
equipment.

G
Goldline: Low cost acoustic
measurement systems including
spectrum analysers and noise level
meters. Gotham Audio Corporation:
Wide range of professional products from
various manufacturers including
Neumann and EMT. Other products
include NTP level meters, TTM/Fabec
noise reduction frames, Klein +Hummel
monitor loudspeakers and Gotham audio
cable.

H
Harrison Systems Inc: Wide range of

consoles including the HM4, MX-8 and
the new totally automated series 10.
Heino 'Eiseman GmbH: Automatic

cassette loading and labelling systems.
HM Electronics Inc: Various radio
mics and receivers, transit cases and
accessories.

I
ICM Ltd: Audio cassette labels, CO
shells and cassette boxes. Innovative
Electronic Designs Inc: Computer and
digital audio control systems.

J

JBL Incorporated: Professional

loudspeaker products and associated
JRF Magnetic Sciences:
equipment.
Magnetic recording heads servicing and
JVC
sales for studios and duplicators.
Corp of America: Digitally related
equipment, equipment for PA
applications and signal processing
systems.

K
King Instrument Corp: Video and

audio cassette loaders with fully
automatic operation. Klark- Teknik
Electronics Inc: Full range of signal
processing equipment including the
series 300 graphic equaliser, series 700
digital delay line and the DN60 real time spectrum analyser. New updated
software for the DN780 added density
digital reverberator /processor.
Kurzweil Music Systems Inc: The
Kurzweil 250 digital synthesiser system.

L
Lexicon Inc: Digital signal processing
products including the 224XL digital
reverb with 8.2 software, the PCM60 and

model 200. Also on display will be a
variety of digital delay lines. Lumitrol
Corp: No details available.

M
Magnifax International: Auto tape
degaussers and tape duplication systems.
Marshall Electronics: Full range of
Marshall signal processing devices
including the Time Modulator, Tape
Eliminator and the new AES 357
Ambience Effects System. Martin
Audio Video Corporation: Selection

EXHIBITION PREVIEW
No details available. Polyform Inc:
No details available. Pro Co Sound:
Wide range of professional single and

multipair cables and connectors.
Publison America: Range of signal
processors including the Infernal
Machine 90 with up to 5 min of time
delay and RS232, MIDI and SMPTE
interfaces.

QSC Audio Products Inc: Range of
Quantec
power amplifiers.

Tonstudiotechnik GmbH: Computer

technology -based digital room simulators.

R
The CU -32 microphone

from their wide range of products.
Meyer Sound Laboratories: Acoustic
analysis techniques (SIM), professional
loudspeaker systems and CP-10

parametric equaliser. Micro -Point
Inc: Leading supplier of cutting styli and
associated disc cutting products.
Mitsubishi Pro Audio Group: Range
of Mitsubishi digital recorders including
the new X -850 32 -track digital recorder
plus Quad -Eight consoles and Westrex
products. Monster Cable Inc: Wide
range of specialist cable products and
interconnects.

N
Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc:
Comprehensive range of professional
'/a in portable recorders for production
and post-production work including the
T-Audio twin capstan multi- format
recorder and the 1 V-s SMPTE/EBU
stereo recorder.
Nakamichi USA
Corporation: Range of products
featuring cassette decks. Neotek
Corporation: Audio consoles for
recording, broadcast and sound
reinforcement including the latest
ELITE series. New England Digital:
Synclavier digital synthesiser system.

o

Orban Associates Inc: Range of

signal processors including stereo
synthesiser, parametric equalisers, deessers, compressor/limiters and
accessories. Otari Corporation:
Range of professional mastering,
duplicating and multitrack machines.

P
Paktec Automation: No details
available. Panasonic Industrial Co:
Ramsa mixing consoles, horns, speakers
and microphones. Peavey Electronics
Corp: Professional power amplifiers and
a wide range of sound reinforcement
equipment including mixers, speaker
systems, monitors and microphones.
Penny & Giles: Range of faders
including the new Motorised Studio
Fader. Pioneer Electronics USA Inc:

RCA Records: Open reel and cassette
test and alignment tapes. Red
Acoustics (USA) Ltd/Pro. Sound Ltd:
Professional monitor loudspeaker
systems. Rhone -Poulenc
Systemes /Pyral: Disc cutting laquers
and magnetic tape products. Roadie
Products Inc (Hybrid Cases): No
details available. Roland Corp US:
The Roland rack system and recently
introduced synthesiser and ancillary
devices. RPQ Diffusor Systems Inc:
Acoustic diffusers for scattering sound
over a broad range of frequencies with
uniform wide angle coverage. RSEC:
No details available.

Rupert Neve Incorporated: Range of
broadcast and recording consoles. Details
available on the DSP digital consoles
and NECAM 96 moving fader
automation system.

S
Said Magnetics Inc:

A wide variety
of replacement heads for the most

professional multitrack and mastering
machines. Samson Products: Range
of wireless microphone systems and
accessories. Sanken Microphone Co
Ltd: Range of high quality microphones
and associated accessories. Four new
microphones will be launched -the CU-31
and CU-32 cardioids, the CMS-2 and
Sansui
CMS-6 MS stereo mics.
Electronic: No details available.
Schoeps /Posthorn Recordings: The
full range of Schoeps microphones and
accessories. SCV Audio: Signal
processing equipment including noise
gates, equalisers, compressors and crossover units.
Selco/Sifam: Extensive
range of panel meters and accessories.
Sennheiser Electronic Corp: Full
range of microphones, radio mic systems,
headphones and accessories. Shure
Brothers Incorporated: Microphones,
cartridges and sound reinforcment
equipment and ancillary products.
Sierra Audio Acoustics: Phasecoherent studio designs and variable
Solid State Logic:
acoustic systems.
On demonstration the new SL 5000 M
series audio production system for stereo
television and general broadcast use.
Also on demonstration will be the
SL 6000 E console and on view the
SL 4000 E. New options include a
programmable parametric equaliser with
two channels of dynamic stereo panning I>

Line of products includes:

full range of back electret
& dynamic microphones; mike
mixers, disco -mixers, mike cable
+ multi cable, headphones
Please write for information of
distributorship to:

Production & Distribution

headoffice: u11 mets by
Hofdwarsweg 57, 6161 DE Geleen
p.o. box 1002, 6160 BA Geleen
Tel. (04494) -47373
telex: 36008
The Netherlands
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Communications Inc: No details
available. 3M- Magnetic A/V
Products Division: Analogue and

digital recording tape for the professional
recording, broadcast and video industry.
Timeline Inc: LYNX SMPTE

A

,77..1*
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Toa Electronics
Inc: Large range of products including
amplifiers, loudspeakers, microphones,
mixing desks, sound reinforcement and
signal processing equipment. Trident
(USA) Inc: Recording consoles including
the new series 75, the portable series 65
and the TIL series. Troisi
Engineering & Design Co: No details
available. TTL USA Inc: Automated
cassette loading systems. Turbosound
Inc: Range of sound reinforcement
loudspeakers, sub woofers and floor
monitors and the new StarGate 626.
timecode module.

U
Ursa Major Inc: Variety of digital

Soundcraft Series 200B

and the SSL Integral Synchroniser and
Master Transport Selector. Sontron
Instruments Pty Ltd: No details
available. Sony Corporation of
America: Wide range of professional
microphones, recording consoles, digital
and analogue tape machines and CD
mastering equipment items on show for
the first time include DMR 200 digital
master recorder and the 1630 PCM
processor. Soundcraft Electronics
Inc: Will demonstrate a large selection
from their extensive range including the
new TV24 broadcast console and the new
series 200B portable desks. Other
consoles include the series 600, 500,
2400, 1600, 800B and 4. Also on display
will be the series 760, 24 -track machine
and the series 20 2 -track master
recorder.
Sound Ideas /Sound Effects
Library: Library recordings of sound
effects.
Sound Technology Inc: Test
equipment including microproccessor
controlled tape recorder test set and
distortion measuring equipment.
Soundtracs: Main exhibit will be the
Commodore 64 linked CM4400 console.
Also new is the M-R series 16 -track
console and the `T' series range. The
established range of 16/8 and 24/8/16
consoles will also be on display.
Sound Workshop: Diskmix

automation system and recording
Stanton Magnetics Inc:
consoles.
Wide range of phono cartridges,
headphones and record care products.
Steinway & Sons: Musical
instrument manufacturer. Studer
Revox America Inc: Wide range of
products including consoles, digital and
analogue recorders for mastering,
multitrack and duplicating, the TLS
4000 synchroniser and the A725
professional CD player. Sunkyong
International Inc: Manufacturer of
magnetic tape products. Symetrix Inc:
Wide range of equipment including
amplifiers, compressor/limiters and
signal processors, etc.

T
Tandberg: Full range of professional

products including TCD910 master
cassette recorder and the TD50 series
Tannoy
1/4 in 2 -track tape recorders.
North America Inc: Various studio
monitor loudspeakers for broadcast and
recording. Tascam: Extensive range of
consoles, tape machines and accessories.
Technics: No details available.
Tektronix Inc: Test equipment
including the SG5010 and AÁ5001
programmable units. Telex

Rycote Microphone Windshields
SLIDE O N
SLIDE OFF

Gentle improvements
beautifully made

-

reverberation systems and stereo
processors including the StarGate 323,
Space Station and the MSP-126 multi -tap
stereo processor.

V
Valley Audio: Design consultants,
Boxer monitoring systems and pro audio
distributors. Valley People Inc:
Signal processors including the 440
limiter /compressor /dynamic sibilance

processor, model 430 dynamics processor,
610 compressor/expander and the 800
Viking
series signal processors.

Cases: No details available.

W

Whirlwind Music Dist Inc: Interface
and cable products for the professional
user. Wireworks Corporation: Full
range of professional cables and
connectors.

X
Xedit Corporation: Test equipment
and the complete range of Editall
splicing blocks.

Y

Yamaha International Corp -Pro
Products Division: Wide range of

consoles, power amplifiers and signal
processing equipment. Featured will be
REV -7 digital reverb.

I

Z
to

last

Zonal Ltd: Professional recording
tape including 675 for mastering
applications and 610 for broadcast.

without any fiddling
with screws
or lining up holes
Used by all major Broadcasting
and Film Organisations world wide
for more than a decade.
Rycote Microphone Windshields, New Mills, Slad Road, Stroud, Gloucestershire GL5 1RN, England. Tel. 04536 79338
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Studio Sound: Both editorial and
advertising staff from Studio Sound will
be in attendance at the convention.
Copies of Studio Sound and our sister
publication Broadcast Systems
Engineering will be available from our
booth 411A. Please feel free to come
along and have a chat.

Jeptember

b

ECHO TIMES
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EM!: ANS
At a recent studio managers' conference
held at EMI Abbey Road Studios in

# #

London it was unanimously agreed that
pieces of AMS outboard equipment
would be made available for every
control room in all EMI recording studios
worldwide. The delegates represented
studios from EMI's international network
including Japan, Australia, New Zealand,
U.S.A., Germany, Sweden, South Africa,
France, Holland and the U.K.
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all AMS factory set
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programmes available

at any one time. New programmes for the
RMX 16 will still be made available on bar

new update has now been introduced

for the DMX 15 -80S giving users the
option of sampling and triggering two
independent pieces of information.
Each of these samples is controllable as

with the original single loop continuously looped, manually single
triggered or triggered by audio input. In
the case of audio triggering, audio input
sufficient to illuminate either the channel
A or channel B input LEDs will result in
triggering of the sample stored on that
channel of the unit.

IÌ

code allowing those owners with remote
terminals and wands to immediately take
advantage of new software issued.

RMX 16 Memory

Expansion

9

_.
currently offered are RS 422 and 9K6/
19K2 tacho signals. These interfaces allow
Timeflex to automatically correct audio
pitch should the machine to which it is
interfaced be vari- speeded.
Alternatively, again using this interface,
Timeflex can behave as master simply
allowing the user to enter a new play time
and accordingly Timeflex will accurately
alter the machine speed and correct the
audio pitch.

NEWNEW TIMES SiX
T 1MEFLEX

AMS Timeflex has continued to prove its
popularity with audio, video and film

NEW NEW
The RMX 16 can now be supplied with
memory expansion to increase the
number of factory set programmes from
to a number capable of accommodating

..
-,..

11111MINVIITPL t

NEW NEW

A

Ö

post production facilities by providing
very high quality audio time
compression. Timeflex is capable of
operating in mono, dual channel or stereo
modes and for this reason contains
additional circuitry to that offered with
standard AMS pitch changers to ensure
complete phase matching of channels
when used on a stereo signal.
A new interface card for AMS Timeflex
is now available providing
communications to external audio, video
or film machines. The two standards
www.americanradiohistory.com

The popularity of "Echo Times ",
particularly in the U.S.A., as a medium
for keeping owners, users and potential
owners of A.M.S. equipment up to date

with the latest developments has not
gone unnoticed. We have received many
requests to supply back -issues and
accordingly reprints of all previous issues
have been made and complete sets are
now available on request.
The following people were interviewed
in issues 1 to 5, all discussing their uses
and applications for A.M.S. units: Martin
Rushent, Kevin Peak, Air Studios, Hilton
Sound Rental Company, Tom Bailey (of
the Thompson Twins), Phil Collins,
Humberto Gatica, Jeff Lynne of ELO,
Paul McCartney and Hugh Padgham.

PeoJ!lelñtheknòw
"The AMS DDL is used to provide
variation on the various rhythms,
especially the bass drum rhythms. Effects
used on 19 were setting the delay to a
semi quaver's length so that instead of a
steady four on the bass drum you get
sixteenth notes in succession. A reverb
with a long delay time could then be
added to the original bass drum but
omitted from the echoes for extra effect.
Another effect that was used was to make
the echo fall on an existing beat such that
phase elimination would occur.
Also sometimes I add a bit of white
noise to the snare by playing it onto a
track from a synth, just to make it sound
bigger. And I've found ways of using the
AMS to make the sound much bigger."

programmed on a Linn and we'd replace
the machine bass drum or snare with
sampled sounds.
It took the making of this album for
the band to embrace the new technology"
Dennis Lambert talking about the making of
the Commodores "Nightshift" album in an
interview with Mel Lambert and Ralph
Jones of Recording Engineer /Producer
magazine.

Paul Hardcastle talking in an interview with
Richard Walmsley in Electronic
Soundmaker and Computer Music
magazine.
" It is generally felt in digital circles that
hard -disc editing is the way of the future,
and with AudioFile, AMS has beaten
many of its larger competitors. The
software possibly needs a little
refinement, but I for one am looking
forward to the day when I can install
one of these devices in Tape One. "

" If we're doing the cymbal parts
separately, I'll use an AMS stereo
timeprocessor with no delay using pitch
changer on A channel reading 1.005 and
on B channel reading 0.995 (1.000 is
normal pitch). If you send the left hand
cymbal track to the B channel of the AMS
which returns on the right hand side, and
send the right hand cymbal track to the A
channel of the AMS which returns on the
left hand side, this gives a nice zingy
spread to the cymbals without being too
splashy."

Producer Steve Brown talking to Janet
Angus about his work with Wham, ABC and
many others in HSR magazine.

" One thing we did was to take the kit out
into the live foyer, record the snare onto
digital, pick up a good sounding hit and
dump it into the AMS digital memory.
Then in the mix we triggered it from
the normal snare and added it to the
overall sound to give a bigger Ambiance."
Producer Chris Kimsey discussing the track
Kayleigh by Marillion with Jim Betteridge in
International Musician and Recording
World.
" When I mix I like to have a couple of AMS
delay lines, minimum, an AMS reverb, as
many Pultec (valve) equalisers as there
are in the world because I love to record
drums through them."

Chris Tsangerides talking about studio worn
with such bands as Thin Lizzy with Peter
Buick of Sound Engineer magazine.

" Outboard equipment is also
comprehensive with AMS 1850S and
RMX16 units, a Yamaha Rev 1 and the
Lexicon 224. Nick also has thoughts for
the future in this area, "I would dearly

like to get the AMS
Audiofile. It would be

absolutely super- both
for our audio clients and
straight audio use ".

Bill Foster of Tape One studios talking in
Music Week.

ylick Turnbull talking to

sound engineer

"One of the stars of APRS

85

was

AudioFile from AMS."
Jim Evans of Music Week.

"On Mag element A there was an LCR
band mix, mag B contained Sting's vocal
on track one, and the girl backup vocals
tracks two and three, and on the last
three -track mag element there was bass
and stereo audience. AMS digital effects
were summed onto selected tracks during
this mixdown: "AMS mania" according
to Aaron."

Co peland of the
of AMS with Stewart
APRS '85: Stuart Nevison
AudioFile.
Police, discussing AMS

Brad Aaron talking to Larry Blake of
Recording Engineer /Producer magazine
about "The Police Synchronicity Concert"
film.

"On the Go West album
we only had the MSQ 700,
which was our lifeline.
Now we've got the SXB,
which links up really
well with the TR 909. It's
great for programming,
triggering the AMS and
stuff like that.
"For the Radar album
we used the SRC - I like
to have that facility
because you can change
the drum patterns if new
ideas come up. On some
of the tracks we had to
pull out whole bass lines
and relocate them with the
AMS. It's like painting
pictures - you can just rub
a bit out and move it.
It might take two hours
but I'll pick out a couple of things I can
use somewhere else and it sounds really
whacky. "
.

j

"After all, recording in 1985 is not like
recording even in 1982. A little bit of the
modern technology had kind of passed
them by while the band was regrouping
(after Lionel Richie went solo). They saw
the AMS gear lined up in the outboard
rack, and they couldn't believe it. We
were sampling drums: we'd have a guy
come in, but we wouldn't use him
playing - we'd just sample his kit.
Then we would have the track

APRS '85: Ian Noble
of AMS
John Paul Jones formerly

discussin,

of Led Zeppelin.
AMS AudioFile with
PPelin.

"Is there any outboard equipment you
particularly like ?"
" Well I really like our AMS reverb, it
gets used on nearly everything."

Muff Murfin, studio owner talking to Paul
White of HSR magazine.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Go West producer Gary Stevenson talking to

Peter Buick of Sound Engineer magazine.

Ray Parker mt
Ray Parker Jnr. is one of those people who
never cease to amaze you as to how many
projects they have been involved in or even
how many successful songs they have
written. Although not particularly big in
England, Ghostbustersgave Ray three
separate attacks at the British charts- firstly
on the singles release, secondly on the
release of the Ghostbusters film and finally it
climbed the charts again as a 12" mix.

Disney Disney Disney
PRODUCTIONS
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A.M.S.: Briefly, what is your history?
R.P.J.: The first 5 or 6 years of my career I
worked as a studio musician and got
involved in a series of different projects
ranging from Marvin Gaye and Stevie
Wonder to the Rolling Stones and Boz
Skaggs. Then I got into writing songs and
had success with things for Barry White,
Rufus, Chaka Kahn and of course my
own stuff - Ghostbusters was obviously a
big break.
A.M.S.: Is there anything you consider
distinctive in the way you work?

R.P.J.: I don't know about everyone else
but I write to sounds. I have to go into the
studio and hear the drums just like they
are going to be on the record - I've got to
hear the synthesizers, again just as they
are going to sound on the record. Once
I've got a framework I can formulate other
things around that - I can't just sit down
with a Linn like some people do. I have to
have the sound EQ'd with reverb and
effects added which is why AMS is so
important.
A.M.S.: 'What other reverb units do you
use?
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R.P.J.: Let me see, I've had a AKG spring
for 9 years. I have a Lexicon 224 and the
224X and a big EMT but I've never really
got into that. I like things where I can
reach them and just punch buttons which
is one reason why I decided to add the
RMX 16. I love the sound of the A.M.S.
reverb and the sounds I really like I can
get quickly and easily. For that reason it's
the system I use most of all - that and
probably the 224.
A.M.S.: Do you have any favourite
programmes?
R.P.J.: All the programmes sound real
good but my favourite is the AMS
Nonlin. It's so different - it's unique yeh! AMS Nonlin I really love that one.
The Reverse programme is nice too. I
guess a plate or a plate programme will
get people to say well that's reverberation
- but these special effects programmes
are real nice.
A.M.S.: So what's next for you?
R.P.J.: I enjoy being a solo artist/
engineer and all I want to do is get in
there and play with more buttons and
gadgets and just experiment. I've heard a
lot about DMX 15 -805 DDL pitch changer
and it sounds real interesting- I don't
own one yet but my studios here are just
choosing some new gear so who knows!
during Don't forget to listen out for my new
album and 45 you'll definitely hear lots of
AMS on them.

have the potential that the more you
build - the smaller it gets if you know
what I mean. So once I've done my
arrangement I go back to the original
sounds that I've sampled, store and edit
them in the 15 -805 and then trigger them
from the Fairlight. That gives me far

superior sound quality and perspective,
longer samples and also very importantly
more accurate control by being able to
offset the triggered samples to get the
right feel to the piece.
A.M.S.: You aren't the first person I've

Thomas Dolby seemed to appear from
nowhere at a time when totally synthesizer
based bands such as the Human League were
enjoying the peak of their success. Unlike
quite a few of the "totally electronic" bands.
Thomas Dolby has survived and gone on to
further develop his individual style. AMS
caught up with him during a three month
stay in Los Angeles where, amongst other
things, he was completing work on a project
with Joni Mitchell.
A.M.S.: So here we are in the Hollywood
Hills!
T.D.: Yeh! I've rented this house whilst

working here. The best thing about the
house is not that it originally belonged to
Jenny Agutter but that Steve McQueen's
50's pick -up truck is down in the garage
in absolutely showroom condition.
A.M.S.: How did your career develop?
T.D.: When I was 14 I used to write the
odd song on the piano but with not
having lessons there was never any
discipline to get good at it. Because of
that I moved to synthesizers. People had
just got past the long blond hair and cape
stage and instead of individual bravado
on a Minimoog, people like Brian Eno
exploring different textures created by a
synthesisers were beginning to influence
popular music. Living alone in London
during the Punk era meant that even
though I'd got very good at writing and
arranging quite sophisticated songs on
the Portastudio that had just come out, I
really wanted to play in a band. So I
managed to get some session work with
bands including Bruce Woolley. Lene

*ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEMS
Wallstreams Lane, Wursthorne, Burnley, Lancs,
BB10 31)p. England.
Tel: (0282) 57011

Telex 63108 AMS -G.
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had just been through Townhouse
studios using the Fairlight and at the
same time "sampling" was everywhere
and really hip.
A.M.S.: So sampling and the Fairlight
played an important role on Hour second
album?
T.D.: Yes they did and so did A.M.S. I
write mainly on the Fairlight- however
the Fairlight, as it stands now, seems to

Australia: Svntec International Pty Limited, 53 Victoria Avenue, Chatswood. NSW 2067. Tel: 4064700/4557/46257. CONTACT' Robert Sloss.
1J7. Tel: (4161 868 0513. CONTACT: Andy Cox.
Denmark: Slt Studie & Ltdteknik, Helgisvej 9 -11, DK 2000. Kobenhavn, Denmark. Tel: 01- 713344 CONTACT: Ole Lund Christensen.
Finland: MS- Auditron. Lauilantie 10, 00420 Helsinki 42. Tel: 566 4644. CONTACT: Jarmo Roivas.
France: Lazare Electronic, 14 Rue Condorcet, 75009 Paris Tel: 878 35 64. CONTACT Isabelle Yosmayan.
France: High Fidelity Serv, es SA, 4 Rue Pierre Semard, 75009 Paris, France. Tel: 285 00 40. CONTACT: lean Noel Kendirgi.
Germany: Elm us GmbH Sr Co., Hohenzollerndamm 58, 1000 Berlin 33. West Germany. Tel: 030 823 99 61. CONTACT: Henri Keinert.
Greece: KEM Electronics O.E., 28 Papadiamadi Str., 14452 Metamorfosis, Attikis. Tel: 2819151/2811626. CONTACT: Thimios Koliokotsis.
Hong Kong: Audio Consultants Cu. Ltd., 58 Pak Tai Street, 9th Floor, Tokwawan, Kowloon. Hong Kong. Tel: 37125251. CONTACT: John Ho.
Italy: Professional Equipment Viale Famagost 37, 20142 Milano. Tel: 02 81 78 39. CONTACT, Ermanno Parazzini.
Japan: Continental Far East Inc., Sa Saki Building 18 -9, Roppongi 3 Chome, Minato Ku, Tokyo. Tel: 03 5838451. CONTACT: Shingo Araki.
Netherlands: Audioscript BV, Loosdrechtsedijk 107, P.O. Box 22, Loosdrecht. Tel: 02158 5104. CONTACT: Jan Slooter.
Norway: Pro- Technic A /S, Lyder Sagens Gate 19, Oslo 3. Tel: 02 460554. CONTACT: Martin Viktorin.
New Zealand: Maser Communications Ltd., 3/7 Marken Place, Glenfield, P.O. Box 65166, Auckland. Tel: 444 3583/4. CONTACT: Gareth Tones.
South Africa: Tru Fi Electronics S.A. (Pty) Ltd., P.O. Box 8444, Greenside 2034. Rep of South Africa. Tel: (011) 786 7177/8. CONTACT: Fleming Ravn.
Sweden: Soundtrade AB, Rasundavagen 45, S 17152 Solna, Stockholm. Tel: 08 7300 400. CONTACT: Carl Langenskiold.
Switzerland: A.B.Q. Schwarnendingerstr. 119 /4G, Postfach 159, 8062 Zürich. Tel: 01 402140. CONTACT: RolfJauch.
U.S.A: Harris Sound Services, 6640 Sunset Blvd., Suite 110, Hollywood. CA 90028. U.S.A. Tel: (800) 233 1580. CONTACT: Harry Harris.
Canada: Manta Electronics Group. 204 King Street East, Toronto. Ontario. M5A
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Lovitch and Foreigner.
A.M.S.: So hou' did the list album surface?
T.D.: Doing sessions got me a bit of a
reputation as a player which did open a
few A & R men's doors. The first album
was really just making a 24 track version
of my demo material which I think
caused it to suffer a bit as there were
some things I just couldn't recreate. There
is a lot going on in my songs and the fact
that I write and direct my own videos
gives me an opportunity to explain them
better. The coverage given to the music
and videos by MTV and cable here in the
States gave me the break and it happened
here in America before anywhere else.
A.M.S.: Did you approach the second
album differently?
T.D.: Very much so, I don't think I was
ever a part of the totally electronic
sounding cult, but, people that liked
those sort of bands would at least give me
a listen and hopefully find something
else in there. By this time I had used the
DMX 15 -80S as a sophisticated delay line,
it was the first system with a good sound
and character that meant you could match
tape echo. Peter Gabriel and Kate Bush

heard mention perspective. How important
is that to your music?
T.D.: Perspective has been an enormous
breakthrough. The creative energy in
England that continues to build up seems
to have gone into production rather than
the raw commodity, but there are a group
of English producers that are 2 or 3 years
ahead of the rest of the world - and I
think it's because of their use of
perspective. When all you had was an
echo plate the information you got was
how far away you were from an
instrument. Now with delay lines and
units such as the RMX 16 you can create
atmospheres and your instruments can
come from anything from a small room to
an empty lonely canyon.
A.M.S.: Do you create these perspec'
during recording?
T.D.: Yes, my approach is very cinematic,
I tend to use the RMX 16 during the
recording process to build up the song as
I don't like leaving everything to the mix.
You can make mistakes this way
introducing perspectives to a single track
that don't work when taken with the
whole song. In an ideal world I would
have a huge rack of multiple everything
such that the mix would be vocals from
the multitrack and everything else
running live.
A.M.S.: Does that mean sornethin,ç like
AMS AudioFile interests you?
T.D.: AudioFile is very exciting, I could
quite happily do away with my
multitrack tape recorder because
AudioFile would allow me to drop in and
out of record, edit within a track and
repeat phrases. It's fascinating and given
it's my own view of the way things are
going to go I think AudioFile is the first
serious device to arrive and I'm sure it
will have a big influence.
A.M.S.: A final question. Is there any
function on any piece of A.M.S. equipment
you would miss most if you lost it?
T.D.: No. I'd miss them all!
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Worldwide List of Audio Developments Ltd., Agents
COUNTRY

AGENT

Australia

Rank Electronics
Tel: 2 449 5666 Telex: 71289
Contact: Andrew Harrison

Austria

Peertronic
Tel: 43 222 832224 Telex: 134072
Contact: Gunther Friedrich

Balkan States

Constantin Stavrinids
Tel: 4121 39 5015 Telex: 26297
Contact: C. Stavrinidis
Gerr Electro Acoustics Ltd.
Te1:416 868 0528 Telex:065 24385
Contact: G. Eschweiler

Canada

China

Ace (Int'l) Co.
Te1:852 3 7452343 Telex:40442
Contact: Michael Pang /Whyman Chan

Denmark

Kinovox
Te1:452 187617 Telex: 40394
Contact: Steen Peitersen

Finland

France

Studiotec KY
Te1:358 0 514133 Telex: 125284
Contact: Peter Stralman
Simplex Electronique
Tel :331 271 5330 Telex: 230045
Contact: J.C. Thobois

Germany

Nagra Kudelski GMBH
Te1:4989 656633 Telex:529893
Contact: J. Weber

Greece

K. Stavrinidou
Te1:607 7782938 Telex:210934
Contact: K.Stravinidou

Hungary

Cinac

TOTAL
CONTROL
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS

Tel:4124 711600 Telex:451070
India

Israel

Italy

Japan

Korea

Contact: Henri Suter
Cinerama PVT Ltd.
Te1:293873 Telex: 1171198
Contact: S. Agarwal
Sontronics Electronic Equp. Ltd.
Te1:9723 442233 Telex:361579 -Ref SSK
Contact: S. Shmueli

Audio International SRL
Te1:392 7384751 Telex: 322251
Contact: R. Beppato
General Traders Ltd.
Tel: 813 2912761 Telex: 24754
Contact: H. Saitoh
Saetong Corp.
Telex: 23596
Tel: 783 6551 5
Contact: J.B.Kim

Kuwait

Light & Sound Elec. Co.
Tel: 965 434307 Telex: 4528
Contact: A. Al- Baghli

New Zealand

General Video Int. Ltd.
Tel: 644 881 169 Telex: 30129

Contact: Gerry Smith
Norway

Siving Benum & Co.
Te1:472 44 2255 Telex: 17681
Contact: Bjorn Benum

Singapore

Rank O'Connors Sing. PVT Ltd.
Tel: 65 637944 Telex: 21023
Contact: Patrick Ching

South Africa

Prosound (PTY) Ltd.
Te1:27 11 337 6556 Telex: 485712
Contact: D. Feldman

Spain

Telco Electonic S.L.
Tel: 341 231 5601 Telex 27348
Contact: J. Escrig
:

Sweden

Intersonic N.B.
Tel: 468 744 5850 Telex: 11136
Contact: R. Isacson

Taiwan

Linfair Lng. & Trading Ltd.
Tel: 886 23214454 Telex: 22563
Contact: Duncan Chang
Ace (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
Tel: 2812512 Telex: 72300
Contact: Bundhit Thongpen
Soger Electronique
Tel: 2161254 230 Telex: 13447
Contact: C. Barouch
Nefan Ltd.
Tel: 465952 Telex: 26304
Contact: A. Fresco
Audex (PVT) Ltd.
Tel: 26370
Contact: W. Mueller

Thailand

Tunisia

Turkey
Zimbabwe

U.S. Office

JUST TWO OF OUR WIDE RANGE OF

PROFESSIONAL MIXERS FOR BROADCASTING,
FILM SOUND AND POST PRODUCTION.
CONSOLE MOUNTED, RACK MOUNTING AND

PORTABLE VERSIONS AVAILABLE TO ORDER.

Avdio
DEVELOPMENTS LTD

Audio Developments Ltd, Hall Lane, Walsall Wood,
Walsall, West Midlands, WS9 9AU
Telephone: Brownhills (0543) 375351 Telex No: Audev G 338224

Audio Developments Inc.
Tel: 818 843 7567
Contact: Ron Fuller
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Progress in the professional

audio industry has created a new
generation of high technology.
Now more than ever, you can
tailor a studio to a highly individual
specification.
Whilst you may not find it
hard to negotiate a "good deal" on
multitrack A or console B, suppose
there's actually a completely different
system that's better balanced for
the price?
We feel we should tell you so.

Newly accessible technology
a new approach -a different
attitude from our side of the industry
to address today's producers and
deserves

engineers.

That is why Stirling Audio
Systems was created, led by Andrew
Stirling and Garry Robson with their
depth of experience on both sides of
the industry.
We're here for you to talk to.
With our belief that your
investment should be reflected in
more than just hardware, we prefer to
understand a client's situation before
we recommend any equipment.

MEET THE INDUSTRY'S
We try to be unbiased, though
always selective, about our suppliers.
Otani, Soundcraft, AMS,
Drawmer and others have been quick

to endorse our new formula -a better
reflection, dare we say, of their own
attitude to progress.

So we'll ask you questions, and
make a few suggestions.
We'll look into the best method
of financing.
Having made the decision we'll
install your equipment, and we won't
leave until its performing exactly as
it should.
Afterwards, the services of our
on-site engineers are always available
to keep you running.
In other words, we won't simply
sell you a studio system, we'll help you
buy it.

NEW LI GENERATION
to call, or visit us,
Cottage, lust ten
minutes from the centre of London.
We look forward to seeing you.
Stirling Audio Systems. Unique
solutions, for unique studios.
If you'd like

we're

in Swiss

Stìrlìng
A UDIO SYSTEMS LTD

Canfield Place London

NW6

3BT

0 01- 6254515

LIVE AID
The hundreds of people

who gave their time to
put Live Aid together,

created an
unforgettable
experience. It was a
very emotional day
and most important of all, it
created a consciousness
hitherto unmatched of the
distress of Africa, and the
terrible plight of its
inhabitants.
The day started out in
Wembley, led by Status Quo
with their appropriate Rocking
All Over The World. The
performances went on to
include the Style Council,
Boomtown Rats, Ultravox,
Spandau Ballet, Elvis Costello,
Nik Kershaw, Sade, Sting
(with his solo version of
Roxanne), Phil Collins,
Howard Jones, Bryan Ferry,
Paul Young and Alison Moyet.
This took the show up to 5
pm. At this point the
American satellite went into
operation and the acts were
then alternated between the
US and the UK: Bryan
Adams, U2, the Beach Boys
(who received a standing
ovation at Wembley Arena
where they were viewed on
video screens whilst also
receiving a standing ovation in
Philadelphia), Dire Straits,
The two concerts were

seen around the world
by a billion people or
more, and by the
audiences at Wembley
and Philadelphia on
giant Diamond Vision
screens. The operation at John
F. Kennedy Stadium was
handled by ABC and at
Wembley by the BBC. Most
countries were fed by 525 -line
NTSC pictures from ABC, the
exception being Europe where
a 625 -line PAL feed was
available from the BBC.
The BBC used two outside
broadcast vehicles at
Wembley. London 1 is a large
colour mobile control room
which was used to provide the
concert coverage and to
provide the feed to the US.
Eight cameras fed into this
truck. Four of them were large
LDK5 types: two of them were
on a runway directly in front
of the stage, one was at the
PA mixing platform and the
fourth was on a hoist behind
the rear of the stadium
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July 13th 1985 was a memorable day
in Wembley, London. To see so many
people working with a vast amount
of hurriedly assembled technology
on a truly global scale for such a
worthy cause is little short of
miraculous. We decided to record
as much about the event and the
people involved at the London end of
the event. We have several reports,
some will overlap; some even
contradict but that really only goes
to show the scale of the event.
In the first part we have reports from
Janet Angus on the radio production
and Richard Lamont on the TV and

the telecommunications
Queen (who had Wembley
screaming and singing
throughout their appearance).
This was followed by the video
of Dancing in the Street by
Bowie and Jagger then Simple
Minds, the Pretenders, The
Who, Santana, Elton John,

Kool and the Gang, Madonna,
and the Wembley Finale led
by Paul McCartney. This was
by no means the end of the
story since Philadelphia were
now on their own. There
followed Tom Petty, The Cars,

Neil Young, Power Station,

Eric Clapton, Phil Collins,
Robert Plant, Jimmy Page,
Duran Duran, Madonna, Patti
Labelle, Hall & Oates, The
Temptations, Mick Jagger,
Tina Turner and, finally, Bob
Dylan.
The technical element of the
event was extremely complex
with so many different acts
and instrumental line -ups
involved. The BBC sound
recording crew consisted of
engineers Mike Robinson and
Dave Dade, and producers Jeff
Griffin and Chris Lycett. Jeff
Griffin and Mike Robinson
have, over the years been
involved in many
simultaneous radio /television
broadcasts and their
experience was tested to the
limits at Live Aid.
How does the BBC set about
tackling such a mammoth
project? Jeff was involved in a
lot of the preparation and
planning work.
"The technical side of the
stage preparation wasn't
discussed as fully in our
presence as was preferable.
The BBC had a hell of a
responsibility getting the show
from Wembley out to the rest
of the world -it was very
complicated and very far
reaching. But it was
fascinating. One of the most
N

stage-two handheld, and one
on a Hothead remote control
mounting over the centre of
the stage, operated by a
cameraman behind the PA
stack. The fourth lightweight
camera was on the Goodyear
airship to provide aerial shots.
London 22, the second
vehicle, provided the feed for
European networks and the
BBC's own domestic networks.
This took the concert coverage
from London 1, and added all
the outside sources. The main
Camera checks for the opening act Status Quo
source, of course, was the
overlooking the roof. This was pulled right back to in front of Philadelphia coverage from
ABC. There were also
the PA stack. The sound
used to provide a standard
pressure level was literally
contributions from Australia,
long shot for users to 'opt in'
vibrating the internal works of Japan, Holland, Austria,
or 'opt out' of Wembley.
Yugoslavia, the USSR and
the camera. It wasn't a fault
Very high sound pressure
West Germany. There were
but it was a problem: the
levels from the PA posed
contributions in sound only
cameraman couldn't hear the
serious problems. Tom
from an Ethiopian famine
Concoran, one of the Wembley talkback too well and we got
directors, says that horizontal this banding. We were having relief camp, and from
to make a choice a lot of the
Concorde as it carried Phil
banding on one of the LDK5
time between not getting the
Collins from his Wembley
cameras was caused by
appearance to his Philadelphia
microphony. "At times the PA shot we wanted or getting it
with stripes all over it."
one.
was so loud and to get the
London 22 had two
The other four cameras were
shot I was asking for the
lightweight cameras of its
lightweights. Three were on
N
cameraman very bravely

when technology
provides

simplicity
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was only five minutes. You
can't change the desk in five
minutes." The decision was
taken to bring in another van.
fascinating technical meetings The van Jeff and Mike work
I have ever been to was
out of is equipped with a
discussing the lines, satellites 40- channel SSL 4000E console
and feeds -and I'm not a
and they needed a second van
technical man.
to match. The BBC own four
"Bringing the picture in
of these but resources were
from Philadelphia via satellite already stretched for a number
with mono sound is easy in
of reasons and after a lot of
itself-you just have to convert consideration a van from
from the American standard to Scotland was brought down.
the British. But the stereo
"This also meant that we
sound had to go on another
required more room at the
satellite for the necessary
site, but we had to do it
broader bandwidth. When the because some of the
changeovers were just
signal goes through the
converter it is delayed, so they impossible."
The vans' equipment
had to build in a slight delay
into the stereo sound because
complement is almost identical
it doesn't need converting
-the only difference being in
since sound is sound is sound. the multitrack machines -one
There were so many fine little being a Studer A800 and the
details to be taken care of."
other Lyrec. They each had a
few ancillary effects units
The Wembley stage's most
unusual feature was a circular including two pitch shifters,
section which was divided into AMS digital reverb and digital
three and rotated through the delay lines which they made
use of although there were
sections to speed setting up
and dismantling of stage sets. many more pressing
requirements which took
"When we realised how
complicated it was going to be priority over the engineers'
from the stage point of view
efforts and attention.
and the frequency of the band
Monitoring was on the
changeovers, our original
traditional Rogers LS5/8s.
thought that we could cope
Mike had originally hoped to
with one recording van became be able to use Kef 104.2
less and less attractive."
speakers but it was decided
What finally made up their
that they had not been field
minds was the fact that the
tested for such a heavy duty
first three acts were to follow
event and that it would be
in as quick succession as
better to play safe. In addition
possible since all three
to the two recording vans,
sections of the stage could be
they also had an MRV (mobile
set up beforehand.
recording vehicle) which
"There was no way we could housed multitrack and digital
change from one band to
machines. More of this later.
another-one of the changes
The sound crew was quite

UVE AID

own, which were used in the

Wembley Stadium
commentary box to provide
telethon material, links and
chat for UK consumption. An
animated `sting', consisting of
a rotating Live Aid logo and
Radio One type jingle, was
used as a cue to European
networks to opt out of the UKonly material. This sting was
played in from a 1 in
videotape machine in a VT
truck provided by Trilion
Video.
One of the London 22
cameras could be moved to a
backstage position for
interviews with performers as
they came off stage. The

Trilion truck had the
capability to record, edit and
replay these interviews using
a further two 1 in machines.
There were also standby
videos on tape.
There were two other OB
units in use, feeding back to
Wembley. One was a single
camera unit at Heathrow
Airport to cover the departure
of Concorde. The other unit
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was a three -camera unit at the
Legends night club, to provide
material for Europe in the
gaps between sets at
Philadelphia, after the end of
the Wembley gig.
All the outside contributions
went into BBC Television
Centre first. Norman Taylor, a
BBC engineer who specialises
in major international `link
up' programmes, explained the
routing. "The United States
was coming into us on
Brightstar from 1330 to 0400
BST (British Summer Time).
That was being converted in
the BBC from NTSC to PAL.
It was going into Studio Four
Television Centre, to a
Quantel 5000. We didn't use
the studio-just the control
room and the Quantel."
The Quantel was used to
provide an effect for moving
from one location to another:
the outgoing picture would
shrink into a quarter of the
frame and the new picture
would zoom in from the
opposite quarter to fill the
whole screen.

BBC mobile stereo sound facility
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Live Aid sound check

The feed from the US also
went into Studio B, which was
used as a switching point for
contributions before being fed
on a link to London 22.
Norman Taylor says some of
the contributions used a
satellite circuit for vision and
a terrestrial link for sound.
"The problem then was that
we had to make absolutely
sure that all the delays were
correct. First of all I

Television took exactly the
same mix, and made a mono
feed by adding left and right.
London l's sound desk was
used to provide three different
audio feeds -for the US, for
Europe and for the UK.

radio links were
used for video
between Wembley
and Television
Centre. Three were
guaranteed to the rest of the
for the outgoing
world that any signals coming
signals. One was for
out of Television Centre would incoming contributions, and
be totally synchronised in
two were to and from the
terms of sound against vision. Quantel. Audio and
Secondly, we realised that
communications channels,
within the UK, there would be between Wembley Stadium
a plot of people who would be
and both Television Centre
listening to Radio One in
and BBC Radio at
Broadcasting House, were
stereo but watching TV.
"We had to correct for two
provided on British Telecom
things. One was satellite
balanced pairs: 50 circuits
were used in all.
(vision) against terrestrial
(sound), the other was video
The signal from Japan
going through synchronisers
arrived as NTSC. Norman
Taylor says this was converted
and the Quantel 5000."
The stereo sound feed was
to PAL and fed to Studio Four,
provided by BBC Radio as
for the Quantel, and via
described in this issue.
Studio B to London 22. "The
Six

Following the recent
upheavals in the audio supply
industry, we felt it was a good
moment to remind you of one
companywhich has been
growing quietly but steadily,
for the last 13 years.
That company is ITA and now,
more than ever, it makes sense
to talk to us about your studios'
future needs.
After all, if you're intending to
make a major investment in
your business, you should take
the stability of your supplier
into account.
THE ITA TEAM

The ITA team is here to help
you make the right decisions.
Each of the team has direct,
practical experience of the
problems modern studios face,
and our in -depth knowledge
of all currently- available
equipment is there for you to
call on.

Martin Parmiter, Managing Director,
has overall responsibility for all sales.

Mick Boggis is in charge of ITA's

major projects and systems
installations, and has an extensive
knowledge of all Otani and Amek
products.

Paul Wells, Field Service Manager.
Paul is in charge of after -sales service
of our larger installations and has
many years' experience in all areas of
the audio /video/broadcast industry.

NOT ONLY PRODUCTS,
BUT....

Dave Cottam and Simon Phillips are
our on- the-road sales team, who will
be glad to give advice or arrange
demonstrations of any of the
products in ITA's huge range.

In addition to just about the
widest range of products
available from any UK supplier

YEAR

FTER13

THOUGHT WE
OULD INTRODUCE
E

la

OURSELVES...A
Alm mimom.

( including Otani and Amek, of

Simon Browne is always available to
answer your telephone sales
enquiries and to deal with mail
orders. Also, Simon is very
knowledgeable about synths,
computers and other aspects of
modern electronic music.

course ), we can offer a
complete systems service that
can include studio design,
building work, complete
installations, etc. In fact, we've
already been involved in
several of the country's largest
installations so far this year.

For more information on
ITA products and services,
call us on 01 -748 9009.

INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL. PRODUCTS DIVISION
1

Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone:

01

-748 9009. Telex: 21897.
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LIVE AID
small considering the size of
the task before them. "We had
two teams of our own SMs"
(studio managers, ie engineers)
"in conjunction with OB
engineers who were looking
after the technical running of
the vans and the run of lines,
etc. These teams were led by
Mike Robinson and Dave Dade
who were assisted by Mike
Shilling and Mike Engels
respectively, checking
microphones between numbers
and checking the lines for
each band."
The divided stage was
furnished with two main stage
boxes-one going to each van.
There were three people
stationed on the stage
throughout the day, whose sole
function was to test the mics
and look after the stage set up
generally: James Birtwhistle,
Mark Farrar and Mike
Walters. Between numbers
Jeff and Chris checked
backstage with the artists that
they hadn't changed anything
in their line -up and that the
stage set up was as everyone
was expecting.
"We decided right at the
beginning that it would be
better if we all stuck to the
things we did best. So Radio
One did all the sound for both
television and radio. Television
would look after the
commentaries and link -ins
which was great, because

Goodyear airship circles above We nbley

when our bands were not on
stage, we could get ready for
the next one.
"Television had a sound desk
in the Master Scanner (mobile)
with John Caulfield at the
mixing point, acting as
continuity, taking the sound
from the sound mobiles and
linking in from backstage or
in the gantries or wherever
else. We had said right at the
beginning that there was no
way we could do television and
radio sound separately -it was
far too complicated."

of preparatory
work was put in,

Alot

feed from the USA was
separately converted in
Television Centre and handled
in the same way -Quantel and
Studio B. Then we had

Australia, plus all the
European contributions, put
via a synchroniser to the
Quantel. It went to Studio B
pre -sync, because we had
synchronisers at Wembley and
we didn't want to have double
synchronisation because that
would aggravate the delay
problem. The sources on that
feed were Australia, Austria,
Holland, Yugoslavia, USSR,
Germany and Holland again.
"Australia and Japan came
58
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in on the Indian Ocean
satellite. The European
contributions came over the

normal European (terrestrial

microwave) circuits. I'm pretty
sure that the Soviet Union's
contribution came in via
Eurovision as well: Moscow to
Helsinki then down the
normal route. We couldn't get
time on the satellite out of the
Soviet Union, which is a far
cheaper and better way of
doing it."
There was a voice report
from Ethiopia, which came in
by telephone. The BBC had
wanted to set up a link using
an Inmarsat circuit but it

then.

Preparations wise, apart
from all the technical
although there
planning, the sound team had
were so many
changes that some to somehow acquaint
of it proved to be a themselves with an enormous
waste of time. Mike quantity of music and
musician line ups. Mike and
Robinson endeavoured to
Jeff attended as many
compile charts for each of the
performances he was going to rehearsals as possible
including The Who, Elton
be responsible for so that he
John, Bryan Ferry, David
could get the van ready
reliably. "I had sort of worked Bowie and Queen, absorbing
the feel of the bands and
out a programme for it but
watching the way they
most of the information came
in at the eleventh hour and it worked. Mike: "We were
proved impossible to sort out
the paperwork in time.
The contribution from
Concorde came in on British
Airways' normal long- distance
system -a single sideband
short wave link. British
Airways fed the signal from

was presented with his next
contribution about 20 min
before it was due. Also, the
2-wire output from London 22,
which the producer was on,
went to most of the
destination countries. He could
tell them how long the next
opt -out was going to be and
what he was going to do

4 -wire telephone line.

next."

their terminal station at
Heathrow to the BBC over a

One of two Diamond Vision screens installed at Wembley

was pointless

The BBC had 4 -wire
talkback circuits to nearly
everywhere. "We put people
on and took them off according
to the timing of their
contributions. We had a 4 -wire
all the time to the USA, from
London 22. We had a separate
4 -wire from London 22 to
Studio Four so that the
director could control the
Quantel. We had another one
from London 22 which went
into a conference unit in the
International Control Room
(Television Centre). At various
times it went to Japan,
Holland, Germany, Austria,
Yugoslavia and the USSR. We
only put them on about half
an hour before their
contribution was due. When
they had done their
contribution we would take
them off again. So the director

the
largest outside
broadcast of all time
in terms of numbers
of cameras, etc, but
there were several

Live Aid was not

factors which made
it a pretty hairy operation.
One was the short time in
which to plan it. Another was
the widespread use of stereo
sound on the international TV
links. Another was the
constant switching between
different countries. There were
a number of problems on the
day but considering the
extremely difficult operational
circumstances, it's not
surprising. Anyway, when
covering something so
worthwhile and so poignant,
the gremlins really don't seem
to matter.
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When the Space Station was
introduced in 1977, digital
reverberation became available
at a sensible price for the first
time. Several thousand Space
Stations are now in use
worldwide and the current
range of digital devices from
Ursa Major continue the
original unit's innovative lead.
THE URSA MAJOR LINE -UP

ET'S BTtÌßG

fou1

UP TO DATE.

StarGate 323: A compact and
professional digital reverberator that
is very simple to use. 8 preset
programs are provided, each having
it's own specific set ofreflection
parameters. In any program, wide
adjustment of pre-delay and RT60

(decay time) is available.
Continuously -variable h.f. and l.f.
filters provide further control over
room characteristics.
StarGate 626 (not illustrated): This
latest version of the StarGate gives all
the facilities of the 323 PLUS 8 extra
reverb and delay programs, which
greatly expand the StarGate's range of
applications.
8X32 11.11(.11: A no- compromise, fullyprogrammable reverberation system
offering full control over a wide range
of reverb parameters. 64 non-volatile
memories for saving modified
versions of the 8 present programs ( 3
different plates, a hall, a chamber, a
"cask ", outer space, and reverse
reverb ). A full remote control is
available.
MSP126: This recently- introduced

"A BETTER CLASS OF REVERB"

Comparative listening tests with Ursa Major and other popular digital
reverbs reveal that the actual nature of the reverberant field simulates
the effect of "real" rooms more convincingly. This is the result of Ursa
Major's carefully developed algorithms that define the structure of
the early reflections more accurately than other units.
All Ursa Major products are set apart from their competitors by a truly
professional standard of construction; all devices are 2 -in/2 -out,
inputs and outputs are electronically balanced at OdBm; XLRs are
used exclusively.
The Ursa Major range is now distributed exclusively in the U.K by I.T.A.

unit is a unique device; a "multitap
stereo processor" with programs that
provide a range of unusual and useful
effects. These include stereo
simulation from a mono source,
multiple forward and backward
echoes, early reflections and
musically -related comb filtering. The
MSP126 must be heard to be fully
appreciated.

For more details, or to arrange a
demonstration in our
showroom or your studio, call
Dave Cottam or Mick Boggis on
01 -748 9009.
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looking at instrumental lineups and listening to the music.
I didn't hear most of the music
until the actual week of the
event, and even then I didn't
get a chance to hear all the
bands that we did. It is very
hard to memorise all those
songs and also, we didn't
always know the line -up of the
bands before the morning of
the event." Even knowing who
to listen to was not always as
straightforward as it may
seem; Mike did spend some
time learning Ultravox songs
only to find that the other van
ended up with that band.
Thursday 11th July, and the

BBC moved into Wembley.

Even then, the panic hadn't
seemed to have set in. There
was merely a buzz of
excitement and people hurtled
around trying to sort the
complex mass of cables out.
Whenever it did become hectic,
however, things were
generally calmed with the

sentiment that their current
problems were nothing
compared to the reasons they
were all there in the first
place.

"In the last week the
running order must have
changed five or six times
minor alterations such as the
insert from Russia and
Yugoslavia which affected the
timing of the whole day's
proceedings. On Friday it was

-

BBC OB vans outside Wembley Stadium

BBC Television's mobile control room

Don't blame us -blame these. Loss of sound due to blown 500 A fuse
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all systems go. After lunch we
were theoretically running the
first three bands as they
would be on Saturday, but it
took three and a half hours to

rehearse the first three bands
-fortunately the same thing
didn't happen on the day.
"On the Friday we also
rehearsed Spandau Ballet
since their performance would
be the first time the stage had
gone full circle but this threw
up huge problems. All the PA
and BBC people were there
until 10 o'clock that night
talking through their mutual
problems."
Plug-in charts had been
issued by Malcolm Hill (PA)
but although they were very
carefully worked out
beforehand, actually getting
all the people involved to
adhere to them caused a few
problems. "On the day there
was some difficulty in sticking
to the original plugging
diagrams. Everybody had to
have a standard plug -in list,
whereas it is usual for
everybody to do things their
own way. It was decided that
that would be unworkable
with so many different things
going on. In a situation like
this with 18 different acts,
there was no time for such
luxuries."
Mike: "Come the rotation of
the stage and somehow things
came unsorted. There was that
much ironmongery flying
around that we couldn't double
mic it so we took feeds from
the PA mics. The choice of
microphones was left mainly
up to the PA.
"There were two splitter
boxes on stage: one to the
stage which was performing
and one to the stage which
was setting up and about to
become live. If everything had
gone smoothly and according
to plan we could have had five
minutes calm, when all the
mics had been tested and
everything, just to sit back
and think about little touches
and refinements that we could
have made to the sound. But
it didn't work out like that
and I wish it had. When the
stage rotated, something
seemed to happen to the mies,
even the spare mies
sometimes!"
Most of the artists were
surprisingly, although quite
understandably, very nervous
so checking things through
with them before they went on
stage therefore, required a
great deal of diplomacy. "I had
to make a quick check to
make sure there had been no
last minute changes in line up
or microphones. Some of the
bands we just hadn't been able
to see or hear at all
beforehand, for instance U2.
We would check everything

was OK, and they'd say, "yes
yes," and then they went on

stage and did do things
differently! We very much
didn't want anything to go
wrong."

Contrary to popular
belief, the concert
was recorded by the
BBC for possible later
transmission, video or

simulcast, although
nothing has been
decided about it. Jeff: "Quite
early on at the planning stage
I asked Bob Geldof if he
wanted to have the show
recorded. He said yes,
although there is no likelihood
of issuing records of the
performances. There wasn't
time beforehand to negotiate
recording rights with all the
individual artists, so nobody
had agreed to it but it would
have been criminal not to
record it.
"The BBC acknowledges
that it has no rights with the
recordings, neither does the
Live Aid Trust. There has to
be some trust in this world
nothing will be done with the

-

tapes without the artists'
agreement. The BBC has lots
of recordings that they have
no rights over and will never
use unless agreement is
negotiated. Each of the Live
Aid performances had a life of
24 hours (taking into
consideration the time
differences across the world),

and that's it as far as I'm
concerned until somebody says
differently."
So here was another
complication for the sound
engineers. Mike: "I was trying
to do a live mix but at the
same time trying to do some
sort of multitrack routing. It
was very important to know
the exact microphone line up
and which lines they were
using. From the multitrack
point of .view it was
convenient to organise the
routing and plugging so there
was as much in line stuff as
possible. I had a big pile of
charts for the desk, and I
wanted to have it all prepared
long before the day but the
information came in too late
for that. One of the great
problems on the day was that
things were not appearing
where they ought to have
been. A lot of the time
between and during
performances was spent trying
to find out where they were."
Jeff: "In the heat of the
moment and the occasion,
mistakes were made -odd
things appearing in different
places. On Saturday, ironically
during the third set, the hero
of the hour, Bob Geldof, got a
bit carried away with his lead
vocal mic as he jumped down

The choice of those
who can choose.
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to the front of the stage; the
lead was wrapped around
something and he pulled it out
of the stage box.
Unfortunately he didn't just
damage the lead but also the
entrance to line 28 into the
stage box, which was one of
the main three vocal mic
allocations. Mike Robinson
had already worked out all his
setting and things and on a
couple of occasions we found
ourselves with the vocal not
working just before the artist
went on stage. "Bryan Ferry
finished up with two
microphones on stage. The PA
and monitors had the feed of
one mic but we hadn't so
somebody thrust one of the
spare vocal mics into his hand
just as he went on stage and
he stood there with both of
them all the way through his
set, not knowing why but

fortunately professional
enough to just go ahead and
do it. It was a bit
embarrassing for us and it is
very bad practice to do
something like that nowadays
-it's the sort of thing we had
to ask people to do 15 years

Smile please -you're on TV

included the cooling system -I
don't know if you can
remember the temperature on
that day but it was very hot,
and it wasn't just us that
ago.
needed cooling, it was the
"Anyway, we then decided to equipment as well. So it was a
allocate line 3 for vocals; then bit of a gamble but it was OK.
somebody altered it. So
We were off-air for a total of
Malcolm Hill went and sorted five and a half minutes during
it out and after that
The Who. Then we came back
everything remained pretty
in as soon as we were sorted
standard.
out and we started
transmitting again
ower was lost twice
immediately.
by the BBC.
"Meanwhile, at Television
Originally all the
Centre, however, they weren't
television vans were really sure what was going on.
being fed from one
We started transmitting direct
particular sub-station sound as soon as we had it,
in Wembley. The
while the pictures that TV
first time it turned out that
Centre were putting out were
the 500 A fuse had blown
being picked up off the
why, nobody knows. Jeff: "It
satellite after they had been to
was just before Bowie went on Philadelphia and back, and
stage. We switched
that is why, when The Who
immediately to the generator
came back on again, we were
and it only took one minute
out of sync with the picture!"
but it threw people. Mike was
It was a great shame that
still selecting everything on
when Paul McCartney came
the desk as Bowie walked on
on stage his vocal mic was not
to the stage.
working. It is one of the many
unsolved mysteries that
"After that everything was
happened that day. Both that
OK until The Who. Less than
one minute after they came on microphone and the spare had
been tested and found to be
stage and he was just singing
working just a few minutes
Why don't you all fade away,
before. "Why it didn't work I
which I think is quite funny
don't know. We had a spare
really because it was just at
vocal mic which we had used
that point that the generator
with Bryan Ferry but we had
failed!
to check it was still working
"Fortunately, by this time,
before we gave it to Paul
the 500 A fuse had been
replaced. Nobody knew why it McCartney because it would
have just looked even worse if
had blown, so we went back
and all the vans switched off
that one didn't work either. It
didn't. By the time they did
all the ancillary equipment
that they weren't using or felt manage to find one that was
that they could manage
working, he was half-way
without, and in our case it
through Let It Be."

-
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Meanwhile, the microphone
testers were hard at work
trying to make sure that all
the radio mics were going to
work in the grand finale-when
several different artists were
to sing verses from the Band
Aid song Do They Know It's
Christmas. Out in the mobile
Dave was desperately trying to
find McCartney's vocal and

the stage. These mics were
going into the Scottish van to
Dave Dade who was then
feeding them into the London
van who were receiving feeds
from the circular stage with
the Boomtown Rats backline
with additional drum kit
played by Police's Stewart

faders were being pushed up
all over the place hoping it
would turn up somewhere.
What was found, however, was

Bristol television's OB
unit also played a

James Birtwhistle testing a
radio mic. As Jeff says,
"Fortunately, I had insisted
that they were not to use any
bad language all day, just in
case something like that did
happen! We were using radio
communication all the way
through and all the people
there were using all different
kinds of frequencies for the
different kinds of talkback as
well as the radio mics on
stage, so it was quite likely
that something would be
picked up somewhere along
the line. And that's why the
world heard James saying
`testing, testing' over the
airwaves. Fortunately we did
get all those microphones
identified and when they

started the finale everything
was working and we got all
the singers, which was very
difficult because we had no
idea who was going to sing
which verse."
The finale was the most

complex of all, not only
because of the different artists
involved but also because
McCartney was using Elton
John's piano and vocal mics
which were set up in front of

Copeland.

large role; initially
they were stationed
at Heathrow to see
Phil Collins off on his
Concorde trip to
Philadelphia. Afterwards they
went and set up at Legends
night club where the UK links
were conducted after Wembley
finished and the US bands
were on their own.
As the tired and happy
crowd wended their way out of
Wembley, rushing home to
watch as much as they could
of the remainder of the show
the sound recording crew
packed up and went home to
bed.
Jeff: "We were emotionally

and physically exhausted. A
lot of the people involved there
had been going all day and
they were under tremendous
pressure. It raised a lot of
money and drew attention to
the plight of Africa in a way
that has never happened
before and won't be forgotten
for a long time.
"It was wonderful and I feel
immensely privileged to have
been allowed to be part of it
and I think we all felt the
same way. I would be quite
happy to do it again and get
more of it right!"

Through decades of cooperation with leading
software concept that goes far beyond current
Storage of audio line up information for
specialists from radio, television and music
ergonomic considerations and optimises
different tape types
recording studios, Studer machines have been
performance when the A820 is interconnected
Automatic adjustment of audio parameters
perfected into professional tools that are
in a system with other audio and video machines between 1 "and 1/2"
appreciated world wide.This valuable
making it the ideal post -production tool.
Library or archive wind mode
experience has resulted in the birth of the
Its
features
include:
Soft keys can be programmed to suit
Studer A820- setting new standards for tape
operational requirements (40 + function
14 "Spool capacity
recorders to satisfy the most diverse
internal library)
requirements.
Brushless DC capstan motor
The concept of the A820 generation is based
Just write or phone for full technical details.
A810 amplifier technology-total
on traditional values such as stability, precision
compatibility
and ruggedness pre -requisites for maintaining
Shuttle control cue for fine control of tape
demanding specifications over a long service life.
position
Key elements are not only a superb tape
Reverse play mode
transport with DC motors, advanced servo
circuits and flexible audio electronics, but also a
Up to 7 spooling speeds
CH -8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01)840 2960
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...and some people start a session
without a Klark Teknik Reverb.

To see why you'll he out of step without a I)N780 Digital Reverberator/Processor contact your local
representative or Peter Tongue at Klark Teknik., Klark Industrial Park, Walter Nash Road, Kidderminster DY11 7Hl. U.K.
Telephone (0562) 741515. Telex 339821 or David Solari, Autograph Sales Ltd., on (01) 267 6677.

IN
STEP

years the film industry
relied on mechanical linkages to
provide the synchronisation
between picture and sound.
However, the pilotone Nagra was
probably one of the first widely
available electronic synchronising
systems, so it is no great surprise that
timecode synchronisers are finding their
way into the film dubbing process.
Eco in Cardiff was set up by film
people who had previously worked at
HTV, the ITV station serving Wales and
the west of England, and does mainly
audio post -production work for S4C
(Channel Four Wales) and other local
national TV stations. John Cross, one of
the partners, says, "We work on
programmes in two languages: one is the
mother tongue, Welsh, and the other is
English."
Much of the equipment at Eco is film
oriented, including about £130,000
($170,000) worth of electronically
interlocked Perfectone Rapirnag 16mm
sepmag transports. Another Perfectone
transport provides the pictures by way of
telecine; and it is quite simple to replace
this with a U -matic VCR if the edited
programme is on VT. One of the projects
Eco is involved in is a 26 -part serial
called Chateau Vallon, a sort of French
Dallas, shot in France on 1 in VT and
revoiced at Eco with Welsh dialogue for
For many

S4C.

Dialogue replacement was once done
using separate loops of film for each
individual line of dialogue so the artist
could do several takes in quick
succession to get the lip sync as close as
possible. Modern equipment creates loops
by shuttling between two cue points as
often as required. A rapid repeat is
achieved by running all the transports
back in sync at 30 times normal speed;
16 mm film runs at 19 cm /s (7'/2 in /s) so
the top speed is just short of 6 m /s.
Eco uses Q. Loch to run a Studer
16 -track in sync with the film transports
so each artist's lines can be recorded on
a separate track. From the multitrack
tape the dubbing mixer prepares A and
B rolls with alternate lines of dialogue
on 16 mm sepmag. These are then taken
to a film dubbing editor who can `fine
sync' the dialogue by physically
adjusting sections of either track to be
one or two frames earlier or later.
For the pictures Eco has a GTC Editon
synchroniser which can slave a U -matic
to the editor's Steenbeck. This is quite
unusual as video equipment prefers to be
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Tim Leigh Smith delves
into the world of film
and video to investigate
the use of synchronisers
the master. A small sprocketed wheel is
literally stuck on the Steenbeck to
generate pulses which indicate the speed
and direction of the sepmag tracks. Once
a start mark has been set and locked the
Editon relates the Steenbeck pulses to
timecode from the U -matie cassette.
Things could get a little complicated
when the editor is inching the tracks to
locate an edit point as longitudinal
timecode (LTC), like any audio signal,
becomes unreadable at very low speeds.
The solution is vertical interval timecode
(VITC) recorded on two of the field
blanking lines at the top of each video
picture. The Editor timecode reader
accepts VITC from still frame up to 50
times normal speed as well as LTC and,
if all else fails, control track pulses from
the U- matie.
Eco use a JVC U -matie designed for
video editing and therefore intended to
inch gently backwards and forwards
when locating edit points. Nevertheless
the sight of a video picture stepping
slowly from frame to frame in response
to the movements of a film editing table
is disconcerting. The Editon unit is very
unobtrusive as, in this application, just
two buttons are required to set the start

When we dub video
with the Editon
we're using the
same controls as
when we're
dubbing a film ..
we can go from
film to video and
sometimes the
producer doesn't
even notice
.

mark and lock it. This is one of the
things that attracted Eco to this system
a3 John Cross explains:
"It's very good because it takes out the
number crunching that you get in video
editing, or if you're using something like
the Q. Loch. You're number crunching
and what you're there to do is the sound.
When we dub video with the Editon
we're using exactly the same controls as
when we're dubbing a film because we're
using the same sepmag machines. We
can go from film to video and sometimes
the producer doesn't even notice the
difference. The only difference is that the
U -matie won't rock and roll quite as fast,
it won't go 30 times speed as our film
equipment will."
The simplicity of the Editon means
that it doesn't have all the bells and
whistles of some other synchronisers. Its
control unit has 12 pushbuttons to

provide remote control and timecode
offset for a single slave. The claimed
interlock accuracy of ±'/z frame (about
20 ms) may seem out of place alongside
the ±50 µs claimed by others, but it is
the accepted accuracy of 16 mm sepmag
editing with only one sprocket hole per
frame.
John Cross acknowledges that sepmag
machines are no substitute for tape when
it comes to multitrack music where the
precise phase relationship matters but he
points out that it is a very cost effective
way of tracklaying dialogue, effects and
mixed -down music for video dubbing.
One day with a dubbing editor can cost
about the same as one hour in a
multitrack studio.

the earliest video audio
post -production done by the
BBC involved several 2 in
quadruplex VT machines
running in sync as sound
sources. This was a rather
expensive game. In 1974 the
BBC's first video dubbing suite was
opened at Television Centre. It was
called Sypher which stood for
SYnchronous Post -dub with Helical -scan
and Eight -track Recorder. The helical scan bit meant a U -matie VCR and that
original Sypher suite is still equipped
with an 8 -track Studer. 1980 saw the
opening of Sypher 2 with a 24 -track and
an 8-track recorder. This set the pattern
for video dubbing suites opened in the
past couple of years at BBC Enterprises,
BBC Birmingham, and so on.
The Sypher suites are used on major
Sorne of

To see what the
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drama and light entertainment
productions. A lot of less complex audio
post -production is carried out, as it
always has been, in the VT areas with
the aid of '/a in twin -track (2 mm guard
band) machines mounted on trolleys with
a simple audio mixer and synchroniser.
The soundtrack up to and beyond an edit
point can be laid off on one track, with
timecode at low level on the other. When
the video edit is performed the
soundtrack preceding the edit, re -laid
from '/a in, can be mixed with the
soundtrack of the following section.
Most of the synchronisers used are
designed by BBC Engineering Designs
Department which has been developing
synchronisers for over 10 years. Ray
Taylor of Designs Department explained
that the basic philosophy is to use a
separate synchroniser and control unit
for each slave machine. This is more

expensive than multi- machine control
systems; but it is much more flexible,
allowing any number of machines to be
linked as required.
The latest versions, Maxim and Fasor,
are the first of a new generation of
microprocessor controlled synchronisers.
Like the many other units these have a
pulse lock option using timecode from the
master machine to establish sync and
then switching to house sync pulses to
avoid any problems with discontinuities
in the master timecode. More unusual is
the Resync button which can be used to
switch control back to master timecode,
on either a tight or a soft lock, if picture
and sound become separated.
Almost all the areas using
synchronisers are equipped with Studers
of various shapes and sizes, each of
which requires a different interface. The
Maxim and Fasor include interfaces for
Studer B67, A80 (MkII & MkIII) and
A800. These are brought out to different
pins on the connectors so that each type
of machine sees the appropriate
interface. Variations are possible to suit
other machines.
The Maxim synchroniser is intended
for video dubbing suites and the Fasor
has the slightly different facilities
required for locking tape machines to
film transports in film dubbing areas.
Maxim offers 100 timecode memories for
events; starting or stopping playback
machines; inserting or bypassing EQ and
other audio effects. The Fasor was
originally requested with just 10
timecode memories but already the users
are asking for more. Hardly surprising
as the rule seems to be: You can never
have too many event starts.
Some of the Studer B67 and A80 twin
track machines are being converted for
centre -track timecode using a BBC
designed modification (0.8 mm track)
which pre -dates the Studer A810
(0.38 mm track). This indicates the
growing demand for stereo sound on
television programmes for sale abroad,
for issue on videograms and eventually,
we trust, for transmission in Britain.
-

Dennis Weinreich had

considerable experience as a
recording engineer and
producer when he decided to
set up his own studio. Instead

of just another multitrack
studio he offered record
industry know -how to video producers
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transferring the present one.
Like most synchronisers btx has a
choice of lock modes. Frame lock insists

Audio post production is a new
field so there aren't
any accepted

limitations

under the name Videosonics. He went in
search of reliable synchronisers and
surveying the larger market in his
native America he saw a lot of btx
Shadows in use.
The Shadow is a basic synchroniser for
locking two machines together. Its
optional control unit has a few additional
functions such as timecode calculator,
nine memories, display and remote
control. What Dennis Weinreich had in
mind was something more like a video
editor, storing lots of cues and
controlling several machines. Others
were thinking this way and in due
course btx offered the Softouch audio
editing system.
Softouch can control up to three slave
machines, each interfaced with its own
Shadow synchroniser, and one btx
Cypher LTC and VITC generator, high
speed reader, character inserter and
event controller which can handle most
things. Each of the two control rooms at
Videosonics has its own Softouch and
Cypher and they share six Shadows
which can interface with a pair of Otari
MTR-90 and one MCI JH-24 multitrack,
plus a pair of Studer A810 twin -track
with centre timecode track and a similar
MCI JH- 110C -3 -TC.
Up to 100 sequences can be stored in
the memories: not just basic timecodes
but complete sets of in and out points
with any offsets, event triggers and so
on. Record in and out point for loops can
be keyed in or picked up on the fly and
Softouch will add the required pre -roll
and post -roll. If the recording machine
uses ramped bias the in and out points
can be offset to allow for this delay. As
well as running single loops in preview
or record, once or as a cycle, the
controller will assemble a succession of
loops from the memories.
Quite complex sequences of key
operations can be stored on each of 16
programmable softkeys. For example one
key can set up all the parameters
involved in a change from a 1 in master
to a U -matic master. At present it is still
necessary to unplug the first machine
and plug in the second. As well as
locking two or more machines in sync
the controller offers full remote control of
any slave that is not locked. Thus it is
possible to locate a later sequence on a
free slave while the locked machines are

on the exact timecode address frame for
frame, and indeed subframe (1 /1000
frame) for subframe, which can be
embarrassing if the master wows like a
U -matic or if the master timecode has
been edited. Phase lock relates only to
the sync pulse element and Auto lock
begins tight as frame lock and then
relaxes into phase lock. The lock up
speed is impressive as the Shadows
`learn' the dynamics of their transports

and refine their control.
Dennis Weinreich is almost happy with
Softouch: "It's pretty comprehensive. We
don't find anything major wrong with
it -it just doesn't do enough. We always
want to do more. We're never really
fully happy with just about anything.
The thing about audio post -production is
it's a new field so there aren't any
accepted limitations. At the beginning of
a programme you never know what's
going to come up. When a guy walks in
for a music session you pretty much
know what you're going to be doing that
day.

"For some time we've wanted
something that communicates with
assorted chasers and synchronisers via
RS232 or RS422. What with Otari
coming out with their synchroniser
which is a plug in box for their
multitrack machine and Sony MCI
making a 2 -track machine with its own
chaser in it, and the Studer 4000 box,
you're starting to get in a situation
where all the tape machine
manufacturers are making the ideal
chase box for their transport. That's kind
of interesting. First of all there are cost
advantages of having the Otari
synchroniser -it's a lot cheaper than a
Shadow or an Adams -Smith module -also
the synchroniser becomes part of the
machine. So we thought it would be good
to have a computer which communicated
with all the various chase boxes.
"Alpha Automation have a device they
call The Boss. They showed a version of
it at the APRS this year. People came by
and looked at it but I don't think
anybody really knew what it was all
about. The thing looks just like a video
editor. It's a central computer for audio
post -production purposes. One of our
regular problems is: a guy shoots an
hour programme over four nights, plus
insert shots and all that. He edits his
pictures: a shot from here and a shot
from there -the close up was Thursday
night and the long shot's Wednesday
night. Then he walks in with his edited
master and 18 reels of 2 in tape and
says, `Can you take my multitracks and
make a match ?'
"Now we've said that we want The
Boss to be able to take the formated disk
from the CMX video with all the
numbers on it and give us access to all
those numbers so it eliminates the
number crunching. It'll be more
complicated than that even though CMX
formating is sort of an industry
standard. There's a lot of unravelling
that needs to be done. We have a lot of
confidence in the people that are doing it
and the main reason is that they're in
the same business as we are. They have
an audio post -production company in
Richmond, Virginia. They also have

computer programming people and we
think that they're doing a real good box.
"It gets away from the concept that
machines slave to a master. Everything's
got timecode on it so why not just sync
everything to a central timecode
generator? As soon as there is an
RS232/422 protocol established we expect
that where we'll have our edge is that
we'll be able to use the synchroniser
which best suits the machine that we're
working with."

Interesting developments have been
taking place at a former boathouse
on the banks of the Thames, now a
multitrack recording studio owned by
Pete Townshend and named after Eel
Pie Island two miles up river. The
studio here is separated from the
control room by a corridor so CCTV is
used to link the two areas.
Last November a complete video
control room was installed alongside the
audio facilities. This is equipped with
Sony VT machines -a 1 in C- format
BVH-2000, two BVU-800 and one
BVU-820 high band U- matics, a couple of
low band U -matic -and a BVE-800 three
machine video editor. The vision mixer is
a Cox T16 with triple mix -effects and
special effects are created by a Fairlight
Computer Video Instrument. The video
control room has its own 24 -track Otani
MTR -90 and an Amek audio mixer with
eight mono and four stereo channels
taking in mic lines from the studio, split
feeds from the main SSL desk and stereo
line inputs. Five Sony M3 lightweight
colour cameras with remote controlled
zoom and focus are installed in the
studio and a Rank Strand Tempus
24- channel console offers up to 48 kW of
lighting.
Some of the time the video control
room does its own thing: video editing,
audio laybacks, and such. But when
certain sessions are taking place in the
audio studio it's all lights, cameras and
action! Two of the cameras are fixed on
performers with immobile instruments,
like the drummer and the keyboard
player, while the other three swivel
around on remote controlled pan and tilt
heads. What's it all about? Video
engineer Dave Edwards:
"For example, a lot of Pete
Townshend's work is done on an overdub
basis because people just aren't all
available at the same time. So if Pete's
recording with just a basic band to start
with, while they're laying down their
tracks we'll be putting it down on to Umatic as well. We may have the
drummer on one tape, the bassist on
another tape ... whatever. Then when
musicians come in at a later date and
they run the 24 -track tapes, we can run
the videos in sync because we put the
24 -track timecode onto one of the audio
tracks when we were shooting.
"Not only can the guy hear what's
been recorded but he can have monitors
in front of him and he can actually see
Pete on one monitor and the drummer
on another ...it's almost as if they're in
an isolation booth in another part of the
building, and it's easier for the
musicians to get into the feel of the
music."
This arrangement is creating a sort of
Who's Who's Who in Pop Music. It has
already provided material for promos,

and documentaries for Home Box Office
in America and London Weekend
Television's South Bank Show. Eel Pie's
Roger Knapp devised a computer
program to ensure that the video
recording of every single multitrack take
would not interfere with the all
important audio recording. One
pushbutton in the audio control room
puts the video machines to stand -by and
a second button starts VT and
multitrack recording. The microcomputer
starts the video recording with a 5 s
count down from a Cox VT clock and
logs the timecode start point and time of
day.
Each of the two Studer A800
multitrack recorders in the audio control
room is provided with its own
synchroniser and a shared high speed
timecode reader from the Adams -Smith
modular System 2600 so that both can be
slaved to the VT machines as well as one

another. The basic Adams -Smith
synchroniser module is a complete unit
for locking one transport to another and
its own microprocessor lets it play with a
wide variety of machines using different
types of timecode, sync pulse, pilotone or
tach pulses.
These variations can be set on the
individual units but when they gather
together with high speed timecode
readers and the rest, they can talk to
one another as required on a data bus, or
via the vital RS232/422 serial interface
module they can communicate with the
microcomputer and the world. Thus the
computer can provide each synchroniser
with the data it needs to be able to
interface with any of the transports.
Roger Knapp is very pleased with the
flexibility of these units, especially as
they make less of a dent in the company
wallet than many other synchronisers.

IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

than 10 years Scenic
Sounds have been committed to helping people realise their
technical ideals. We are dedicated to excellence; we import,
distribute and support the widest range of specialist high
technology audio and post -production tools available in the UK.
These include Amek, dbx, Lexicon, Cipher /BTX, Orban, H.H. and
Schoeps products.
As the approachable specialists we can provide superb
back -up and down to earth advice. Why not call or visit us (easy
parking in central London) to discuss how we can help you with
affordable excellence.
Scenic Sounds Equipment Marketing Ltd,
You have a vision for your studio. For more

Unit 2,12 William Road, London NW1 3EN. Tel: 01- 3871262. Telex: 27939
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As well as housing a large
complex of restaurants, bars,

shops and boutiques, the
basement area of the Palais
des Congrès provides a home
for the largest studio complex
in Paris -and probably in

France.
Les Studios de la Grande
Armée would probably bring a
smile of satisfaction to the
Emperor himself and though
you will hardly find a troupe
of grognards, you will find a
modern complex of recording
studios with two complete
Studios, A and B, and a
mixdown room, Studio C.
Access to the studios is by
an inconspicuous door on the
lower level of the Palais des
Congrès which leads in to a
large reception/lounge area.
This in turn becomes a large
corridor with the -entrances to
the three studios on the right
and various store and
maintenance rooms on the left.
The corridor also serves as a
handy storage area for unused
instruments or flight cases and
there is still enough room for
people to pass through. Double
loading doors at the end of the
corridor lead directly to the
road outside minimising
unloading problems. Space is
no problem for the Grande
Armée and there is plenty or
room to expand should they
wish to do so. One direction in
which the studio has already
expanded, has been the wiring
of the studio through to the
various stages in the Palais
des Congrès for recording
shows or sending up music
and effects from the studio,
either recorded or live. For
maximum flexibility, there are
54 tie lines between each
studio and 54 lines up to the
stages. There is also a video
link so that action on stage
can be followed in the studio.
For a complex as large as
the Grande Armée a
permanent maintenance
engineer is a must. Daniel
Golléty comes from a varied
background and has worked in
studios and for suppliers as an
installation engineer. This also
means that he is often very
much in demand elsewhere
when time permits!
"Though I can understand
the economic problems that
can face many studios, not
having one's own maintenance
engineer can be a dangerous
economy. Here it is a full time
job to make sure that

-
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Studios de la Grande
Armée, Paris

studio in order to change the
absorbent characteristics. The
far end of the studio has a
small isolation room and large
drum cage, though the drums
are more often than not
recorded out on the marble
floor.

The studios contain a grand
piano (Steinway, of course),
tuned percussion, etc, but do
not go wild over their selection
of musical instruments. They
prefer to work hand -in -hand
with a Parisian instrument
rental company who can
`provide anything at an hour's
notice' rather than buy a large
selection of instruments only
to find that the one a
musician wants is the only one
they don't have!
"We are of the opinion that
a studio provides the means to
Studio A
record and that it is logical for
everything is kept in peak
rooms during production for
musicians to provide their own
operating condition and there
any reason they soon get used instruments. Of course, they
are times when I have to
to the new one. Though each
may want to use a certain
insist that the studio be
instrument for just one track
studio has its own
cleared for an hour or two in
characteristics, there is a
and for that reason we coorder to do maintenance work certain uniformity that makes ordinate all rentals from the
between heavy sessions. After it easy to work from one room studio as part of the service.
all, if something breaks down
to another without losing the
We would much rather invest
or fails, you can have maybe
basic reference point."
in the studio proper than buy
eight or nine people hanging
The largest room is Studio A a whole range of instruments
around while you try to fix the with a floor area of 200 m2 and that may rarely get used. This
fault and that can be a bad
can hold up to 80 musicians.
has to be reflected in the rates
situation for the studio and its The studio is divided into two we charge."
reputation."
main areas, one fairly lively
The microphone assortment
All three studios of the
and the other more absorbent. is what one would expect from
Grande Armée have been
There is heavy trapping
a top class studio and can be
designed and built by Eastlake around the walls and in the
summed up as: you want it,
Audio, with Eastlake TM-3
ceiling which leaves the room
they've got it! Access to the
monitors being used
as dead as possible for
studio is via large doors from
throughout. The design of the maximum separation. The
the main corridor or by the
three control rooms has been
area in front of the control
sliding double glass doors
kept similar in order to
room features a marble floor
underneath the monitor bridge
provide a certain consistency
and the ceiling is a mixture of of the control room. In the
between rooms and this works open trap and wood panelling. same way there is a separate
out well. "If clients or
There are pull drapes at
entrance to the control room,
various points around the
engineers have to change
also from the corridor. The
centrepiece of Room A is an
SSL 4000 series console with
44 input channels in a 48
frame, complete with Total
Recall and an Adams-Smith
synchroniser.
La Grand Armée was one of
the first French studios to go
digital and is equipped
throughout with 3M machines.
The control room, however, is
also equipped with a 3M M79
24 -track analogue machine
complete with Dolby as well as
a 3M 32 -track digital.
Mastering is on a 3M 4 -track
digital with editor and/or
Studer A80/RC stereo
machines, one equipped with
Dolby. There is also a Revox
to remind us of our origins!
Control Room A
Somebody once said `you can

If you're naming names, where do
you start?
At venues with permanent
installations like Carnegie Hall and
Grand Ole Opry, a high -tech studio like
the NOMIS complex, or Rinaldo's
futuristic discotheque in Peterborough?
With Ella Fitzgerald's cool jazz, or
Iron Maiden raising hell around the

globe?
The Turbosound TMS series is so
versatile, you're rather spoilt for choice.
Those people use our system for
reasons so compelling it's only fair you
should hear about them.
Many of today's PA systems
originated over a decade ago. We
developed the TMS Series because we
wanted to bring live sound into the
eighties.
Our designers, then, work on
two maxims.
One, that nothing is more
important in speaker design than the
sound your ears hear.
Two, that rules are there
to be broken.
So they invented two unique
loading

techniques, so
innovative as to be
the first in years to
receive worldwide
Principle Patents.
They

refused to see
cone design as a

FROM NASHVILLE TO PETERBOROUGH,
FROM ELLA FITZGERALD TO IRON MAIDEN,
TURBOSOUND'S THE CHOICE.

fait accompli and

regarded 'the
woodwork' as an
integral science - and made quality and
efficiency partners instead of enemies.
Never, in fact, have speakers been
so completely designed from top to
bottom. That's why nothing else can
equal our power and quality in such
small enclosures.
According to tradition it shouldn't
really work. But then, tradition has never
been our strong point.
We've defied the argument that an
enclosure has to be bigger to be louder
and to achieve better bass response.

The 250Hz -4kHz vocal range is
covered, seamlessly, without a crossover
point, and each section is dynamically
balanced for strong imaging.
And because the enclosures are
naturally correct, we don't need to use
compensating electronics (we're
surprised how many people compare
our designs with others that use a mass
of electronics to synthesise reality).
With aistortion so low it's virtually
hi -fi (in enclosures capable of producing
up to 141dB maximum SPL), you'll
understand why
the TMS Series is

increasingly
regarded as the
elite of
professional
sound systems.
Other
benefits are more
prosaic.

Compactness radically improves
handling and installation capabilities; it
obstructs sightlines less and saves
money on trucks, crew and
maintenance. And it's easy to create an
ideal 'point source' array.
We can talk all day about why we
sound better than anyone else, but you'll
have to hear a Turbosound system to
appreciate the real difference.
Like the clients we've mentioned,
listen to a Turbosound system in concert,
or pick up the phone and call your
distributor to arrange an audition.
It's the most natural sound you've
heard; whatever your audience, and
whatever your music.
'The TurboBass and Turbo Mide devices are
covered worldwide by Principle Patents (and not
simple design patents). The concepts embodied in
their design are. therefore. entirely unique.
(See brochures for f urther information).

Turbosound

Umenberof the Turbosound Group of Companies London New York

Turbosound Sales Ltd 202 -208 New North Road, London N1 7BL Tel. (01) 226 -0099 Telex 265612
Thrbosound. Inc 611 Broadway # 841. New York. New York 10012 Tel (212) 460 -9940 Telex 230199
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Italy Audio Lmk Tel (521)772009 L Japan Matsuda Trading Co Tel. (031295 4731 L Korea )undo Pro -Audioln, Tel 1021274 -5541
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STUDIOFILE
STUDIOFILE
never have enough reverb
units'. However, Control Room
A is not doing too badly with
a Sony DRE 2000, EMT 244
and 140, AMS RMX16
reverbs, as well as other time
domain devices in the form of
AMS DMX15 -80S delay and
DM2-20 flanger, Eventide
H949 Harmonizer, DeltaLab
DL-1 delay, Lexicon Prime
Time, and Marshall Time
Modulator. Gain reduction
equipment includes two dbx
160 compressors, two UREI
LA-4, Orban 526A de -esser
and an Audio +Design Vocal
Stresser. Other A +D
equipment includes Scamp S23
autopan and S24 ADT. The
remaining ancillary equipment
consists of a cassette recorder
and turntable -not to mention
a magnificent hat and coat
stand! (Well, it is the first
time I have seen the latter
actually in a control room.)
At the time of my visit a
mixdown of French artist
Michel Sardou's latest single
was going on so I was able to
get an idea of the sound.
Certainly very clear and full,
with an even distribution
along the console. Monitoring
ranged from the TM-3s to desk
mounted Auratones and
`imported' E -V Link hi -fi
speakers. "We have the
facility to quickly instal any
nearfield monitors or speakers
that an engineer may bring,
depending on the current
fashion," explained Daniel. A
plus of Control Room A is its
size, which may have
explained the very relaxed
manner of Sardou's engineer.
Studio B has an area 50 m2
with a capacity of 25
musicians. The design is fairly
similar to A though the floor
is entirely carpeted, together
with an open- trapped ceiling.
various drapes can be pulled
down to modify the sound and
there is a large drum cage
with hardwood panelling. In
spite of the large amount of
trapping, the room has a very
`open' quality in the acoustics
and though the reverberation
time is fairly short-as one
would expect -the sound is not
at all damped. According to
Daniel Studio B is very
popular for rhythm tracks and
the like as a good 'group feel'
is easily obtained. "Musicians
do not feel oppressed in here
and we have had some long
sessions without people
complaining about fatigue.
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when visiting engineers
wanted to re -EQ the room. We
obviously weren't too happy
about that so we decided to
install a second set of
equalisers that they could play
with if they felt the need. The
changeover is effected by a
key operated switch -and I
have the key! This way they
have to ask me for it and I
know that the house curve is
not being used. This can avoid
unpleasant surprises like
someone not saying that they
have changed the EQ."
La Grand Armée have a
varied clientèle, ranging from
established French artists such
as Michel Sardou to names
such as Phil Collins, The
Pretenders and Lalo Schiffrin
(who was mixing for a film in
Studio C). The studios also do
Studio B
the music for many of the
Room A in size and provides a shows in Paris (the Paris Lido
They like to record in this
room and whereas we may do comfortable working area. The among others) and had done
interests of uniformity have
some alterations to Studio A
all the music for the Chantal
in order to liven it up a bit,
been continued here with the
Goya Christmas production
installation of a false control
we are certainly not going to
which had been playing at the
room window in order to
touch Studio B."
Palais des Congrès.
simulate the characteristics of
Construction of the control
"With our system lof tie
room is virtually identical to
the other rooms.
lines, we can work with any of
Control Room A although it is
Mixing centres once again
the stages with any of the
not as big. The equipment
around an SSL 4000 console
studios, either for live
roster is almost the same with with 56 inputs and Total
recording or sending up
Recall. Tape machines are 3M programme material. Another
the console having 40 input
32 -track digital, 4 -track digital facility is that any control
channels and an Eventide
with editor, M79 24 -track with room can work with any
1745M DDL replacing the
DeltaLabs, plus an Ursa Major Dolby (the room is wired for
studio-or they can work in
48 channels of Dolby), Studer
Space Station instead of the
tandem. If need be, during a
A80
in high speed stereo
heavy mixing session a lot of
Sony reverb. The cassette
recorder and two Otani MTR
recorder is an Alpage AL 80.
effects from the other rooms
Access to Studio and Control 10 stereo machines. Two
can be patched through and
Room B is via individual doors channels of Dolby can be
thus avoid unplugging and
from the central corridor. Next patched in as required and a
carting equipment around."
Revox B77 brings up the rear.
to Control Room B is a
Les Studios de la Grande
Effects gear is similar to the
`cubbyhole' housing the
Armée can certainly be classed
various computer /power supply other two rooms and consists
not only as one of the front
racks for the consoles as well of Lexicon 224 reverb, Sony
line studios in France but also
DRE 2000, AMS RMX16,
as the racks which house the
on the international front.
DMX 15 -80S and DM2 -20,
Amcron amplifiers for the
They are the only commercial
Publison HM80, Lexicon DDL, studio in Europe to have three
foldback lines to the two
Orban 526A de- esser, DeltaLab rooms equipped with digital
studios.
DL1, MicMix spring reverb,
"Having everything
and SSL consoles and are also
Audio +Design Panscan, two
doing very nicely, thank you.
centralised helps with the
maintenance and I don't have Alpage AL80 cassette
Though used by top artists,
to go into the control rooms at recorders and a turntable.
the studios encourage custom
Like all the control rooms,
all if there is a problem to be
from young hopefuls and lesser
the monitoring is powered by
sorted out," said Daniel.
known acts as these are the
Amcron amplifiers and
Another advantage is that
stars of tomorrow. Future
should a computer go out on a corrected by White Ve- octave
plans include a jingles and
equalisers. Studio C features a demo studio where
mixdown -and it's never
bevy of D150A amplifiers with sophisticated techniques are
happened yet-I can always
a PSA -2 for the low end.
use one of the others as it is
not required but form a good
rarely the case that all three
Standard monitoring is again part of the market. After all,
TM-3s and Auratones but
rooms are mixing at once.
grognards have to start
Having them all here together `personal monitors' can be
somewhere!
Terry Nelson
interfaced easily. One novel
means that I can simply
feature of the monitoring is a
crossplug and we're back in
Studios de la Grande Armée,
dual set of White equalisers
business again."
12 Ave de la Grande Armée,
Daniel explains:
Studio C is the mixdown
750M Paris, France.
"There have been times
room. This is like Control
Tel: 764.13.47.0

Grande Armée continued
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WHO'S USING SOUNDTRACS CM4400?
Steve Glen chose the CM4400 for his studio The Chateau'. Some of the artists which benefitted from his songs and productions are: Hot Chocolate,
Sad Cafe, Suzi Quatro, Phil Fearon & Galaxy, Bucks Fizz and Roger Daltry. Steve's experience in recording led him to the obvious choice, the CM4400.
SAV Studios using the CM4400 in a commercial situation, Tony Frossard and Marc Lacome use the 'Q' Lock Events Controller to trigger the 30 routing
patches of the CM4400 speeding up complicated mixes often used in their type of work.

Richard Harvey owner of the Snake Ranch Studios. Richard chose the CM4400 for his own private studio. He found the internal computer which can
be used to route and mute the equalized section of the monitors, as well as the channels, into the mix made the CM4400 the most advanced console
available even at 3 times the price.
Blue Weaver As a member of the Bee Gees, Blue has recorded in studios all around the world and definitely knows what he wants from a mixing console.
Blue uses a Fairlight Computer Synthesizer and finds the CM4400 not only complements his electronic instruments but also has a great sounding E.Q.
for the vocal overdubs.

THE CM4400 BY

The CM4400 features:
Internal computer allowing 30 different mixes to be pre -programmed.
Pre -programmed triggerable routing patches.
RS 232 Interface for personal computer to display routing.
Up- dateable software.
TheCM4400 is always up -to -date.
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Distributor

audio sales

affordable quality

Luton: 29 Guildford Street. Luton.

Beds.

Telephone: Luton 105821 450066
Telex 825488 DOMAR

Soundout Laboratories Limited
91 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH
Tel: 01 -399 3392

U.K.

Stoke-on- Trent: Stafford House,
Clough Street. Hanley, Stoke -on- Trent.
Telephone Stoke -on -Trent 10782) 24257

Telex: 8951073 /SNDOUT /G

America Soundtracs Inc., 745 One Hundred and Ninth Street, Arlington, Texas 76011. Tel: 1817) 460 5519
MCI Intertek Inc., 745 One Hundred and Ninth Street, Arlington, Texas, 76011. Tel: 18171 469
1600
Australia Rank Klarion Pty Limited, 16 Suakin Street, Pymble, N.S.W. 2073. Tel: 2 449 5666. Tlx: AÁ71289
Austria Audiosales, Postfach 168, A -2340 Modling. Tel: 2236 88 81 45. Tlx: 79456 AUDIO
A
Canada Omnimedia Corporation Ltd., 9653 Côte de Liesse, Dorval, Québec H9P IM. Tel: 514 636 9971
Denmark Kinovox AS, Industrivej 9, 3540 Lynge. Tel: 02 187617
Finland MS Audiotron, Laitilantie
10, 00420 Helsinki 42. Tel: 90 5664644
France Phase Acoustic, 163 -I65 Bd Boisson, 13004 Marseilles. Tel: 91 -4987 28
Germany Amptown, Hamburg. Tel: 040 6460040. Session Musik, Walldorf. Tel: 06
2272876. Sound & Drumland, Berlin. Tel: 030 882791 I. Musik Shop, Munich. Tel: 089 341 I 1. Der Musikladen, Nurnberg. Tel: 0911 445454. R & H Studio Sound, Waldkirch- Kollnay. Tel: 07681 5043
Greece Sound
Centre, 22 Tossitsa Street, P.O. Box 148, Athens, Greece
Hong Kong Ace (International) Co, Block A, 10/FI., A8 Hong Kong Industrial Centre, 489/491 Castle Peak Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Indonesia P. T.
Kirana Yudha Teknik, P.O. Box 71. JNG
Jakarta. Tel: 487235. Tlx: 48120 HASKO IA
Israel Barkai Ltd., P.O. Box 2263, Ramat Gan, Israel 52122. Tel: 03- 735178/732044
Italy Linear Italiana S.pA, 20125 Milano,
Via Arbe, 50. Tel: 02-6884741
Japan Trichord Corporation, Bunsei Building No. 3 IF 8 -8, 5 Chome Toranomon, Minato -Ku, Tokyo, Japan. Tel: 3 433 2941. Tlx: 2524324 CMOSL J
Korea Computech,
Kwanghwamun, K P 0 Box 1706, Seoul
Netherlands Pieter Bollen geluidstechniek by/PAC, Hondsruglaan 83 A 5628 DB Eindhoven. Tel: 040 -424455
Norway BE siving Benum as, Bolts 2493, Solli, 0203 Oslo.
Tel: 02-442255
Portugal Ampere) Elettronica Industrial LDA Av. Fontes Pereira, De Melo, 47, 4 °. D 1000 Lisboa. Tel: 532227/532698
Singapore Lingtec Pte. Ltd., 246 MacPherson Road 07 -04, Betime Building,
Singapore 1334. Tel: 07- 471951/07.471952
South Africa Eltron (Pty) Ltd., 2nd Floor Film Trust Building, 112 Polly Street, Johannesburg 2001. Tel: 11-29-3066
Sweden Septon Electronic AB., Box 4048, S-42104
Vastra Frolunda. Tel: 31299400
Switzerland Studio M & M, Villa Tannheim, CH5012 Schoenewerd. Tel: 64 4149 69
Thailand Kitchareon Machine Tool and Musical Ltd., 73 Asadang Road, Bangkok 2. Tel:
2224712
United Kingdom Don Larking Audio Sales Ltd., 29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds. Tel: 0582 450066
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SERIES 111

FAIRLIGHT

CMI
Advance information on the Series

III Fairlight CMI has raised a lot
of interest. In this article Kim
Ryrie and Peter Vogel describe the
system development.*
Since

Fairlight

launched the first
commercial Computer
Musical Instrument
over six years ago,
the world of the
musician and
producer has become filled
with talk of hardware and
software, bits and bytes, floppy
and hard disks, and all the
other buzzwords previously
associated only with
bespectacled engineers poring
over endless sheets of
computer printout. In the
modern studio, the VDU is
becoming almost as common
as an equaliser and floppy
disks as well as tapes are piled
high on any box which doesn't
produce magnetic fields.
The major breakthrough of
the CMI was its ability to
sample any sound and then
replay it at the pitch
corresponding to the keys
pressed on a music keyboard.
Naturally, once the principle
was established, many other
sound sampling instruments
appeared on the market. Each
of these has its own
advantages and disadvantages,
the objective of most
manufacturers being to
produce the best compromise
at the lowest possible price.
Fairlight has taken the
alternative approach of
catering for the needs of the
professional market, where the
cost of providing a largely
integrated production system
can be justified in terms of
ease of use, reliability and
most important, capability.
Most CMI owners have
taken advantage of Fairlight's
`upgrades' which can be fitted
to the CMI to increase its
capabilities. Upgrades have
usually taken the form of
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sequencer with full
`orchestration' composition
capability, ie 80 polyphonic
channels.
Capacity for real -time
computation and special effects
such as reverb, flanging
multiple channel DDL, etc.

Series III features

Although the Series III
represents a radical step
forward in terms of musical
and acoustic capabilities,
Fairlight does not claim it as
`revolutionary' in concept. The
Series III builds on the already
proven principles of the
existing model. The emphasis
is still strongly on the ability
voice.
to deal with natural sounds
and real -time composition;
Hierarchy to allow
numerous independently
arrangement and production.
controllable `voices' to make
There are significant
improvements offered by the
up each `instrument', and
numerous `sub- voices'
Series III beyond the Series
(waveforms) to be available for IIX CMI as follows.
each voice.
Sixteen voice channels:
High- resolution sound
(increased from eight) This is
analysis and re-synthesis.
the total number of sounds
16-note polyphony -or 16
that can be produced
different sounds -expandable
simultaneously. One voice may
to 80 voices.
played with 16 -note
Individual voice outputs or be
polyphony, 16 different voices
programmable grouping to any played monophonically, or any
of 16 outputs (per 16 voices).
combination totalling 16.
Multiple independently
configurable MIDI inputs and Eighty-channel sequencer: The
outputs.
Series III equivalent of `Page
Full standard SMPTE
R' can program up to 80 `lines`
read/write to composer/
of music to be played
sequencer/event generator.
simultaneously. While 16 of
An integrated `Page R' style these can be played on the
SMPTE based composer/
CMI's own voices, the rest can

improved software on floppy
disk, giving the instrument
new capabilities.
The most popular recent
software upgrade has been the
`real -time sequencer', which in
Fairlight parlance is called
`Page R'. (The software
functions of the CMI are
divided up into manageable
chunks called `pages', where
each page corresponds to a
certain `page' of information
on the video display.) Page R
is a real -time composition tool.
It allows the musician to build
up a multivoice piece by
recording live from the
keyboard and then editing, or
by inputting the notes using a
light-pen to position them on
the video display. Page R is
like a musical word -processor.
Fairlight CMI Series III
Notes, patterns (bars) and
sections can be deleted,
inserted, re- arranged,
duplicated or changed in
different ways. Notes can be
edited while the music is
playing and importantly, the
notes, patterns and sections
can be followed visually on the
graphics monitor.
Hardware upgrades have
included an improved `channel
card', with increased dynamic
range and generally improved
audio characteristics, and a
revamped central processor
system, which increased
programme memory from 64k
to 256k and updated from
6800 to 6809 micros. This
meant that more complex
programmes could be run, and
speed of operation increased by
virtue of the 6809's 16 -bit
capabilities and more
advanced instruction set.
The last three to four years
have been spent researching
and developing the next
generation of CMI. The new

This article was written while the Series III was still in
development and specifications are therefore subject to
change.
*Kim Ryrie and Peter Vogel are managing director and R
& D director respectively of Fairlight Instruments.
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system is called Series III and
some of its fundamental
system design goals were:
Capability of industrystandard (16 -bit, 44.1 kHz or
48 kHz) sampling as well as
optional synthesis and data
compression sampling with
adequate real -time timbre and
amplitude control.
Open -ended software -based
design.
Massive common waveform
RAM to allow long sample
time.
Stereo recording and
playback to hard disk.
Full flexibility to partition
and automatically allocate
waveform RAM to allow
multiple waveform options per

The CDP-3000 Syst'm
...takes the needle /
out of cueing.
The Compact Disc System specifically designed for the
professional user.
Modular design
Heavy duty mechanics
Bi- directional search accurate to 13.3 mSecs
10 -key direct access and

programmed play

Remote start /stop
Full CD time code display with remain time

Line level outputs

Sony Pr Audio
Two CDP -3000 Players can be controlled from
a CDS -3000 Controller or can be interfaced
with other control systems, simple or complex.

Why "make do" with a consumer player?

Sony Broadcast Ltd.

SONY®

Broadcast

City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke

Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 55 011
International +44 256 55 0 11
Telex 85 84 24
Fax G2/G3 (0256) 474585

For more information, fill in the coupon:

Marketing Promotions, Sony Broadcast Ltd,
City Wall House, Basing View,
Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 2LA.
Telephone (0256) 55011

2

Name

Position

Company
Address

SS/10/85
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synthesised or reconstituted
from the original sample.
A 60 Mbyte hard disk is
provided in the standard

and general interface card
(68000) and the remainder the
dual processor system
(2 x 6809s), peripheral
controllers, DMA/SCSI
configuration. Programme
interface, floppy controller,
material can be recorded or
played back in mono or stereo. dual processor RAM
The 60 Mbyte drive provides a (500 kbytes) and a few spare
be sent via MIDI to other
recording time of about 7 min slots. The 16 D/As, digitally
synthesisers, or through
in stereo at 44.1 kHz in 16 -bit controlled filters and amps and
audio mix matrix is located on
additional Fairlight 'slave
mode.
the rear panel on three large
voice' racks. An 80 -voice
multilayer PCBs. The stereo
system can contain 70 Mbytes
A/D is located in a small
of waveform RAM.
The compact Series III is
sealed metal box inside the
Sixteen -bit stereo sampling A
housed in the same size
rear panel.
stereo A/D converter provides
chassis as the current CMI.
The operation of the voice
16 -bit digital audio quality.
The main physical changes
generation
hardware is shown
Sampling rate is variable, up
from Series ¡IX are an
in simplified form in Fig 1.
to 100 kHz mono to 50 kHz for expanded motherboard, to hold
Each channel card contains
stereo. Maximum playback
the extra waveform memories, two channels of voice
sample rate to 200 kHz.
a 500 W switch mode power
generation hardware. Each
supply and a 150 W analogue
Long sample time: All 16
card has its own on -board 6809
supply. We have also
channels share common
which controls a high -speed
introduced a small high waveform memory, which is
address and pitch generator.
resolution X -Y Graphics Tablet The address of the next word
expandable up to 14 Mbytes
in place of the lightpen.
for each group of 16 voices.
of waveform to be output is
Electronically, the dual 6809
The waveform RAM can be
calculated at every sample
used in both 8- and 16-bit
computer remains much the
time, at a rate determined by
same as it was, while the
mode. Over 2 min of full
the required pitch. A variable
bandwidth 16-bit sound can be sound generating section is
sample rate playback system
sampled and stored in random totally new, incorporating an
is employed to keep pitched
additional 10 microprocessors
access waveform memory, or
sampling noise harmonically
conversely, if using 8-bit mode for each group of 16 voices.
related to the note played.
and 44 kHz sampling rate,
The motherboard contains up
Data from the waveform
about five minutes of sampled to 28 8x8 in circuit cards of
memory is fed to a 16 -bit D/A
sounds are available, providing which seven are 2 Mbyte RAM converter, reconstructing the
extensive multi -note sampling cards (using 256 k chips), eight audio waveform which is
capability. In 8 -bit mode,
are dual-channel voice cards,
passed through a digitally sounds are sampled in 16 -bit
two are the waveform
controlled lowpass filter and
then digitally compressed to 8 processor (68000) and support
then VCA for each voice to the
bits. Dynamics can then be
card, one is the SMPTE/MIDI
instrument's output matrix
mixer. The filter and VCA are
both controlled by the
processor on the channel card
and can be used for amplitude
enveloping or filtering effects.
The filter removes unwanted
aliasing components which
would otherwise appear if the
pitch of a note, and hence the
sampling rate used for
'playback', dropped down into
the audible spectrum.
The waveform processor is a
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peripheral processor dedicated
to manipulation of the 16 -bit
waveform memory data. It
uses a 10 MHz 68000 processor
and local cache memory. It is
used for functions such as
number -crunching (for Fourier
analysis, etc) and highspeed
data movement, such as when
writing sampled audio to disk
in real -time. It is also the port
through which data from the
A/D converter is transferred to
waveform memory. This
processor is not required in
the normal process of
performing sounds by reading
from memory and so is
available for 'real-time'
waveform computation and
special effects.
All functions are supervised
by the computer section which
provides the 'musician
interface' to the sound
generating hardware. Data
from one or more music
keyboards is received by the
general interface which uses
another 68000 to control four
channels of MIDI input and
four output as well as SMPTEstandard timecode (used to
synchronise the sequencer).
The user communicates with
the computer via video display
unit and alphanumeric
keyboard. The X-Y tablet,
built into the alpha- keyboard,
is used as another input
device. This is a small drawing
surface from which the
computer can read the coordinates of a stylus placed on
the surface. It is used to enter
graphical information, such as
sound waveforms or envelopes,
and also to select functions
from menus displayed on the
screen. Most of the CMI's
functions can be accessed
using this technique, so poor
typing skill does not slow
down operation.
The Graphics Tablet replaces
the light -pen of the previous
CMI, the main advantages
being greater accuracy, ability
to draw on black areas of the
screen, and elimination of
fatigue. Fig 2 shows the
complete system.

Software
óQ

04111K

41110A.D

Like its ancestors, the Series
III has been designed to be as
open ended as possible, from
both a hardware and software
point of view. With benefit of
hindsight, the software has
been designed for maximum
friendliness. In general terms,
the new software is extremely
tolerant of operator error, the
objective being to minimise
the number of instructions the
musican needs to enter to
achieve the desired results.
This has been achieved

without relying on short but
cryptic commands which are
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The Mitsubishi X-850
We thought we'd better look
after it.

After all, it is the best. Nothing else gives you 32 channels of state -of-the -art PCM digital audio plus extra time -code and
analog tracks. Nothing else gives you the best error -correction circuitry in the world and the revolutionary innovation of
razorblade editing - a digital first!

There's only one company to call for the Mitsubishi X -850.
Hilton Sound.
Nobody else is as far ahead of the field in professional audio.
Nobody else has the combination of expert knowledge and superb service.
And nobody else was judged suitable to have the first Mitsubishi X-850 available for hire

HILTON SOUND

- THE
°y4,

7
I.

H

`

1'P

FIRST FOR MITSUBISHI.
10

Steedman Sheet,

TeL 01-708 0483
EMAIL REF! HILTON -SOUND UK
DGS 1311

in the UK.

the four MIDI output ports.
MIDI stands for Musical
Instrument Digital Interface
and is a standard used by
most synthesiser
manufacturers. It is the digital
equivalent of the volts/octave
standard of analogue
synthesisers. Using MIDI,
musical data is transmitted
serially. To avoid audible
delays, the speed of the data
has to be rather high. While
this is not a problem
electrically, it can be a
problem for the microprocessor
at the receiving end which has
the task of unscrambling the
data and playing music. For
this reason, the Series III uses

Access Memory, using the
professional standard of
16 -bits, at up to 100 kHz. This
makes it suitable for any
application requiring a totally
flexible, random access, sound

readout which will augment
real -time control of specified
111
parameters.
The MIDI control page can
allow one manufacturer's
specific MIDI input to be
storage and retrieval system,
converted to another's which
as well as for music
can then be output to other
performance and compositional MIDI devices. The MIDI ports
difficult to understand and
uses.
can also be programmed
easy to forget. Another
Once sampled, sounds can be through CAPS to control
important feature is that the
manipulated in various ways.
outboard mixing and effects
software is as helpful as
For example, a Fourier
devices.
possible, so that if the
analysis can be performed on
computer cannot make sense
the whole sound, yielding
of an instruction, it tells the
complex harmonic functions
user why it can't.
which can be seen as a 'three
The other general software
To realise the full benefits of
dimensional'
display of
feature which has been finely
Ill's sound sampling
amplitude, time and pitch. The Series
honed as a result of previous
capabilities, hard disk is
reverse
process,
Fourier
experience is the sensible use
required. Suitable drives are
a 68000 microprocessor as a
synthesis, can be used to
of defaults. The idea behind
now available in small
peripheral processor to handle create sounds from harmonic
defaults is that although the
packages with high- density,
MIDI
data.
The
68000
is
curves
about
entered
using
the
CMI is extremely flexible,
good reliability and low cost.
10
times
faster
than
the
8
bit
Graphics
Tablet.
Several
allowing vast scope to control
One of our main concerns
micros
usually
in
used
options are available for easy
hundreds of parameters, much
regarding hard disks was their
synthesisers, allowing it to
manipulation of sounds both
of the time the musician uses
roadworthiness (CMIs tend to
cope
with
four
independent
off
-line
and
in
real
-time.
common settings, especially
be moved from place to place).
channels
of
MIDI
input
Various
and
techniques
are
when starting from scratch to
new generation medium
output simultaneously.
available which allow a sound The
develop new sounds and
density
drives seem to be
to be constructed using a
compositions. For this reason,
much improved in this regard
natural
sound
the
as
starting
sensible defaults are
and we have chosen a drive in
point, or synthesising from
SMPTE
automatically selected, which
the 60 Mbyte (formatted)
scratch. The provision of
can be over- ridden if desired.
SMPTE synchronising is the
region which is shock mounted
digitally
controlled
filters
and
Over the years, the most
key to the ultimate power of
in the standard CMI portable
digitally
controlled
amplifiers
useful defaults have emerged
CAPS, which can be used to
chassis. One or two 8 in floppy
for
each
channel
allow
and been incorporated into
directly control an array of
drives are also fitted and extra
modulations to be
CM! software. These benefits
audio and video -tape machines. complex
hard disk drives, tape
performed
in
real
-time.
are reflected in the Series III
This provides a central control
cartridge backup, removable
software which, while being
for the production of film and
hard disk backup and laser
much more powerful than the
video sound tracks for which
disk drives can all be
MIDI
Series II, is also much simpler purpose CAPS is ideally
connected externally via the
to learn and use.
suited.
To be consistent with industry standard SCSI interface.
A new software feature is
The 68000 also has the task practice, we have implemented
The SCSI interface is a
the provision of 'windows'.
of reading and writing SMPTE the MIDI specification
generally accepted standard
This is a software concept
time code and synchronising
throughout the system, except for high -speed data transfer
which allows multiple areas of CAPS to it. A tape recording
where speed or resolution
between small computers and
interest to be visible on the
can be started at any point in specifications would be
peripherals. It provides
screen at once. Whereas in the a composition, cueing and
restrictive, such as where
virtually unlimited access to
Series II the musician had to
synchronising CAPS with it.
waveform data would need
data intensive peripheral
change pages to view, for
This allows dropping in
transferring in which case the controllers, allowing low cost
example, a sound waveform
sections of compositions on to
SCSI standard is used.
expansion of hard disk
while working on a
tape, and also for cueing sound
Some CMI users hardly ever memory. It can also be used to
composition, it is now possible effects for film and video.
use a keyboard and would
connect extra CMI 16 -voice
to have a window appear on
Compositions can be
prefer to use devices such as
slave racks, the addition of
the sequencer display, through programmed by playing in
the SynthAxe guitar controller which does not dilute the
which the desired waveform
real -time from a music
and Fairlight Voicetracker.
waveform memory or processor
information can be viewed.
keyboard or other controller,
With this is mind, Series III
power available to existing
The musician can therefore
will have a 'live control box'
voices. The slave voice racks
entering notes using the
request various combinations
Graphic Tablet, or a
option which contains several
contain their own waveform
of information to be displayed
combination of both. An
incremental pots each with its RAM (to 14 Mbytes each) and
at once.
important feature of the Series own description and value
processors.
III sequencer is the ability to
load sounds from disk without Peter Vogel (left) and Kim Ryrie
CAPS
interrupting playing of a
composition, so that a vast
CAPS-the
number of different sounds can
Composer/Arranger/
Performer/Sequencer -is
be used in the one
composition, provided only
similar in concept to 'Page R'
sixteen of them are to play at
in Series II, but vastly
expanded in capacity and with any given time.
many new facilities.
The main advance has been
the increase in 'tracks' from
eight monophonic to 80
The natural sounds sampling
polyphonic. As mentioned
capability remains the central
previously, 16 of these can be
feature of the Series III.
played by the standard
Whereas the Series II sound
configuration CMI internal
sampling was of limited
voices but the remaining 64
fidelity and sample time was
can be fed to slave CMI voice
only a couple of seconds, the
racks via the high speed SCSI Series III can sample several
bus or other synthesisers via
minutes of sound into Random
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Hard disk

When it comes down to it...
A recording studio's reputation rests on two qualities. The first is its ability to help
each artist deliver the performance of a lifetime. The second is the ability to help
each producer capture those performances in exact detail, and to shape them at will.
The truly great studios are distinguished by their uncanny knack for making this kind
of magic happen time and again. They are staffed by people who have mastered their
art and know how to bring out the best. Because of their creativity, each of these
top studios is successful in its own unique way.
Which makes it all the more remarkable that out of all the possible choices, the
world's leading studios have independently selected a common standard of excellence
for their mixing consoles and computers -the Solid State Logic SL 4000 E Series.
If you're searching for a first class studio anywhere in the world, we'd like you to
have the latest SSL Network Directory. It lists over 200 data -compatible SSL rooms
in 72 cities and 24 countries, complete with booking information. And if you're a
studio owner wondering why your phone doesn't ring as often as it used to, we'd like
to send you complete details on the SL 4000 E. Just give us a call. We're here to help.

Solid State Logic
Oxford

New York

Los Angeles

Hong Kong

Stonesfield Oxford, England OX7 2PQ (099 389) 8282
200 West 57th Street New York, New York 10019 (212) 315 -1111
6255 Sunset Boulevard Los Angeles, California 90028 (213) 463 -4444
22 Austin Avenue, Suite 301 Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong (3) 721 -2162
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The TS24 is the first in -line

signal paths automatically by use of the

console from Soundcraft.

master status switches. `Soft' switches
may locally move EQ and AUX sends
between the two signal paths but are
also automatically reset.
When mixing, the Channel sections
become available as additional inputs
or effects sends without the limitations

And it represents a
major breakthrough in inline technology,
because it now makes
the console far easier to understand and
operate.

Believe us, this is no hollow
promise.
Our argument is built around two
rock imposed by more conventional designs.
solid foundations. Firstly, a new concept in
DROP-IN. BOUNCE.
console layout so logical, engineers used to
Drop -ins are made easy by the
split or in -line consoles can start work from
the TAPE and GROUP button
day one. And secondly, a set of master use of
and Group enables you
conditions so advanced they'll amaze you. (T & G). Tape
and the musician to monitor the original
STATL S.
track and the overdub simultaneously.

The Bounce button
facility
configure the whole console for each enables you to take any combin ation
particular stage of recording, mixing,
of channels with their fader and
broadcasting and video post production pan settings directly to the routing
without sacrificing any flexibility whatso- matrix giving you instant bounce down.
ever. In other words, one touch and you're
SOUND AND VISION.
off and running.
One touch of the status button will

To

NEW DESIGN.

create perfect sound, you also

need perfect vision. With the TS24, that's
Conventional in-line consoles suffer exactly what you get. Separate scribble
from the limitations of one long travel fader strips are provided instead of the usual
and one equaliser being shared by two confusing double one, and the Mix and
signal paths. With the engineer fader Channel controls are in clearly defined
reversing and moving the equaliser back areas for easier use.
and forth throughout the recording,
AUTOMATION.
overdubbing and mixing process to
Soundcraft have developed a unique
optimise the situation.
The TS24 eliminates these short- interface to the disc based MAS'T'ER MIX
comings, thanks to its logical design. automation system, which enhances its
The long travel fader is in the section operational flexibility by totally integrating
called MIX, which is the signal path for the full extent of the console muting.
One feature of this system enables
both monitoring and mixing. The equaliser
moves between the MIX and CHANNEL you to by-pass the Channel VCAs, thereby

optimising the original recording quality.
the button in the most up -to-date mixing
Surprisingly enough, all this practical console design available, contact us.
technology, combined with sleek good
looks doesn't carry a huge price tag. So our
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd., 5-8 Great Sutton St. London EC1 V OBX
doors are open to practically everybody. 7N:01-253 6988. 7blex 21198 SCRAFT G.
Soundcraft Electronics USA, 151720th. St, Santa Monica,
Which only leaves us with one thing California 90404. Tel: (213) 453 4591. Telex: 664923.
Soundcraft Canada Inc. 1444 Hymus Blvd., Dorval, Quebec,
to say: if you want to keep your finger on Canada H9P 1J6. Tel: (514)685 1610. Telex: 05 822582.

Soundcraft TS24

CONSTANT
Although all '/3-octave equalisers
provide filters centred at '/3octave intervals throughout the
audio spectrum, most are not
comprised of '/3- octave filters.
The user must beware of the
differences between `true'
'/a- octave equalisers and conventional
devices. There is a world of difference
between the two and thorough

examination is warranted.
In semantic terms, a '/a- octave equaliser
is a device which can change the relative
amplitude of each '/a- octave individually,
throughout the audio spectrum. It is
therefore logical that any device which
changes the amplitude of a frequency
area of more than '/a- octave at a time is
not a 1/2- octave equaliser. By the same
logic I suggest there are only two or
three '/a- octave equalisers currently
available on the commercial market.
The bandwidth of a filter is defined as
the distance, in frequency, between the
-3 dB points of the filter's response
curve, relative to the filter's peak
amplitude. This can be defined in Hz
(frequency), Q (quality factor) or in terms
of octaves. We tend to specify graphic
equalisers in octaves, so therefore the
'/3- octave filter should have -3 dB points
at frequencies equal to .89 and 1.12
times the frequency at which the filter
peaks. This should always be
independent of the level control for each
band. If this is not true, it is not a
'/a- octave filter.
Real -time analysers used for the
purpose of ascertaining the combined
loudspeaker/acoustic response of an
environment all use true '/3- octave filters
to discriminate between bands. Using an
equalising device which is not designed
to complement the response of the
analyser can impose some severe
difficulties. The first thing one notices
when trying to correct an improper
response with a wide bandwidth
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Constant Q is just one
of the aspects of
equaliser performance
that are currently
raising much interest.
In this article
Terry Pennington of
Rane Corporation
looks at several areas
of graphic equaliser
performance related to
bandwidth and puts a
forceful case for the
virtues of narrow
bandwidth constant Q
designs
equaliser is that changing the response
of one band will directly affect the
response of the neighbouring bands as
well. Adjacent bands must therefore be
compensated somewhat to make up for
the action of the first band. This leads to
equalising the equaliser, which adds
considerable unnecessary manipulation
to the audio being processed.
An examination of history is necessary
to fully understand the reasons why
traditional equalisers behave as they do.
A conventional equaliser employs either
filters comprised of inductors and
capacitors connected to variable resistors;
or synthetic inductors, known as
gyrators, also connected to variable
resistors. The variable resistors are used

to control the impact of the filters on the
passband of the device, thereby
controlling the EQ at the centre
frequency of the filters. The problem
with this scheme is that the variable

resistor changes the damping and
thereby the Q of the filter. As the
resistor is changed, so is the bandwidth.
In the early days of such devices, this
was deemed acceptable since the
alternative would require a very large
collection of valves to construct the
active filters needed to prevent this from
happening. By the time that integrated
circuits became readily available and
affordable making the job of properly
doing this easier, the above trade -off was
continued, mostly out of habit.
The alternative to the conventional
design is an equalisation device which
employs a discrete bandpass filter for
each band of the equaliser; each of these
filter's outputs then selectively applied
through variable resistors to either a
`boost bus' or a `cut bus'. The variable
resistors used in this application cannot
affect the response of the individual
filters since they are connected to the
least sensitive node of the filter; its low
impedance output. This is the simple
mechanism which prevents bandwidth
changes from occurring when front panel
controls are manipulated.
For as long as there have been graphic
equalisers there have been engineers
striving to reduce the `ripple' between
adjacent and non -adjacent bands for all
possible combinations of front panel
settings. The evaluation of the amount of
ripple is always performed using a
sinewave sweep of the audio spectrum,
this input passing only through the
electronics and not through any acoustic
transmission. It is true that there is less
ripple observed when looking at the
traditional equaliser as opposed to the
constant bandwidth variety when only
moderate amounts of boost or cut are

"Without a doubt the eq

on the AMEK is the best
on any console in the

world..."

Jerry Boys,Livingston Studios

Now available - the world's most advanced mixing computer from AMEK /GML with ultra -fast
motorized faders, twin 68000 processors and Winchester disk storage. The AMEK PM01
Parametric Equalizers may be purchased in Rack -mounting form.

AMEK

AMEK SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS LTD AMEK CONSOLES INC.
10815 Burbank Blvd.
Islington Mill, James Street
North Hollywood, CA 91601
Salford M3 5HW, England
tel: 818 508 9788
tel: 061 834 6747
telex: 668127
telex:662526
1
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CONSTANT Q
required (usually less than ±9 dB). The
reason for this is due to the fact that the
bandwidth of the filters of the traditional
equalisers varies between one and two
octaves at these levels. Each filter of a
constant bandwidth equaliser will
provide the specified '3- octave regardless
of slider position. There will be,
therefore, some ripple between bands,
maybe as much as 1 dB at settings
where the conventional equalisers have
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of equaliser are attributed to improper
design of combining circuitry. This is not
true. There is no possible way to
eliminate such ripple in a true 1/2-octave
equaliser, properly designed or not.
When a conventional equaliser is boosted
or cut to the point where its variable
bandwidth becomes '/- octave it will
produce the very same ripple as the fixed

none. Again, this will be observed when
a sinewave sweep is run on the device
and will have no impact on the sonic
virtues of the system. Is it not more
desirable to achieve the '/,- octave
capability than to produce a visually
pleasing smooth curve of Iittle or no
value to audio reproduction?
Some critics of the constant bandwidth
equaliser state that the ripple observed
between boosted or cut bands of this type
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less, in both the positive and negative
boost one band to, say, +6 dB, the next
equaliser at other settings is solely due
directions, than the controls would lead
to -3 dB, and the next to +6 dB, the
to its very wide bandwidth and filter
one to expect. There will be, however, a
result would be a curve that goes up to
overlap.
positive and a negative correction
+6 or 8 dB, continue on this course for
To directly quote one highly respected
applied to the system, not just a positive
another octave or so and then decrease
manufacturer of high -grade equalisers,
one.
back down to zero. The slider set for
The bandwidth of the filters were
The choice between 'true' '':,- octave
negative response would have no effect
carefully selected to be as narrow as
equalisation or something that simulates
other than to decrease the peak
possible, yet broad enough to provide
the real thing becomes really quite
amplitude of the boosted filters. The
optimum summation.' Unfortunately,
constant bandwidth design will allow one simple once the differences are
optimum summation is not the necessary
understood. The only benefit in using a
filter to work between two others,
parameter for proper room equalisation.
conventional equaliser is the smooth
regardless of the setting of its
It is this general misconception which
neighbours. This is not to say that there curves that may be achieved with
causes the sound engineer some of his
moderate control settings. These curves
greatest problems. It is this lack of
is an absolute freedom from interaction
are only of value when listening to a
with the constant bandwidth design. In
regard for true 1/2- octave equalisation on
sinewave sweep in an anechoic chamber.
the preceding example, the peak
the part of most designers which makes
A very unlikely application at best.
it imperative that the end -user
amplitudes will be in the order of 1 dB
understands what is really required.
True 1- octave equalisation is not
possible when 'optimum summation' or
'ripple' is given too much precedence
over performance.
Another contention of proponents of
the conventional equaliser is the fact
that the so- called 'combining' equaliser
has a more pleasing phase response. Not
true. The phase response of all
equalisation devices is essentially the
same. Providing frequency dependent
amplitude deviations requires a fixed
amount of phase shift for a given peak
amplitude. As a rule of thumb, the
16:2:1 12:4:2:1 16:4:2:1
resultant phase shift is 10° peak per
It
change.
3 dB of frequency dependent
19" rack
doesn't matter whether you use a
conventional graphic, a constant -Q
RIAA equalised inputs
3 band Equalisation
graphic, a parametric, passive, active, or
2 auxiliary sends
Peak LED on inputs
the tone controls on the most
action
faders
12 way LED displays on masters
90mm
smooth
inexpensive stereo receiver you can find.
The phase contribution will always be
Mic and Line inputs
Phantom power on every input
the same. Fortunately, the acoustic
5532 Op -amps throughout
Subgroup direct outputs
phase created when a dip or peak in a
response curve is present is exactly
opposite of the electronic phase shift
present in an equalisation device. Mother
nature has saved us the trouble of trying
to explain why we have to mess about
with the timing of an audio signal just to
provide a little EQ.
One encounters another serious
drawback when using a conventional
-3
filter set. The enormous amount of boost
or cut which may be inadvertently
applied to a sound system when adjacent
slide controls are moved in the same
direction. As an example, setting two
sliders to +6 dB will not result in only a
+6 dB response across two one -thirds of
an octave; it will, instead, result in one
large peaking response of about + 10 to
+ 12 dB across an area over an octave
wide. The constant bandwidth approach
eliminates this danger since the
contribution imposed from one filter on
another can only be on the order of 1 to

mullromis
All from one

mount console

'.?,.

2

dB.

further major drawback of the
conventional variable bandwidth
approach is the inability to control the
A

response of a /,-octave band centred
between two adjacent bands which are
both boosted or cut. As with the above
case, the two bands will combine to
produce a very high peaking response,
even though there is a band in between
them which is not set in the same
direction. If, for instance, one were to
'
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OCEAN WAY
The owner of Ocean

Ocean Way is one of the more
successful recording studios in Los
Angeles. It is renowned for its
unconventional `ultra hi-fi'
approach to recording and a long
and impressive list of clients
spanning Frank Sinatra to Michael
Jackson. We asked Jim Betteridge
to find out why the studio
developed as it has; to look at the
background of owner Alan Sides
and leave open ended whether
such a refreshing attitude would
be business outside of LA

Way and the man
responsible for its
direction is engineer
Alan Sides, a man
who appears to have
committed his whole
life to date to audio. And could
there ever have been any
doubt in the minds of those
who knew the young Sides
that he was destined some day
to be a sound engineer?
Even by his mid teens a part
time job in a friend's father's
hi -fi store saw him taking full
advantage of the wide access
that his position gave him to
the tools of his future trade,
and although he wasn't
technically too knowledgeable
at that stage, his instinct was
already strong. Alan:
"The owner was really a
great guy, he used to let me
borrow almost anything I
liked, and so I was able to
play around with a lot of
different equipment. I always
knew in my head what I
wanted to hear, and although
I didn't know too much else at
that time, I found that simply
by really knowing what I was
aiming for, I was somehow
able to turn it around and get
the system sounding good."
Alan's aural facilities were
partnered by an equally well
honed business acumen and an

bedroom.
"These cabinets were huge
about 7 ft high with two 15 in
bass speakers and a single
radial horn loading two
compression drivers. Then on
top of that as a super tweeter

-
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paper:
"I went down there and they
had about 18 AKG C60
microphones for $20.00 apiece,
and a bunch of Telefunken
CM -61 s for $10.00 apiece. I
bought some Schoeps and some
Syncrons too, and a whole
bunch of 421 s, all
unbelievably cheap. I didn't
have a great deal of money,
and so I bought all I could get
my hands on, went off and
sold them, and then came back
with the profits to buy more; I
did that about five or six
times. And so I had a large
range of condenser mics in
that first studio for almost
nothing.
"I used to go up into the
beer bar of the club and talk
the groups into doing demos in
my studio. At the time I was
doing it all for free, I just
wanted the chance to
experiment. In fact it was
quite a while before I started
making money with the
recording, I was more

interested in playing around
and making tapes for myself
than in doing commercial

-

untempered willingness to go
to extremes. This tendency
toward the extravagant was
keenly demonstrated to his
long suffering parents when
the local cinema, forced by
lack of business into closure,
found itself with no further
use for a sound system. Alan
takes up the tale:
"Luckily my father was
away, and so I hired a crane,
got all my friends to help me,
and by taking out the second
storey window, managed to get
these two massive theatre
speakers loaded into my

these early days when he
answered a 'For Sale'
advertisement in the local

Control Room

A

had an original Altec 802C
driver on an 811B horn. It was
a very unusual system for a
bedroom and over the next few
months I experimented with
various combinations of
components and loadings.
Some things worked, some
didn't, and so I learned."
At the age of 17, in
exchange for the installation
of a nightclub PA system,
Alan negotiated a six month
I

recordings. The money in
those days bascially came
through dealing. I've always
been a wheeler- dealer, and
even now I still regularly buy
out studios, cherry -pick the
items that I want and sell the
rest. I buy about one a year,
they come and they go, and
I've made some big deals and
a lot of money doing that. In
that way I've always been able
to finance everything with
cash, I've never had to take a
loan, and so my overheads
have always been lower than

lease for the club's 5,000 sq ft
basement area which
other studios."
subsequently became his own
2 -track studio and his
After the basement
experimental base for over
studio, Alan, who
was now attending
three years.
One of Alan's most
college, took a
partnership in a
consuming passions is old tube
4 -track studio in
mics, and today he has an
the valley:
extensive and unique
"We were using an old
collection that is very much
Ampex MR70, which is still
part of the Ocean Way hi -fi
one of my all -time favourite
sound. It all started back in

64 different EQsMM.
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The PPE -2400 from Stage Accompany:
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programmable two -channel four -band
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optimum EQ, you can retrieve it instantly with the push of a button.
The user -friendly design gives a clear view of all controls and
makes the equalizer very easy to operate. Push - buttons are
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unprecedented degree of accuracy and reliability. They are
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OCEAN WAY
machines. It was incredibly
quiet and flat to 25 k but it
was so mechanically
nightmarish and unreliable
that Ampex would prefer not
to talk about it today. My
console was made of JBL
stereo hi -fi preamps which had
great mic amps with incredible
sounding bass and treble
controls. I had six of these
preamps giving me 12 basic
inputs which were all tied
together with 10 k resistors
and Fairchild 662 line amps so
that I could select output
buses. Then I came out of the
record outputs to a bunch of
Shure M67 mixers for echo
sends. I also had a couple of
Ampex tube mixers for
additional inputs. Another real
asset was a 90x40 ft echo
chamber with two Voice of the
Theatre speakers and a couple
of C-60 tube mics; that
sounded very good."
Amazingly enough Alan still
has most of this gear stashed
away for posterity behind the
walls of Ocean Way.
Around 1974 he rented a
large garage space by the
beach in West Los Angeles
where he set up his first
16 -track using an Ampex
M1000 machine with a
24 -input tube console taken
from Studio One of Western
Studios, and still with the
original 7 ft high speakers
arrays, though by this time
with a number of
modifications. It was around
now that all Alan's hard
earned experience as an
engineer started to pull in
-

some money.
"A couple of producers who
I'd done hi -fi's for heard some
of my tapes and I started
getting calls from clients to
come down. They were punch
freaks and so they loved the
impact of the drum and bass
sounds I was getting, and so I

started working with various
producers and was getting
around $75.00 an hour for

myself and the studio. By '76

that had gone up to $100.00

an hour, which was quite a bit
of money in those days
especially with low overheads,
and I was working as much as
I could work. In fact, to be
honest, after I'd gone so called
'big time' and moved into the
back room here on Sunset
(Ocean Way's present site), the
overheads went up so much
that it took a good while
before I was able to make the
same kind of profits. Now it's
88
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a

little different, last month

we did 730 hours between the
two rooms, which is a lot of
hours by any standard."
Alan moved his operation to
its present position on Sunset
Boulevard in 1978. The site
was originally the home of

United Studios -the United
part of the famous United
Western Studios -designed by
the equally famous Bill
Putnam back in the mid -'50s.
Initially he took over only
Studio B and taking over
Studio A a couple of years
later, he now owns the whole
building.

Studio A

Studio B retains

basically the original
form and acoustical
treatment given to it
by Putnam in the
United days, although
the control room was
completely redesigned a couple
of years ago, and now contains
48- channels of Massenburg
(GML) automation in a custom
console designed very much
with hi- fidelity in mind. The
equalisers built into the
console are in -house designed,
3 -band, 15- frequency and are
what Alan terms 'free', in that
use of them doesn't introduce
any more active circuitry.
Alan explained, "When you
mix down in Studio B, you're
only using two amps per
channel -a line amp and a bus
amp, plus a passive mix
network. The equaliser is
inserted in the feedback loop
of the line amp so that when
you switch it in there is
actually no additional active
circuitry involved." There are
also 52 API 550A equalisers
available in auxiliary racks,
which can be very easily
switched into line. These were
also chosen for their sparing
use of amplifiers and their
resultant sonic purity. Alan
underlined how sparingly
amplifiers had been used in
the desk's design:
"In a typical situation,
'microphone in' to 'bus out' in
our console, the signal will go
through five amplifiers
including the EQ; only three if
the 550A (EQ) is punched out.
In an SSL it's typical with the
EQ punched in to go through
16 or more amplifiers, and you
pay a price for that.
What does Alan look for in
control room response? "I like
to see it quite flat down to
about 40 Hz and up to around
2.5 k. Then at 5 k it should be

Control Room

A

'/z dB; at 10
dB and then 11/2 dB
down at 18 k. It should be

down by about

about

1

noted that this curve I have
found to be quite effective in a
moderately dead control room.
In a very live control room the
same curve could be harsh and
on the bright side."
Is this really representative
of a normal hi -fi?
"Surprisingly, yes it is. Most
hi -fi's have accentuated top
and accentuated bottom and a
dip in the mids. A lot of the
recordings I do are direct to
stereo or direct to disc for
audiophiles, and I've done a
lot of successful records for
that camp. If you have a mix
that is clear and well defined,
it'll sound good on a car radio
or a hi -fi. If you EQ for a
specific type of system you're
going to screw someone else.
The important thing is to
make it clear."
The Studio B floor area

measures approximately
45 x33 ft with a very high
ceiling, a lino -covered concrete

floor, and a mixture of
acoustic tiling, assorted
modular box absorbers and

wood panelling on the walls
resulting in a controlled low
frequency response, but a
generally very live feel. Alan
commented, "the ambience in
this room is very clear and
very musical; it's a huge plus.
The liveness has a very
uniform decay, there's no slap
back, so when you get a snare
in here the room really adds
to the sound, and any spill you
get between instruments is an

enhancement, rather than
something you want to get

away from."
Adjoining to one side, and
running the whole length of
the studio and control room is
what is modestly termed the
isolation booth featuring a
similarly high ceiling and live
acoustic. Measuring 60 x20 ft,
however, it is actually
comparable in area with the
main room, and can be made
to include, by means of sliding
glass doors, a couple of other
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UNIQUE RECORDING

OCEAN WAY
smaller booths. Thus a large
orchestra including strings,
brass, backline, vocalists and
kit can be easily
accommodated with adequate
separation.

Including the control room,
Studio A covers an area
appoximately 75x50 ft and
is one of the most popular
sites in town for large
orchestral sessions. Once
again it is an original
1950's
Putman design with parquee

flooring, a lot of basic peg
board treatment, a high
ceiling and a generally live
feel, not to mention a number
of colourful and exotic murals.
In Alan's own words, "The
rooms sound great, so we don't
mess around with them." And
indeed, a long and impressive
list of clients would seem to
agree with him. Lionel
Ritchie's highly acclaimed
Can't Slow Down was recorded
in 'A' and at the time of this
interview he was busy there
working on his next album.
Other albums emerging from
Ocean Way include those by
Count Basie, Kim Carnes, Neil
Diamond, Kenny Loggins,
Olivia Newton -John, Kenny
Rogers, Ry Cooder and

Supertramp with other
significant contributions being
tracks for the likes of Barbra
Streisand plus work on
Michael Jackson's Thriller.
The size of the studio, a
video interlock capability and
the facility to mix directly to a
specially hot -rodded 3 -track
35 mm magnetic recorder
(apparently "as flat as a
mother to 25 k ") thus avoiding
generation loss in transfer,
make Ocean Way a popular
venue for film work. Recent

features including Alamo Bay,
Brooster's Millions and Paris
Texas.

Studio A's control room sits
in one corner of the big studio
area and is largely as it was
when Alan took it over save
for a reinforced monitor
enclosure and alterations to
the rear wall trapping to suit
the response of the new
monitors. It's a large space
ideally suited for multi synthesiser overdubs.
The mixing console is a
custom split design with a
32- channel monitor section.
The main channel input side
of the board has 48 channels
of Massenburg automation,
and the same API 3 -band,
90
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15- frequency 550A equalisers
available in the rack in Studio
B. As stated, the 550As were
chosen, with sonic purity in
mind but even so the console
has been designed so that
when the EQ bypass buttons
are depressed, the EQ sections
are completely out of circuit,
unlike the standard API
console design where the line
amps are apparently still in
line even in bypass mode.
Four separate stereo foldback
sends, each with selectable
source, are available on all
main input and monitor
channels. Should it be
necessary to use the monitor
section for extra inputs during
mixdown, the solos /PFLs can
be linked with those of the
main channels. There are
additional effects sends plus
eight effects returns each with
an API 550A equaliser, any of
which can be sent to any of
the foldback buses via an 8x 8
matrix.
In both studios Ampex
ATR124 24- tracks are used,
and Alan wasn't pulling any
punches concerning why he'd
decided against Studer: "The
ATR124 has the best low
frequency response at 30 in /s
of any machine, partly because
they came up with a whole
new type of head design; and
they achieve this without a lot
of low frequency compensation
on playback. What Studer does
with the A800, is to rely on
substantially more LF boost to
compensate for poor low
frequency response in the
head, and so you end up with
very mushy bottom."

AIan now

swears by

the Ampex
machines but to get
to that point of
satisfaction his
engineers had had
to make some
modifications, one of which
was to the wind speed. Alan:
"The ATR is capable of
winding a reel of 2 in tape
from top to bottom in about
30 s but that's a little on the
dangerous side! But if you
want to set the speed up to
where you'd like it to be, their
power supply isn't quite up to
it, so we had to make some
changes there. The transport
is now about 50% faster than
an A800, top to bottom of reel.
Then we changed all the
buttons: there were these
$100.00 pieces of equipment
that went bad after about six

Control Room B
weeks in service. Then there
a 1 mm aluminium dome, a
were other things we had to
mylar surround and an 18,500
correct, like bumps on drop -ins gauss magnet. Both mid- and

and little snaps going from
mode to mode; we also
simplified the audio circuits
there were some unnecessary
amps in there so we removed
those ...other than that, the
machines are pretty stock!
"We also have 16 -track
heads for them which we use a
lot for tracking. Supertramp,
for instance, used a 16 -track
and a couple of 24-tracks
locked together. That kind of
multi- machine situation is
nothing unusual, Kenny
Loggins had I think a total of
seven 24- tracks, and what he
had to do was make combines:
he'd have a background slave,
a guitar synthesiser slave, a
percussion slave, and so on,
and then he had to make
composites on to a 32 -track 3M
because it got so complicated."
Auxiliary gear is virtually
unlimited and includes old and
new equalisers and limiters
such as Fairchild, GML, ITI,
Lang and Pultec, plus a full
range of most of the current
digital and analogue
processors. If you aren't
satisfied by the array of EMT
plates or the various digital
reverb systems, the real thing
is available from three large
echo chambers each with a
very different characteristic.
The monitor systems are an
in -house design and Alan was
reticent to go into too much
detail although each custom designed cabinet is tri -amped
using modified Phase Linear
800 W solid state amps to
drive a pair of 15 in bass
speakers via a short length of
8 -gauge welding wire. These
are crossed over at 600 Hz to a
pair of (unspecified custom)
mid -range compression drivers
loaded with a single 90° radial
horn which in turn is crossed
over at 10 kHz to a direct
radiating dome tweeter using

-

high -frequency drivers are
powered by rather rare 80 W
Marantz 9 valve amps. As far
as time alignment is
concerned, Alan is not
prepared to suffer the losses of
the analogue circuitry involved
in electronic correction but he
has endeavoured to align his
drivers physically, and apart
from a very minor discrepancy
at the high end, claims to
have succeeded. The cabinets
are heavily braced 1 in marine
ply and press board which he
finds to be quite solid enough.
The monitors are equalised
sparingly using modified
Whites that are minus much
of their line amplification and
their standard lowpass filters.
Not much escapes without
some component reduction.

egarding acoustic
design and the
claims of certain well
known organisations
regarding guaranteed
control room response
specifications, Alan

had some reservations. "It
really depends on what
window we're talking about; it
has to be OK for at least three
people, otherwise how is the
producer going to work with
the engineer? There are a
number of studios in this town
where you have what they call
a 'head holder'. They lock you
in 'right here', and it's 'don't
move, that's perfect' -it can't
work. It's important that the
artist hears the same sound
that I hear at the console. As
an engineer, I'm happy when
the musicians walk in and
say, 'That's great!', if they
don't, if they say nothing, I
just feel terrible.
"As a studio owner, I work
very hard to try to maintain
the standard of what comes
out of here but I can only go

BASF Studio Master Series.
The new Tape Generation.
BASF Studio Master 910

BASF Loop Master 920

BASF Digital Master 930

This sophisticated recording tape of high
dynamic was designed especially for the

The chromium dioxide master tape for highspeed duplication systems. At 64 -times
duplicating rate, the master is usually recorded at 9.53 cm/s. It is only the typical
chromium dioxide properties featured by
Loop Master 920 which offer that extra quality needed to allow exploitation of all the
advantages of a high -class cassette tape (eg.
BASF chromdioxid Il). In spite of the mechanical stress to which it is subjected in the
"loop bin': the durable magnetic layer means
that the recording level remains extremely
constant, particularly in the high frequencies,
even after running thousands of times.

This professional chromium dioxide tape is
especially tailored to the requirements of
digital sound recording (PCM), where the

high professional demands of modern multitrack technology.
The wear resistance of the magnetic layer
ensures reliable operation even after
hundreds of passes.
In spite of its considerable high MOL (+ 11.6
dB over reference level 320 n Wb /m), BASF
Studio Master 910 has an unusually good
print ratio of 57 dB and is therefore also
suitable for long -term archiving. The BASF
typical constancy of the electroacoustic
properties and the excellent winding characteristics also ensure easy hub operation.

high storage density makes exceptionally
high demands on the evenness of the coating. The typical chromium properties are
brought out excellently in this latest form of
sound storage. The antistatic magnetic layer
and the black, conductive matt back protect
the recording against dust -induced dropouts
and ensure smooth, steady winding without
damage to the tape edges.

Coupon:

Please send me further information on the BASF Studio Master Series.

Name/Company

Address

BASF

BASF United Kingdom Ltd.
4 Fitzroy Square

London W1P 6ER
01 -388 4200
Telex: 28649
Tel:

BASF Aktiengesellschaft
Gottlieb -Daimler -Str. 10
D -6800 Mannheim
Tel: 0621/4008-1
1

Telex: 4 62 621 basf d
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so far in

guiding engineers

who might not be used to the
set up. We have one well
known engineer who comes

here and he'll set all his EQs
before he'll pull the faders.
And then if it doesn't sound
right, he'll patch in additional
EQs to correct for what he did
in the first place! Then of
course there are other
engineers who get a great
sound."
What about in -house balance
engineering staff?
In Los Angeles, at least,
the day of the staff engineer is
kind of over. I know that in
London a lot of studios include
the engineer as part of the
rate but here- almost never.
Most engineers are
independent, and an average
hourly rate for a good
engineer would be about
$50.00, although some are
getting more like $75.00. Our
studio rate is usually based,
without engineer but it does
include almost all the
outboard gear. We have a
minimum of 3 hr and an extra
charge if they want to do a
video or 2- machine lock up.

But I have two or three guys
who work here all the time,
and whenever a date comes in

without an engineer usually I
will recommend one of them
because of their familiarity
with the room.
"A guy who's worked with
me really since I opened the
place, and is now quite an
engineer himself, is Mark
Ettel. For about six years we
worked together all the time
real intensely, and now he and
I are very similar. We used to
work it so that I'd do the
tracking, he'd do the overdubs
and then I'd mix it. Now Mark
does a lot of stuff on his own
and if I give Mark a date, he'll
make them very happy."
Was Alan a keen participant
in the digital revolution?
"I get very little demand for
digital and personally I don't
care for the way it sounds l'it'
sounds, because what comes
out is definitely not what goes
in). There are lots of
theoretical arguments for and
against but what I'm talking
about is very audibly obvious:
a loss of low level high
frequency ambient material

Studio

B

and reverb, plus added
harshness. The first time you
listen back to a recording on a
Sony 1610 you can hear a
difference, it has this extra
presence at around 7 or 8 kHz
which can sound initially
impressive but the real highs
have gone and after a few
digital copies the sound gets
progressively harsher. I must
say that a lot of the losses in
the D to D's are due to the
performance of the U -matic
transport, and you don't get
that trouble with the Sony
24-track. The Sony is quite a
reasonable sounding machine.
"Some of the reasons for the
losses are insufficient

sampling at high frequencies,
especially at low levels and
severe phase shift caused by
the sharp analogue filtering.
Also some manufacturers have
a ridiculous and totally
unnecessary amount of
analogue stages in the input
and output sections which
further degrade the signal. A
system was devised recently to
correct for this phase shift.
Unfortunately, the degradation
caused by the correction
system is far worse than the
original problem! I've done
about 33 digital albums (two
of which were nominated for
Grammies for sound) and
when I'm getting my sounds, I D

NEUTRIK
Innovate Continuously
DISTRIBUTION

Neutriles new line connector the 'EX series are a totally
new concept in connector design. The `FX' series is
probably the smallestprofessional XLR type connectors
on the market. One piece, die cast housing, no screws, but
fitted with unique rear mounted connector inserts enabling
easy and very fast assembly.

Sole Agent UK

E rdley Electronics Ltd.;

NATIONWIDE

New Jack Plugs:- `NP' Series
Simultaneously Neutrik are introducing a super robust all
metal die cast /4" jack plug including similar functional
design to the 'FX' without any riveted contact -elements for
long lasting use even in most difficult environments.
1

Telephone:

01 -221 0606

Telex: 23894

Westrex Advances
Film Sound Technology
Westrex film sound
systems offer the highest signal -to -noise ratio and lowest wow &
flutter and distortion figures in the
industry. That's why leading film
sound recording facilities around the
world are choosing the new Westrex
technology:
The Burbank Studios, Hollywood
The new

Twickenham Studios, London
Colorfilm, Sydney
Pinewood, London
I)e Lane Lea Studios, London
Hanna- Barbera, Hollywood
1,

rrnur(' jrrsl

rl few.

DIGITAL MOTION CONTROL

This new microprocessor-con trolled facility offers remote system
motion controls with two preset controls, reset, freeze frame, return -tozero, location memory, re -cue, varispeed bus with remote controller
and ramped bus outputs of 2400 Hz,
240 Hz, 48 Hz bi -phase with
selectable ramping or with direction
signal, and SMPTE /EBU time
code, all synchronously derived from
a crystal source. 24, 25, and 30
frames /second speeds are front panel selectable and are referenced
to crystal, video, or line frequencies.
The master motion control will
conveniently interface with other

recorders or reproducers are being
re- threaded. When ready, it will
chase, catch, and lock in sync to the
motor bus, whether running at stan(lard or high speeds.
MODULAR AUDIO ELECTRONICS
The audio electronics rack is
accessible from the front of the cabinet with each specific function contained in separate easy -to- service

modules. This greatly simplifies
monitoring and alignment of the system. New audio electronics design
yields performance specifications
unmatched in the industry.
As a member of the Mitsubishi
Pro Audio Group, Westrex provides
the film sound industry worldwide
with the most sophisticated and
modern technology in film sound.
With Mistubishi's technology lead in
digital audio recording, Westrex is
taking film sound technology toward
a new generation of high performance film recording systems.
Call or write for more information about your specific requirements. We offer recorders, reproducers, projectors, and photographic sound recorders in formats

WESTREX
ST

-6000

The most advanced

film sound
recorder
today

from 16 mm to 70 mm.

recording and playback systems,
even those made by other

manufacturers.
DC SERVO TRANSPORT

bN.estrex has designed a DC servo

transport system which moves the
film with remarkable smoothness.
Yet film accelerates and stops even
faster than previously possible: to

WESTREX
ST -12000

ff,l1.1H;:

(Six of them),
and custom dual
six -track
electronics
cabinet.

follow telecine, video, or multi -track

audio recorders with ease. Pulse
memory storage keeps track of film
position to allow continuous running
of the system while one or more

Westrex
AL MITSUBISHI PRO AUDIO GROUP
DIGITAL, EN'T'ERTAINMENT CORPORATION
Headquarters: 225 l'arkside Drive. San Fernando. l'A !II3-111 Phone (SIS) s9s- 23-I1 Telex 3117s6
\'e,e York:
k: Suite 1530. 555 W. 57th Street. New York. NY 10019 Phone (212) 71 3-161v1 Telex 703 517
.\'a..Ileri/e: 2.200 Hillsboro Road. Nashville, TN 37212
Phone I615) 2tis -6613
('rneada ::ili3 Adelaide Street E.. Toronto. ONT. \151 I N3 Phone -111;1 sl5-1ti99
l'reite' I tiirrydooe: Fairway Drive, Greenford, \IIi)IX l' ni; si'\v /'hune 101) 57s -09$7 Telex 923003
.

See us at the
SMPTE Conference

Booth 1320.

1

1

and AES. New York

-
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always have to listen through
the digital system so that I
can effect adjustments to make
it sound the way I want it to.
If I listen to the bus on record,
on playback I'll be upset. For
instance, recording a sax,
when you play it back sounds
a little more narrow and a bit
harsher. So I move the mic
further back, add a 100 Hz
shelf and a little 15 k to try
and bring the air back in, and
then what I hear is what I get.

"I'm not against digital all
together, not at all; we're
using a Synclavier digital
synth a lot on Olivia Newton
John's album, and it sounds
great. All the kick and snare
sounds on the album are
samples we've made with the
Synclavier and it's very high
quality, very hi -fi indeed. I
think it's too bad that the
industry has settled on such a
-

mediocre standard-especially
44.1 for CD, it's not good. I've
been over at Soundstream
when they've been
transferring some classical
digital recordings, some of

which are very very good,

through the Studer box: 50 k
to 44.1, and there's a dramatic
loss. I mean it's not a subtle
difference, and apparently all
the numbers were right.
Basically you're losing a lot of
information. On the Synclavier
you can change the sampling
rate, and it definitely gets
audibly worse as it comes
down. There was a point in
one of Olivia's tracks where
we accidently erased part of a
word, and so we just took a
note from another section and
manufactured it using the
Synclavier. This was a ballad
with the vocal loud, up- front,
and it sounded great. They're
coming out with 100 k
sampling soon, and we can't
wait to get our hands on it."
As a self- confessed punch
freak, did Alan's technique
involve compressors?
"I use limiters for effects
mostly. I very rarely use them
when I'm recording tracks,
although I may run across a
situation where I'll need a tad
of limiting to maintain a good
apparent level in a mix. With

Control Room

B

Finally, is being a studio
Olivia I'm using an dbx 165
owner in LA still generally a
on the 'auto' setting, and I've
set the gain range so that her profitable business:
"There are meant to be
loudest peak will probably hit a
+1 or 11/2 on the VU meter. Her around 400 studios in Los
Angeles, and I would say that
mic technique is good but it's
only a few do really well. It's
not fantastic, so I'll do a fair
amount of gain riding in order not an easy business."
Easy or not, in the few
to get the quiet things to come
months since our visit Alan
up. So I usually have a lyric
has opened a third studio,
sheet and go through it a few
times to try to get it in my head Ocean Way Two. It's situated
but you have to be careful, you just a little further east on
Sunset and actually larger
can make the mixing a
than either of his two current
nightmare if you don't do it
studios. Some people manage
right. But I'd rather do that
to make it look easy.
than over -compress."

The new affordable SRV -2000 Digital Delay

fromI_RoIand
Another major breakthrough in digital technology
from Roland: the Midi reverb! This professional,
studio -quality effect is the perfect companion to
today's Midi -controlled keyboards for creative
sound processing.
The 32 Midi programmable memories can store all
reverb time, pre -delay, room size, high- frequency
damping, gate time and output level controls whilst
providing instant access to pre -programmed
sounds for keyboard patches or Midi sequencing of
effects (a form of digital effects patch mixing).
Precise programming of data such as
the two -band parametric equaliser

and low frequency shelving can be set for each
memory location while confirming the values on
the digital displays. This enables accurate tailoring
of the SRV -2000 to your exact requirements.

For 19" rack -mounted use, remote switching
sockets are provided for bypass, programme shift,
etemity on /off and add -on.
Stereo outputs and 6 digital numeric readouts
further enhance the SRV- 2000's facilities.

Features:
0.1 -9.9 & 10 -99 secs reverb time
0 -100 ms. Pre -delay
32 Midi memories
2 band parametric equaliser

Low shelving equaliser
High Frequency damping
Variable room size
10 -400 ms. Gate time
Programmable output level
6 digital numeric displays
Midi In & Thru
16 -bit linear A/D /A

Please call in soon
for a working demonstration
of the SRV -2000 in our fully
operational 16 track demo studio (1st floor).

The London Rock Shop
Full technical specifications may be obtained from:
94
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26 Chalk Farm Road, London NW1 8AG
Tel: 01 -267

7851/5381/1771
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Twentieth century standards of
quality and performance
require the 'human engineering'
of the Electro -Voice Sentry 100A
monitor.
Designed specifically to
meet the needs of the
professional studio engineer, the
Sentry 100A combines a full range
of performance characteristics in
an efficient no- nonsense package
that's deceptively compact.
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It measures just 44cm x
31cm x 29cm.

No wonder we call it
Twentieth Century Box.

:he

With its high efficiency,
uniform frequency response, and
superior stereo imaging across
the critical bandwidth, you would
expect a much larger enclosure.
Like all Electro -Voice
products, we're confident that the
Sentry 100A will still be giving
startling performances well into
the next century.

SOUND THINKING ABOUT SOUND PRODUCTS

SHUTTLES\, \D

Unit 15, Osiers Estate, Osiers Road, London SW18 1EJ Tel: 01- 8710966 Telex: 27670 SHUTS() G.
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29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
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T

audio sales

Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066
Te

ex: 825488 DONLAR G

Bel at Don Larkin gAudio Sales
COMPLETE SOUND
SAMPLING SYSTEM

Bel BD Series is an

incredible 2 -32 seconds
(depending on model) 15
kHz bandwidth digital delay
line with sound sampling,
re- triggering (int /ext), and
edit & pitch shift facilities.
BD240 18 kHz bandwidth
version (6 -24 seconds delay)

-

******* SPECIAL*****
Starting 1 September
1985, with every
BD Series unit
purchased, Don
Larking Audio Sales
will give you the

opportunity to
buy a Roland

1.J

so,
_=

SH101

synthesiser

1141R b 1,d

rra
-

for only £100 + VAT
while stocks last.

Vit

i\, 1

/

4
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Sampled sounds can be
played from a keyboard

Bel BC3 Noise
Reduction System
410

4b

Bel Studio Accessories

Multitrack systems for 8 -,
16- & 24- track.
Simultaneous encode/
decode, 30 dB of noise
reduction. Suitable for
professional and semiprofessional studios. Can
even be used to quieten

Wallboxes and

effects.

11 A
Bel BF20
Stereo Flanger is back!

Recording industry standard.
Stereo flanging like no digital unit can.

phantom
powered
Dl Boxes

29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066
Telex: 825488 DONLAR G

DICA

o

audio sales

THE RIBBON MICROPHONE
PART TWO

Examining the design of the 4038
microphone in more detail we see
that the materials used and the
spatial layout of the microphone
as a whole are even more
important than usual.
We should pay tribute to the
BBC engineers involved in the
exploratory research leading to this
microphone. Experiments were conducted
to optimise major parameters such as the
aspect ratio of the ribbon, the detailed
shape of the poles (in plan and elevation)
the thickness, mechanical temper and
the form and depth of the ribbon
corrugations, the spacing and acoustic
impedance of the damping gauzes, etc.
The form of the case and lining gauzes
help optimise the response, particularly
at high frequencies.
To optimise the flux distribution in the
gap, large -scale models of the pole
section with different chamfer angles,
etc., were made and the distribution of
the lines of force explored with an
electrostatic pole face probe. Exhaustive
experiments were also carried out
involving many different models to
confirm the best ribbon shape and form.
Motional impedance bridge
measurements to optimise the ribbon
damping will be considered later. A
relatively high flux density in a wide
gap ('/. in, 6 mm) is needed to give a high
output and hence a good noise clearance
at line inputs (30 S2 or 200/300 12). A flux
density of about 5,000 gauss is required
in the gap. To obtain this, a fairly long
and wide magnet is required and the
poles have to be swelled out at the
bottom to take the magnet.
Because of the wide gap and the
relatively small pole piece section at the
top which is required to obtain the
necessary small distance 'd' around the
poles, to give a good high frequency
response, a large amount of magnetic
leakage is inevitable. To reduce leakage,
high permeability cobalt iron investment
castings are used for the poles together
with a toroidal 'doughnut ring' preferreddirection modern alloy magnet. The
magnet is the main contributor to the
overall size of the microphone. Research
is proceeding to see if the more recent
rare earth magnets can be incorporated
into a wide gap structure such as this. If
this is possible a smaller mirophone
could result.
The short ribbon (1 in, 25 mm) means
that the cosine polar response is
maintained without narrowing at high
frequencies in the vertical plane. The
connections to the ribbon are taken out
from the top end by four conductors
arranged symmetrically about the
ribbon. These bars are connected
together at the bottom. Twisted leads are
taken from these and the bottom of the
ribbon down to the shielded toroidal
transformer in the base of the
microphone. Flexible leads are used
because the microphone is pivoted on the
base to allow for orientation in the
vertical plane. The 3 -pin connector is
secured with a spring clip but three
hawser -securing loops are provided for
safe suspension, the microphone being
98
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moving parts of coil microphones and is
less than that of many condenser mics.
Low mass combined with critical
damping ensures a very good transient
attack. The proportioning of the case and
the acoustic impedance of case
perforations and of the various screening
gauzes have all been selected to help
maintain the response as flat as possible.
The motional impedance method of
checking ribbon damping is a useful
development tool. The microphone is
driven electrically with a small signal
from a special bridge. This is balanced
for the purely electrical impedance of the
ribbon and leads over the frequency
range by temporally immersing the
ribbon in a volatile insulating fluid. A
recorder connected in the bridge detector
position then shows if the ribbon
motional impedance is correctly damped.
(Refer back to Fig 1, part one in the
September issue.) Once this has been
established, by the use of precision wire
gauzes and sieving types of durable
fabric fine bolting cloths, etc, the results
on production microphones are
consistently maintained. It is seen that
gauze `halos' are mounted around the
poles and in the magnet centre hole. This
is done to give a small controlled rise at D

Michael Gayford
concludes his two part
article on ribbon
microphones with a
closer look at the 4038
balanced so as to hang well.
The polar response is shown in Fig 1
and the frequency response in Fig 2. The
response is level and well- maintained
from about 40 Hz to 15 kHz, the roll -off
outside these frequencies being smooth
and gradual. Some users extend the
response at each end by a small amount
of electrical equalisation. The ribbon is
very light (0.2 mg) made from beaten
aluminium foil of good purity. This has
to be checked carefully for evenness and
freedom from faults before cutting and
corrugating. Inspection over a strong
light reveals any thin areas. The mass of
the ribbon is about '/10o of that of most
FIG 1
THE POLAR RESPONSE OF A 4038 MICROPHONE

VERTICAL PLANE
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FIG. 2
THE FAR FIELD FREQUENCY RESPONSE
OF A 4038 MICROPHONE ON THE 0° AXIS
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FACT!

AUDIO PRECISION SYSTEM ONE:
Performs most audio tests
than the fastest audio
test and measurement equipment
presently available.
Delivers industry-leading
residual the + n, noise, flatness;
tests 16 -bit digital systems to
System THD N 0.001%
manufacturers specifications. Noise
1.5 µV
22k BW
(-114dBu)
Provides real time test results
0.05 dB
graphed on screen; Flatness
paper print -out at the touch of a key.
Comes bundled with software
package for all common audio tests;
runs automated tests
20 minutes out of the box.
Allows expansion with future
modules for additional audio tests.
Total system cost, iñcluding computer
and standard three year warranty
on System One, is Y2 the price
of other automated audio test systems.
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10 times faster
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_ ... _ .. _ .. _ _ _
While we can't prove the distortion and noise
specs without an actual demonstration, we can
show the ease of use and flexibility of the
graphics with a demo disk that can be
used in any IBM " PC compatible computer.

If you would like more facts and the proof, return the coupon to:

Audio Precision
PO. Box 2209
Beaverton, OR 97075
503/297-4837 1- 800/231 -7350
TELEX 283957 AUDIO UR
I

Audio'
precision
Now, that's the way to

test audio!

_ .. _ _ .. _ ... _

have enclosed $10, please send demo disk and literature.

ri Send literature only.
Name
Address
State/Country
City
Phone
Company
IBM s a r, iistered trademark of International Busrless Machines
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THE RIBBON MICROPHONE

been given as well as some of the salient
principles of its operation. To reduce the
size and weight to suitable proportions
the lower frequencies to compensate for
centre boss of a flexible rubber
for holding in the hand, the gap width
the fact that the ribbon becomes
diaphragm type of shock mount. The
and magnet size was reduced as far as
resistance -controlled rather than purely
microphone base is fixed in a large
possible. The ribbon width was reduced
mass- controlled at the lower frequencies
spherical gauze-lined wind shield which,
to 0.1 in (2.5 mm). The resulting loss of
where the fundamental resonance of the
in turn, is suspended from the yoke arms
sensitivity is easily made up by the very
ribbon has to be critically damped.
via four rubber shear mountings (the
close controlled talking 2 in distance.
front hemisphere of the windshield has
Small `U' shaped magnets are used on
been removed in the illustration). The
plain polepieces. The magnet enclosure
size of a windshield is an index of its
resonates broadly at the higher
effectiveness. Partly, a windshield may
frequencies, which is actually an
be considered as a lowpass filter, the air
advantage, compensating for some
flow meeting a series impedance at the
deficiencies in close speech. The null
Mass -controlled systems with light
outside and a shunt acoustical
plane of the ribbon is arranged parallel
diaphragms or ribbons open to the air
capacitance in the air volume enclosed.
to the front of the microphone and thus
are sensitive to vibrations which affect
In addition, turbulences caused as the
at 90° to the mouth source. The nose
the body of the microphone. The air load
air flow is diverted around the outside of
source is off-axis but well clear of the
tends to keep the ribbon stationary,
the windshield are further removed from
dead axis. It is important to reproduce
causing an electrical output. Flexible
the microphone at the centre, when the
nasal sounds in order to obtain natural
mountings for the 4038 must be of low
windshield is relatively large. Proximity
speech quality. With the case lining
stiffness, so that the resonance of the
effect means that the turbulent noise
gauzes and the close mesh damping
microphone on the mounting is at very
should be as far as possible from the
screens on each side of the ribbon, the
low (sub- sonic) frequency and preferably
ribbon. The acoustic impedance of the
windshields are very effective in
damped, if the effects of footfalls, traffic
windshield boundaries must not cause
eliminating `plosive' sounds or blasting
rumble, etc, are to be minimised.
excessive high frequency loss or the
from the speech.
Similarly, ribbon microphones are
setting up of standing waves inside the
The ribbon is made of the same
sensitive to draughts, wind and `plosive'
windshield. The gauze, etc, must be
material with similar corrugations as in
breath noises. The 4038 case and lining
firmly supported, as any movement can
the 4038. Similar hum -reducing wiring is
gives some windshielding but in adverse
cause non -linear response.
taken from the ribbon to a small
conditions, a large gauze- covered
shielded line transformer in the handle.
windshield is desirable for enclosing the
It is necessary to minimise
microphone.
electromagnetic pick -up as a microphone
A boom mounted suspension for a 4038
may well be used in areas where mains mic
was developed which exemplifies most of
operated equipment -lights, TV
these desirable features. The microphone The general outline of the noise reducing monitors -may radiate hum frequencies
and suspension yoke is mounted on the
close -talking or lip microphones have
as well as higher frequencies.
Internal arrangement of the 4038 microphone.
Internal view of the 4033 dual unit unidirectional microphone.

Operating precautions
and mounting
arrangements

The commentator's
ribbon
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Precisely!
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High fidelity, total
reliability, consistency,
simplicity, pure quality.
The new Aces MT
range of 16/24 multitrack
recorders for the
permanent or mobile
studio.
Take out what you put
nothing more, never
anything less.
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e

(no postage required)
Featherbed Lane, Shrewsbury,
Shropshire, England SY1 4NJ
Telephone: Shrewsbury (0743) 66671
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BUSINESS
BUS UNE SS,
Barry Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news

More on tape
levy
Warning: the Government's plans for a
levy on blank tape could well cover open
reel tape as well as cassettes. The Green
Paper isn't specific. Most people have
assumed it was aimed only at cassettes
for domestic use. When you look closer,
however, you realise that the writers
have used some vague catch -all phrases
like `tape intended for domestic users'.
What about a semi -pro musician, or a
pro musician or engineer with a home
studio, or a small pro studio using
Fostex, Tascam/Teac equipment? Are
they domestic users? If not, how will
they get tax -free tape? Will they have to
pay the tax and then re -claim it? The
obvious way out of course would be to
tax only cassettes bought retail and
leave all open reel tape tax -free. But
that isn't the way the government is
thinking. It's something that needs to be
raised now, ahead of any levy that may
be imposed.

The giveaway on the Government's
current thinking is buried in an innocent
looking letter from the Department of
Trade and Industry which was sent to
the Royal Photographic Society. In the
very last line, after discussing
exemptions, the Government official adds
`other tape formats such as reel -to -reel
may also justify exemption'.
What this phrase means is that open
reel tapes will be taxed unless someone

lobbies for exemption and wins. So if you
are using narrow gauge multitrack and
you don't want to be trapped into
proving that you are a non -domestic
user, you had better get lobbying now
before it is too late.

Black magic,
cooking and
chemistry
Before compact disc was launched, the
industry thought mainly of CD as the
ideal medium for releasing new digital
recordings. Some people, notably John
Borwick of The Gramophone, astutely
observed that CD would make the ideal
medium for re- releasing old, classic
recordings. This, of course, is now

happening. Sometimes the results are
happy, other times not. I wince when I
listen to the CD re -issue of some original
George Benson jazz tracks. By
comparison three vinyl LPs, digitally remastered from 50 year old jazz
recordings by the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation, sound
remarkably clean. Robert Parker dubbed
direct from original 78 RPM disc on to
Sony PCM Fl so avoiding any analogue
,
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tape generation.
Was analogue tape really that bad?
According to Ampex, modern analogue
tape has improved even over the last 10
years, although a straight comparison of
the performance figures is misleading.
Ten years ago S/N was around 72 dB,
with total harmonic distortion of 3%.
Ampex Grand Master 456 raised S/N to
77 dB. But, says Ampex, the real
improvement was in noise character.
This was all down to the tape production
process.
Tape factories are traditionally very
secretive about how they make tape.
Coating technology is a curious mix of
black magic, cooking and pure chemistry.
Production engineers duck any question
that puts a finger on specifics. Video
factories now often make all their tape
in the same way, but batch-sample the
result. The best batches go out labelled
as `high grade' and sell at a premium!
According to Ampex, modern tape
sounds better because the noise is not so
spikey as it was. The lubricant which
must be incorporated in any tape
coating, allowing ease of movement over
the recording heads and guides, used to
exude tiny droplets -especially in cold
weather. These caused dropouts and
spikey noise peaks.
There was also a tendency for the
magnetic particles to clump together.
This was the cause of noise modulation,

with the background pumping along with
a bass guitar line. Straight S/N figures
don't show these improvements.
Even the best old tapes tend to shed
oxide after a decade or more of storage.
When the tape is taken off the shelf and
played to make a new digital master,
either for LP or CD release, the oxide
starts to clog the heads. As it builds up,
high frequencies fall off. Then in cyclic
fashion some of the oxide clears away
and HF response picks up temporarily,
until more oxide builds up again. Of
course cleaning the tape before transfer
helps, but it is not the full answer. It is
not generally known that Decca gets
round this problem when mastering CDs,
by stopping and starting the analogue
tape deck every few minutes or so to
clean the heads. Decca also starts and
stops the analogue machine at every
splice on the original. This is necessary
because the old analogue recordings in
Decca's vaults are original, cut master
tapes.
Decca policy has always been to use
relatively few mics in the studio, and
where possible mix down straight into
stereo. This original stereo tape is then
edited, to avoid generation loss. So the
Decca library copy is an original first
generation master, with splices. Over the
years these tend to open out slightly and
even ooze goo, which will of course help
clog the playback heads. Also, where an
edit splice crosses different sessions,
there may well be a gain, or ambience

difference. This was often masked by the
original analogue LP medium, but stands
out like a sore thumb on CD.
By stopping and starting the playback
machine whenever the heads need
cleaning and at every suspect join, Decca
effectively disassembles the recording at
the stage when it is transferred to
digital tape. Reassembly is by Decca's
digital editor, which can match gain
where necessary. The digital joins are
thus often cleaner and smoother than the
original analogue joins. As many of the
Decca engineers who did the original
recordings are still around, they can now
supervise the transfers. As longstanding
policy, they have a frequency sweep on
the beginning of each tape. So the
transfer machine can be accurately lined
up to match the original recorder. It's a
time consuming business, and there are
between 60,000 and 70,000 reels of tape
in the Decca store. But once a tape has
been transferred onto digital tape, it
should be good for the next few hundred
years. (Hopefully. Ed.)
Polygram, although obviously tied
through Philips to Decca, has some
different ideas on re- issues. Whereas
Decca tends to capitalise on old
recordings, by re- issuing them in
improved form, Polygram's policy is that
the image of CD is one of new, high
fidelity digital technology. It doesn't
match this image to routinely release old
analogue masters on CD. That's why
most Polygram releases are new digital
recordings. But there are exceptions, like
old analogue best sellers.
Like Decca, Philips has often recorded
straight down into stereo, and cut the
original master tape with a frequency
sweep on the front end. But Philips
engineers at Baarn don't disassemble the
performance in the same way as Decca.
Instead they check all joints on the
original tape and physically re -make any
which are showing signs of drying out.
Other record companies, of course,
often just pull an old tape off the shelf
and master for CD. The result often
sounds like it! Everyone involved in the
business of re -issue that I have spoken
with, agrees on one thing. There is no
magic digital technology which will
make a silk purse out of a sow's ear.
Any attempt at automatically cleaning
up old recordings usually makes things
worse- except for pop and rock, where
noise gates were probably used in the
studio. Anyway, it is far better to leave
background tape hiss alone. The human
ear and brain do a wonderful job
filtering out hiss, by simply ignoring it
after a short period of listening.
The old Australian jazz re- issues sound
good because there is no analogue tape
stage at all. Robert Parker dubs direct
from disc because he believes analogue
tape degradation is particularly
obnoxious on material with limited high
frequency content.
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the ultimate bass drum sound to
but
repAare \unir eviSting ¡KISS (1111111 on tape
tumid that the response lime of your sampling device
causes horrific inning problems and all the 'punch'
1

-

disappears...

THh:

MDB

WINDOW RECORDER
replace a snare drum sound on tape will one you
just lilted from somebody else's recording- but
because it won't track dynamieall\ it sounds dead and
mcchancial ..
'spin in' a complelc chords al variutUS intervals
along the track but realised that its chi flper to rebook the session vocalists ...
play a r\ mbal skin(' barkvv ardS - and realised
that yulu can't simply push the 'reverse' button ...
combine a snare sound with a tambourine sound and realised that it first has to be dune on tape and
then resanlpled ...
loop a string sound and alter the pitch from a \,111)1
ke boars and found gal the looping arctlrac\ is not
great ilnmgh to get rid oral! the clicks ...
save he snare you just raptured l'or use at a later
date and hen realised that y uu have to resample and
re-edit die sotlllll l'vel' time ykU \ \alll In the Il ...
buy a high -quality sampling dev ire which can
Sample For 48 seconds and realise \ou cant afford it
all \A\II \.
The
Niudo%1 l ecorder is a 16 -bit
sampling dry ire of runlparl disc duality its audio
spccificatiuu of 211kHz booth kith and bbd dynamic
dev ire available
range ycords hi( or any
toda. II is capable of rccurding up to 48 seconds of
audio and these samples may have to be saved to disc
for recall at a later date.
\\ kb Triggered from an audio input. the response
time is less than one tenth or a millisecond: when
played from a \111)1 ke [titan' the sound ma be
transposed rner 2 orlaves: when editing the sound. an
accuracy of 22 microseconds is mailable: when overdubbing the sounds ire mired digila\ and no
generation loss urrar<.
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\n(1 finalsv, Ill %%iodo1% Recorder
than you might think. a lot less.
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FROM SYCO

Syco.We are

REVIEW
MICROPHONES
There are always problems in a mixed microphone review such as this where
there is no common theme running through the selection of review models. The
measured results and observed performance details need to be considered with
reference to their intended application. These factors should be considered when
looking at the published results as should the fact that apart from the two
Sennheisers all the mics are intended for totally different uses and so the results
should not be used to order the mics in any form of merit. We hope that we will
be able to include factors such as these in the near future.
Measurements were divided
into laboratory

measurements and
measurements taken under
anechoic conditions in an
anechoic chamber. A Bruel
& Kjaer 4165 1/2 in high
output microphone calibrated for
sensitivity with a Bruel & Kjaer 4420
pistonphone was used as a reference for
the sensitivity and frequency response
measurements.
The frequency response of the samples
was assessed with the sample and
reference microphones placed 1 m from a
Bowers & Wilkins 801 loudspeaker in
the anechoic chamber. The reference

microphone was used to drive the
compressor in the sweep oscillator in
order to obtain a constant 94 dB sound
pressure level.
In order to plot the true response a pen
speed of 100 dB /s with a plotting speed of
16.7 s /decade was used. This is faster
than many manufacturers' plots which
hide parts of uneven responses.
The polar responses were plotted under
similar conditions with the sound
pressure being set to make the front
outputs coincide on the plots- normal
practice. The polar responses were
plotted at 125 Hz, 1 kHz, 10 kHz and
16 kHz whilst using a '/a- octave filter to
eliminate the effects of turntable noise.

Because loading can effect frequency
response if long cables are used the
approximate output impedance of the
microphones was determined by

measuring the output whilst applying
1- octave noise with the microphones
feeding the standard phantom powering
network and then loaded with 300 12. The
voltage drop when loaded was used to

determine the approximate output
impedance at 125 Hz, 1 kHz and 10 kHz.
The final measurement was to
determine the sensitivity to external
magnetic fields such as those from power
cables. Each microphone was `searched'
by a coil with a calculated 1 Oe 50 Hz
magnetic field at its centre and the
resulting 50 Hz output related to the
equivalent sound pressure level that
would cause the same output level.
The tabulated results for handling and
wind noise and also pop sensitivity are
purely subjective results without the use
of wind shields.

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

Sennheiser

Cardioid

PMB
PMB-Q
Cardioid
or omni

16.0

5.0

8.0

20.0

25.0

134 dB

144 dB
20 dB
74 dB

124 dB

131dB

128dB

74 dB
20-20 k

72 dB
40 -20 k

72 dB
40 -20 k

ACO

Pattern
Sensitivity (mV/Pal
Maximum SPL
Noise A- weighted
Dynamic range
Frequency response (Hz)
Impedance (12)
Minimum load 12
Powering: Voltage
Current
Connector
Weight
Finish

ACM48UP
Cardioid

18 dB

76 dB
30-16 k

i-3dB

1k

48/9 V

Milab
BM-73

30-20 k
no limits
200

no limits
200

1000
48 V

MKH 406
Cardioid

Sennheiser
MKH 416
Supercardioid

curve supplied
10

10

1000
48 V
2 mA
XLR -3
or DIN
120 g
Black or

400
48 V
2 mA
XLR -3
or DIN

Sennheiser

wires

48 V
1.2 mA
XLR-3

325 g
Black
chrome

360 g

Black
chrome

ACO
ACM48UP

Milab

PMB
PMB -Q

Sennheiser

5.8/6.2

19.0

MKH 416
22.0

26 dBA
30 dB
28 dB

20 dBA
26 dB
22 dB

20 dBA
28 dB
24 dB

35
30
10
1.99 mA

30

115 dB

113 dB

Very poor
Medium
Poor

Poor
Medium
Medium

XLR -3

-

satin

160 g

Black or

satin

MEASURED RESULTS
Sensitivity (mV-Pa)
Self noise
A- weighted RMS
CCIR -weighted peak
CCIR -weighted RMS
Impedance 1121

12.1/12.5

BM -73
5.5

24 dBA
34 dB
30 dB

21 dBA

100 Hz

14

kHz
10 kHz

160
115
130

280

14
14
0 mA

0.98 mA

2.4 mA

89 dB

<40 dB
Poor
Medium
Very poor

1

Current at 48 V
Output for 1 Oe equivalent
SPL
Wind noise
Handling noise
Pop sensitivity

Weight

Manufacturers and agents

<35 dB
Very poor
Medium
Very poor

50g

28 dB
25 dB

Medium
Good
Good

320g

185

280

310g

MKH 406

140g

15
15

1.95 mA

170g

ACO: ACO Pacific Inc, 2604 Read Avenue, Belmont, CA 94002, USA.
UK: Audio Video Marketing Ltd, Unit 20/21 Royal Industrial Estate, Jarrow, Tyne & Wear
NE32 3HR.
Milab: Creative Trade Ctab AB, Knutsgatan 6, S -26500 Aastorp, Sweden.
USA: Camera Mart Inc, 245 West 54th Street, New York, NY 10019.
PMB: MB- Electronic GMBH, Postfach 60, Neckarstrasse 20, D -6951 Obrigheim, West Germany.
UK: Libra Electronics Limited, Bentfield Road, Stanstead, Essex CM24 8HS.
Sennheiser: Sennheiser Electronic KG, D -3002 Wedemark, West Germany.
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG.
USA: Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (NY), 10 West 37th Street, New York, NY 10018.
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ACO ACM48UP
Not very well known in the UK, ACO

manufacture a number of measuring
microphones very similar to the Bruel &
Kjaer products in addition to studio
microphones. The ACM48UP is a special
microphone intended for volume and user
applications and is available with a 13 in
gooseneck finished in black chrome like
the microphone itself.
The capsule which screws on to the
preamplifier is 3/4 in diameter with a
single wire connecting it to the
preamplifier which is in a 34 in diameter
by 1 11/16 in long tube internally
threaded in its base. A 21 in long 4 -way
screened cable emerges from the
preamplifier's base with one core and the
shield being the ground connections, a
second core the nominal 48 VDC
polarisation voltage taking no current
and the third core a +9 VDC supply
measured at 2.28/1.70 mA for the
preamplifier supply for the two samples
provided.
The fourth core is the audio output
which floats at +4 VDC and presents a
very low source impedance at all
frequencies. The sensitivity of the two

REVIEW
REVIEW
samples was very closely matched to
within 0.3 dB with the frequency
response of the two samples being
effectively identical with a rather large
deviation in the 8 kHz area as shown in
the frequency response plot.
Plotting the polar response showed the
microphone to have a mild cardioid
pattern with a well balanced frequency
response over ±90° to the front.
The noise performance was average
with the microphone being very sensitive
to wind noise and prone to `popping' on
speech.

The review sample was supplied in a
strong carrying case with foam filling to
hold the microphone, its connecting unit
and accessories. These include an
excellent anti -vibration mount, a special
stand adaptor for vertical mounting, and
a massive windshield. In addition there
are 2.5 m and 7.5 m connecting cables
with 6 -pin Tuchel locking connectors for
interconnecting the microphone and its
connecting unit plus four colour coded
XLR leads for interconnecting the
connecting unit to the desk.
Further accessories include four XLR
to jack adaptors, four colour coded small D

rather tight fitting windshield it was
sensitive to wind noise, fitting the
windshield cured this and having good
handling noise and pop sensitivity
parameters this appears to be a very
good hand microphone which is
extremely robust but rather heavy.

PMB PMB -Q
The PMB-Q is an unusual microphone
employing four capacitor capsules in a
variable configuration intended for stereo
recording using normal or MS

techniques.

t.

_

Milab BM -73
As standard this microphone is supplied
with a stand adaptor, windshield and

microphone cable. The microphone itself
which is surprisingly heavy has an
exceedingly strong grille to the front
with an XLR -3 plug built into the base,
the complete unit being finished in a
slightly shiny black chrome.
A slide switch in the body, which can
be operated manually, inserts a low
frequency filter to compensate for the
proximity effect with powering being by
means of the standard +48 VDC
phantom system at 0.98 mA.
The grille screws on to the microphone
body for access to the capacitor capsule
or replacement of the grille in the
unlikely event that it be damaged -so
strong is this microphone that it could be
used as a hammer!
Reference to the polar plot shows a
good cardioid characteristic with a well
balanced front response at 10 kHz and
below with the 16 kHz output falling off
rather rapidly off axis.
The two frequency response plots show
the effect of the highpass filter and the
intentional peaking around 5 kHz which
the manufacturer claims ...adds
crispness where full harmonic detail is
needed'.
This was a very quiet microphone with
a typical sensitivity for a capacitor
microphone and an adequately low
output impedance. Whilst without its

B VTR
type
s
of today
c4
Most
te1com
wp
M05
with
are equipped

Users already selected telcom c4
as the most suitable NR System
for type C VTRs. The new telcom
c4 units are now designed to

improve the sound of type

C

lower
distortion from tape, better
crosstalk attenuation, improved
headroom plus a 25 dB gain in

VTRs. telcom c4 creates

dynamic range. No line-up procedures. telcom c4 units for VTRs

Contact: Audio & Design Calrec Ltd.
Unit 3, Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne,
Reading, RG 8 7 JW, England
Phone 07 34 86 10 88; Telex 848 722 ADR UK

,

are available for 1, 2 (stereo) and
3 channels, for simultaneous
encode/decode and automatic
switching.
Furthermore, telcom c4 is used in
connection with ATRs, line and
satellite transmission. Don't you
also need super sound for stereo
or copying?
Just contact us for further information.

Telecommunications
ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
Lindener Str.15 D -3340 Woltenbüttel
Phone 105331) 83 -0 Telex 95651 ant d
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE PLOTS

ACO ACM48UP
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windshields, batteries and a desk stand.
Reverting to the microphone, the body
is a 11/4 in diameter by 51/2 in long tube
with a 6 -pin Tuchel plug in its base. An
approximately ,yk in stalk extends from
the top of the tube with two microphone
capsules (colour coded red and yellow)
being mounted back to back at right
angles to the stalk.
Two further microphones (colour coded
blue and green) are again mounted back
to back at 90° to the first pair on an
extension to the stalk with this pair
being rotatable ±30° with spring loaded
detents.
This system for four microphones
mounted at 90° to each other feeds the
connecting unit which has a 6 -pin Tuchel
socket at the rear to accept the
microphone outputs which are then made
available at four colour coded XLR
108
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100
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sockets. To the front of the connecting
unit are two self illuminating type
locking pushbutton switches and a
potentiometer calibrated 0 to 10.
One switch selects the powering
between external phantom +48 VDC
powering at 2.4 mA or internal battery
powering by means of two 22.5 V, PP3
dimension batteries which fit into the
side of the connection unit. The second
switch changes between XY operation

when the four microphones are
electrically independent or MS operation
where the outputs are available at the
red and blue outputs. In this mode of
operation the potentiometer changes the
base width electrically.
The standard four capsules have a
cardioid polar diagram as shown in the
polar plot, the performance being very
good over a wide angle. The four
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Quantec heralds a new era. A revolution in acoustic versatility. Every sound environment
is obtainable at the push of a button.
Acoustics are no longer bound by the specific configuration of a room, but can be used
to emphasize a scene, enhance or improve a sound or enrich a musical composition.
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capsules supplied were closely matched
in polar response and frequency response
on axis which as shown in the plot was
rather disappointing at high frequencies
with a rapid roll -off above 15 kHz.
In view of the form of construction of
the microphone the lack of flatness at
3 kHz and above is not surprising with
both the cardioid capsules and the
optional omnidirectional capsule
supplied, the latter having a better low
frequency response than the cardioid
capsules but a disappointing polar
diagram.
The four cardioid capsules were closely
matched in sensitivity (within 0.6 dB) as
tabulated with the omnidirectional
capsule being less sensitive at
4.7 mV /Pa. This was also reflected in the
noise performance which was not
outstanding.
For most applications the use of
windshields will be mandatory,
particularly in one suggested application
as a table top `conference' microphone.
Certainly this is an interesting
microphone offering many possibilities
with the positioning of the capsules and
their polar diagrams being variables.
The capsules and the microphone body
being finished in slightly shiny black
together with the relatively small size
make this an unobtrusive unit.

Sennheiser MKH 406
and MKH 416
The two types finished in black are of
3
in diameter tubes
with the XLR (optionally DIN) plug at
one end and a heavy duty machined
grille at the other end. The less
directional MKH 406 has a few side
ports at the working end with the ports

similar construction:

in the more directional MKH 416
extending most of the length of the tube.
Both types are 48 VDC phantom
powered and use the Sennheiser RF
microphone technology where only a low
voltage at around 8 MHz is placed across
the capacity of the capsule. A very low

output impedance makes these
microphones insensitive to loading with
the high sensitivity dictating some
caution as mixer inputs could be easily

overloaded.
The microphones had a good noise
performance; the MKH 406 had a flat onaxis frequency response, the MKH 416 a

slight mid -frequency boost with the
response falling off above 15 kHz. These
characteristics agreed with the plots
supplied with the microphones.
Reference to the polar plots shows both
microphones to have fairly classic
characteristics for the type of
microphone. The MKH 406 was very
sensitive to wind noise making the use
of a windshield essential for outdoor
applications. In studio applications the
microphones were rather sensitive to
external magnetic fields making some
caution necessary to avoid power

cables.

INTRODUCING
MARSHALL'S NEW

357.

For information on the new AES -357, the AR -300 Tape
Eliminator and the legendary 5402 Time Modulator, contact:
BRITANNIA ROW LTD.,
35 BRITANNIA ROW, LONDON N1 8QH

TEL: 01 -226 3377. TELEX: 268279 BRITRO G
Exclusive Distributor, U.K.
MARSHALL ELECTRONIC
Well make your day.

Marshall Electronic /Box 438 /Brooklandville, MD 21022/301 484 -2220
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technical report by Hugh Ford

but also
allow it to dynamically insert timecode
offsets either manually or from
internally stored offsets with a resolution
of 1/80 of one timecode frame.
Existing options are a remote control
unit handling the transport and locator
functions plus record ready and editing
scissors for the 1/4 in version (a factory
installed option).
The design of the tape transport is a
new departure for the MCI /Sony stable
as it is based on a ribbed alloy casting
relatively light in weight. This is
attached to the sheet steel sides and
base, the sides having a charcoal coloured alloy trim which contains two
hinged carrying handles at either side.
All tape transport components are
secured to machined reference faces
on the top surface of the casting
for the timecode head position

-

SONY APR -5000
The Sony APR -5000 series of tape
recorders is one of the new
generation of machines making
liberal use of microprocessors not

only for the tape transport
control but also for alignment of
the audio functions.
Three types are available for a choice
of mounting. In addition to the desktop
mounting version reviewed, there is a
version for mounting in a console similar
to the Ampex ATR -100 allowing the
machine to be tilted in the console and
one for 19 in rack mounting.
Basically this is a 4 -speed machine
which can operate at any sequential

three speeds in the range 3:1/4 in /s to
30 in /s. Currently there are 1/4 in mono,
stereo or 2- track, and 1/2 in 2 -track
versions available but later this year one
with centre -track timecode operating at
the three higher speeds only will be
introduced. This will have an inbuilt
timecode generator covering EBU
timecode plus SMPTE timecode with and
without drop frame. At the moment its
final configuration is not known but it
will have a single timecode head with
internal re- generation of the timecode so
it will be capable of advancing or
retarding the timecode. This will not
only enable the machine to compensate

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION

Frequency response:

Record/reproduce with wide profile head option)
30 in /s, AES
40 Hz to 28 kHz +0.75/ -2 dB
15 in /s, NAB
30 Hz to 24 kHz +0.75/ -2 dB
î "z in /s, NAB 30 Hz to 20 kHz +0.75/- 1.5 dB
Record/sync (with wide profile head option)
30 in /s, AES
40 Hz to 20 kHz +0.75/ -2 dB
15 in /s, NAB
30 Hz to 20 kHz +0.75/ -2 dB
71/2 in /s, NAB
30 Hz to 10 kHz +0.75/ -2 dB
Signal to noise ratio: (Record /reproduce, ref to
510 nWb/m; unweighted 20 Hz to 20 kHz)
Mono
2 -track
Timecode
30 in /s, AES
15 in /s, NAB
71/2 in /s, NAB
Weighted dB (A)
30 in /s, AES
15 in /s, NAB
71/2 in /s, NAB

70 dB
68 dB
67 dB

65 dB
62 dB
62 dB

74 dB
70 dB

70 dB
67 dB

65 dB
62 dB
62 dB

70 dB
67 dB
70 dB
67 dB
67 dB
Distortion: harmonic distortion: 510 nWb /m,
1 kHz fundamental 3rd harmonic: 30 in /s AES
<0.35%; 15 in /s NAB <0.52q; 7'/ in /s NAB <1.6'4.
2nd harmonic: 30 in /s AES <0.10'4; 15 in /s NAB
<O.10'7; 71/2 in /s NAB <0.10 '4. 3'4 3rd harmonic:
30 in /s AES 1040 nWb /m. Fluxivity level: 15 in /s
NAB 1020 nWb/m; 71/2 in /s NAB 1,000 nWb/m.
Distortion is primarily a function of tape
formulation and bias setting used. All

specifications are typical and may vary.
Bias frequency: 400 kHz.

Erase frequency:

112
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Depth of erasure (ref 250 nWb/m): At 1 kHz
better than 80 dB.
Amplifier electronics: Input impedance 10 k4
balanced; output impedance 1200 balanced;
output clipping 24 dBm.
Speeds: Fixed 3%, 71/2 and 15 in /s or 71/2, 15 and
30 in /s; variable ±507 around fixed speeds.

Configuration:

'/4 in 2 -track NAB; !a in 2 -track
'/4 in IEC centre -track timecode.
Reel sizes: Available with NAB A, 31/2 or 7 in;
NAB B, 101/2 in; DIN 1000 m, 111/2 in; NAB type

DIN;

12!! in.

Tension:

51/2

oz ±1/4

at all play speeds, beginning

to end of reel.

Long term speed stability: Better than 0.02'4.
Wow and flutter: 30 in /s <0.0257, DIN 45507
weighted; 15 in /s <0.0357e DIN 45507 weighted:
7' in /s <0.055q DIN 45507 weighted.
Start time: To 0.19e DIN 45507 flutter; 101/2 in
reels: 30 in /s 900 ms, 15 in /s 500 ms, 71/z in /s
500 ms.
Rewind time: 2,400 ft -110 s, 4,800 ft -170 s.

System weight: 85 lb.
Dimensions (whd): Table type OA-480x410x
520 mm; stand type OA-560 x 1,090 x 520 mm.
Manufacturer: Sony Corporation, PO Box 10,
Tokyo Airport, 149, Japan.
UK: Sony Broadcast Limited, City Wall House,
Basing View, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LA.
USA: Sony Corporation of America, Professional
Audio Products Division, 9 W 57th Street, New
York, NY 10019.

making machining of the casting
straightforward as all important
reference faces are at the top. They are
not however all at the same height.
Direct drive is used for the DC reel
motors which can accommodate a
maximum of 12 1/2 in reels, the spindles
being designed for cine -type spools. For
NAB spools a 1.02 mm flexible plastic
conductive shim is used to compensate
for the different spool width with collet
fixing adaptors of good quality providing
good positioning of NAB spools. (My
calculations suggest that this shim is too
thick.) An adaptor for European -type
spools is also available.
The reel motors and the DC capstan
motor are secured to the bottom of a
plate which in turn is secured by three
Allen screws to the top of the casting,
making removal very easy. Each reel
motor is fitted with a solenoid- operated
band brake and a Hall- effect sensor for
detecting speed, the latter each having
two adjusting potentiometers.
From the pay -off reel the tape passes
over a fairly large diameter guide, which
like the other rotating guides is fitted
with miniature ball races. Following this
is a ceramic spring loaded tension
sensing arm which is similarly equipped
with a Hall- effect sensor before the tape
timer roller which has a further sensor
with two adjustments.
Next, the headblock is of very solid
construction based on a 9.2 mm thick
alloy plate which is supported by three
hollow stainless steel posts. The latter fit
over stainless steel pins secured to the

reference face of the casting and are
secured to these pins by three captive
screws. The connections are via a loosely
mounted 78 -way `D' connector.
A maximum of four heads are slung
below the headblock plate, heavily spring
loaded against a small plate secured to
the block plate. The small plate is
secured by a single screw with a
screwdriver- operated cam for wrap
adjustment. Allen screws fitted into the
small plates and accessed through holes
in the main plate provide adjustment of

A SUPERB NEW RANGE OF PRE - PACKED CABLES
Awide range of configurations, lengths and colours. A fine
selection made from the finest possible materials - From the
experts in cabling
!

SIGNAL CORDS
MIC CORDS
M.I.D.I
INTERFACE CABLES
VIDEO CABLES
A/V
AND MANY MORE
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AMIX, unknown two years ago, are now the leaders in France
in on -air and post production audio products for radio and
television studios. More than 350 radio stations are using the
well known CSL AV modular mixers.
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Modular Mixer CSL AV 20
The CSL AV 20 mixer is part of a line of modular mixers with
external power supplies and main frames able to accept 8, 12,
16, 20 or 24 channels. Available modules include :
Mono input module with balanced mic and unbalanced line
inputs.
Stereo input module with pick up and unbalanced line inputs
Telephone insert module
Stereo output module with compressors
Stereo output module with talkback section
Mono auxilliary output module
Monitor module
These modules can also be fitted with either carbon conductive film faders or PENNY AND GILES conductive plastic
faders. All inputs and outputs can be transformer balanced.

SOUNDWIRES LIMITED
20

VlcWnr Road

New Brunei Herlfordahgre

EN49PT England
Telephone 01 449366319942
Telex 8955127 SGAL G

SOUNDWIRES

652 Glenbrook Road
Samford CT 06906 US it
Telephone (2031 324 2889
Toll free 1180013 GABLES
Telex 643678

PLUGS & JACKS

Master MC turntable
BROADCAST turntable fitted with a quartz controlled D.C.
motor having a speed adjustment of ± 10 % displayed on an
8 segment led.
Start time : 0,4 sec (for quarter rotation)
Start and stop by impulse switch on turntable. Remote control possible
RIAA preamp with line level output
Monitoring loudspeaker for cueing with level adjustment
On -air safety module with control lamp inhibits operation of
the built -in stop switch
Signal cut during run -up (duration : 0,2 sec).
A

different termination, different sizes all from one
source. Some attach to cable without a soldering iron;
a screwdriver will do! Our products are performing
world wide in audio, video, telecommunication,
medical, electronics, broadcasting and a wide variety
of other equipment. Yet the price is modest. Send
for your copy of our catalog #AP-110. Or call for a
sample today!

Ram

SUC!
TEL

Truly a supermarket selection. The quality products
match all the standards in use today. Different color,

:

ZONE. INDUSTRIELLE DES CHANOUX
62 -66 rue Louis Ampere
93330 NEUILLY S/ MARNE FRANCE
From 25 october (1) 43.00.96.30
300.96.30.
(1)
TELEX 240779F SNE

ATRflICS

LTD

Box 84, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL62YZ, United Kingdom
Tel: (0628) 781008 Telex: 847591 Fax: (0628) 25791

P.O.

:
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azimuth, zenith and height. The access
holes are normally covered with a trim
to discourage knob twiddlers.
At the entry to and exit from this
substantial assembly, fixed stainless
steel guides are fitted beneath the main
headblock plate the first head location
being for the timecode head-no dummy
head is needed if this is not fitted. Then
follows the staggered twin -track stereo
erase head and the metal stereo record
head before the needle- bearing flutter
roller and the metal replay head.
Whilst the finish of some parts could
be improved, this is a well- engineered
headblock which is very quickly and
easily changed. Separate headblocks will
be available optimised for the high or
low speed combinations and different
track formats. A clever idea is that each
headblock contains an 8 -way DIL switch
which tells the electronics if it is a high
or low speed block and if it is mono,
2 -track or 3- track, and has three
switches for identifying up to eight
different blocks. The functions of these
switches are printed on to the trim below
the headblock, this trim and the trim
over the reel motors being very easily
removed for maintenance.
Below the headblock twin tape lifters
are solenoid- operated with a second air damped solenoid operating the twin hum
shields located over the record (sync) and
replay heads.
From the exit guide in the block the
tape is passed via an optical tape
presence sensor to the 12.60 mm
diameter ceramic capstan which operates
on the base film side of the tape. The
large diameter rubber pinch roller is self
aligning and is operated by a very clever
linkage which not only allows the use of
an unusually small solenoid but also
allows very simple tension adjustment
just by moving a small spring.
The final component in the tape path
is a small diameter roller guide close to
the capstan. All that is needed to convert
the machine to '/z in operation is a
change of headblock, two roller guides
and the tachometer roller. The operation
takes seconds as the rollers are spring
loaded within the screw -on caps on to the
reference faces.
The electronics are on a number of
high quality printed circuit boards and
mainly interconnected by ribbon cables
with insulation displacement connectors.
All components are clearly identified and
most integrated circuits socketed.
The record and erase heads are fed to a
screened box on the top surface of the
transport casting, containing matching
transformers and components plus
record/sync switching relays.
Folding down the front panel of the
recorder reveals a screened card cage on
the left. This contains the audio master
printed circuit board and one board for
each of the possible three channels
(stereo plus timecode). An extender board
(the review one had a wiring error) is
114
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provided for servicing these boards which
have two potentiometers on the master
board and five on each audio board. The
master board multiturns set master bias
and erase levels with one potentiometer
on the audio board adjusting 0 VU and
the remainder unconnected with normal
machine alignment.
All normal alignment functions are
done via the central processing unit
which feeds digital information to 8 bit
D/A converters on the audio boards.
Eight bits allow 256 possible settings
which in terms of a conventional
potentiometer is a resolution in the order
of

1 °.

The alignment keyboard is on the
folded down section of the front of the
machine -I will come to the alignment
functions and the tape control functions
later. The latter are to the bottom right
of the transport with the central
processing unit under the panel and the
power supplies to the right of the audio
card frame.
A printed circuit board on the top
surface of the transport in between the
reel motors provides drive for the
solenoids and deals with tachometer
signals. This board has four
potentiometers. Removing two screws,
which are not captive, and hinging down
the rear panel reveals the reel drive
board fitted to a heatsink on the rear
panel, this board also has four
potentiometers, for gain and tension
adjustment. These are the only manual
alignment facilities the rest being
controlled by computer.
A second printed circuit on the rear
panel, behind which there is another
board secured vertically to the transport
casting, provides digital interfacing and
remote control functions. Normal remote
control functions are at a 50 -way `D'
connector on the rear panel which sends
and receives TTL levels with the
exception of the three outputs for driving
external VU meters.
The remote connector includes all tape
movement functions, tape lifter, fader
start, tape direction, capstan reference
in /out, record ready, erase and bias
indicators, tachometer output, other
information and two +5 VDC lines at
0.5 A.

Twin paralleled 9 -pin `D' connectors
provide an RS -422 serial computer
interface working to the proposed
SMPTE /EBU protocol with an internal
DIL switch setting the machine's
address. Details of this interface were
not available at the time of writing.
Other communications with the outside
world at the rear panel include XLR
connectors for three audio channels
(stereo plus timecode track) and for the
timecode input and output, a 9 -pin 'D'
connector for noise reduction,
record/repiay switching and an IEC
power connector and supply fuse.
Two BNC connectors form an input
and output for calibration

instrumentation, the connectors being
switched automatically between the left
and right channels or both (the outputs
being summed) during the calibration
procedure.
The final part of the machine is the
meter bridge which is supported on a
stalk at the rear of the machine. The box
of the meter bridge can be tilted for the
best viewing angle. The bridge optionally
has a monitor loudspeaker section to the
right which has a volume control and
two illuminated pushbutton switches for
selecting either or both tracks.
Up to three metering sections may be
included, the audio track metering
sections having an illuminated VU meter
and six momentary pushbutton switches
with inbuilt LEDs. Three switches select
input, replay or sync as sources and the
fourth is a record ready switch. The
remaining switches located next to
potentiometers select calibrated or
uncalibrated input and output levels.
In each metering section there are red
LEDs for bias and erase indication and a
yellow LED identified `ALN' giving
warning that the alignment procedure is
in action.
Within the tape movement control
section the conventional illuminated fast
wind, play, stop and shielded record
controls are at the bottom together with
an edit switch. The latter is inoperative
in all but the stop and play modes.
Normally in the stop mode tape tension
is maintained at 100 g with the reel
brakes off permitting rock and roll edit
location, however, pressing the edit
button releases the tape tension and the
start button then performs a dump edit.
The running tape tension in the run
and fast modes is also maintained at a
steady 100 g at the pinch roller with the
takeup tension when accelerating in the
fast modes being around 200 g-all
sensible tensions for standard play tape.
The fast winding speed wound a full
2,500 ft reel of tape in just under 2 min
giving a quite good (but not first class)
wind quality with matt -backed tape.
Above the movement buttons is a
lightly centre sprung roller identified
`MVC' (Manual and Velocity Control)
which performs two functions. Normally
moving this control in either direction
will shuttle the tape at varying speed,
according to how far the control is
moved, in either direction whilst
illuminating the green MVC LED next
to the control. Touching the MVC control
when in the fast wind modes gives a
storage wind mode where the tape is
wound at a reduced speed of about
75 in /s to give an improved wind for
archiving.
Seven momentary pushbuttons with
inbuilt LEDs to the left of the panel
perform the following functions. Tape
speed is selected by sequentially pressing
one button with green LEDs indicating
`high', `medium' or low' speed; the
actual speeds are selected by the DIL
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switch in the headblock. Two further
switches when pressed inhibit the tape
lifters or the headshield -these
illuminate when activated and remain in
operation until pressed a second time.
Two buttons grouped together select
local or network (bus controlled)
operation with another activating the
timecode generator when fitted. Finally
in this area there is a spot erase button.
This flashes when activated waiting for a
channel to be put into the ready to
record state and the record button
pressed. The record button is then
illuminated and the spot button steadily
illuminated. Spot erasure can then be
done by moving the tape by hand
touching any other control will revert
the machine to the normal state.
The remaining control functions are
associated with two time displays
indicating up to ±23 hr, 59 min, 59 s plus
frames in the timecode mode and a 0-9
numeric keyboard with ±, STOre and
RECall keys. Next to the tape time and
the locate time displays are individual
reset buttons and buttons which transfer
either display to the other.
These all work in conjunction with the
varispeed, locate and repeat buttons.
When the varispeed button is pressed its
LED flashes and the lower (locate time)
display shows the percentage speed
deviation from the nominal tape speed
over the range ±507 in 0.19 increments
without altering the current tape speed.
The speed display may then be edited
using the keyboard with any numbers in
excess of ±507 being eventually
interpreted as 50 %.
Pressing the varispeed button a second
time puts the machine into the varispeed
mode and steadily illuminates the
button. In this condition the locate time
display continues to indicate the speed
variation and moving the MVC control
increments or decrements the speed at a
rate from about 0.1 %/s upwards,
depending upon how far it is moved in
either direction. This facility can be used
with or without the tape moving in
record or replay.
The numeric keyboard always enters
the locate display, after which pressing
the locate button locates this time on
tape, the tape movement being very well
controlled with rapid action without any
overshoot or hunting.
Up to 30 tape times can be stored by
entering the time into the locate display
from the keyboard and then pressing the
store button followed by the store
number. Recalling the stores into the
locate display is done by first entering
the store number (0 to 29) and then
pressing the recall button. After a 5 s
delay the time appears in the locate
display.
To use the repeat function, which can
only operate in the replay mode, the
start time is entered in store 28 and the
end time in store 29. Pressing repeat
then cycles over this section of tape

-

using the play and fast rewind functions.
Whilst the repeat function operates on
negative tape times it does nothing if the
entered start time is after the entered
end time.
All these facilities are very simple to
use but confusion can be caused as store
numbers less than 10 must be entered
with a zero as a prefix. The 5 s delay
between entering the store number and
the appearance of its contents was
irritating and could be far shorter. With
the exception of an unduly noisy cooling
fan in the recorder it was quiet in
operation but engaging the pinch roller
made a fairly loud acoustic click.

As previously mentioned the alignment
controls are on the fold down front panel
which is hinged at the bottom and
secured in its closed position with two
spring clips. Ribbon cables connect the
alignment section to the other electronics
and I feel that they should be protected
where they pass over the hinge.
As stated earlier there are no
potentiometers in the alignment section
with all normal alignment controls being
replaced by 8 bit D/A converters which
are driven from internal digital
memories loaded from the alignment
section. Each tape speed has three sets of
memories for all parameters with each of

a
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rapid alignment. With the above
parameters the display range is 00 to FF
(256 settings).
Unlike most recorders there are four
unusual adjustments for each tape speed
which are set for all tracks together.
These are selected by pressing a control
key together with one of the level keys
or record HF key which are marked with
secondary functions in a rather unclear

up to eight DIL switch -coded headblocks
having its own set of nine memories
(three speeds by the three memories per
speed) giving a total of 72 complete sets
of alignment data. The machine also
takes note of the type of headblock
(mono, stereo, timecode) such that in
practice there are at least 108 separate
sets of alignment data. This data is
stored in battery- backed memory so the
data is not lost when power is removed.
Examination of the alignment section
reveals a number of white momentary

blue.
The first two secondary functions
provide replay and sync head gap
compensation which is particularly
useful at low tape speeds and at high
frequencies. The second two functions
relate to feedforward and feedback
compensation in the record amplifiers.
These functions, which optimise the
frequency response of the record
amplifiers, have only eight settings for
feedforward and 16 settings for the
others.
During alignment the rear panel
calibration input and output may be
used as an alternative to the normal
audio connections.
Storing the alignment data is very
simple. Firstly the control and store
buttons must be pressed simultaneously
as a safety feature. One of the three
preset store buttons is then pressed and
all alignment data is stored in that
memory- simple!
These preset buttons are used to select
which of the three alignment settings is
used at a particular tape speed. First the
tape speed is selected and then the
desired preset button pressed, after
which the recorder remembers the last
preset selected for each tape speed.
Special labels are provided with the
recorder and fit next to the preset and
tape speed buttons /indicators to show the
current settings as illustrated in Fig 1.

pushbuttons with internal yellow LEDs
and a 2 -digit hexadecimal (0 to 9 then A,
B, C, D, E & F) display.

As in normal calibration procedure, the
first operation is to select the desired
tape speed which is done with one of
three speed buttons. After that the
desired track is selected by two buttons.
One selects all tracks and the other
sequentially selects the fitted tracks
1

to 3.

Next the desired equalisation standard
is selected by three buttons giving NAB
equalisation, IEC equalisation or
timecode equalisation. For setting the
audio equalisation all tracks must be
selected so that the tracks must have the
same equalisation and at 30 in/s the IEC
standard is the only available setting
corresponding to the 15 Ns AES standard.
Having got this far the buttons are in
familiar groups of individual level, low
frequency and high frequency buttons for
the play and sync modes plus bias, high
frequency and level controls for the
record section. These `controls' are set by
pressing the desired track and function.
The status display then indicates the
current setting in hexadecimal with
increment or decrement buttons
increasing or decreasing the setting and
the display.
A worthwhile feature is that after
pressing the increment or decrement
buttons the display continues to count up
or down slowly until the button is again
pressed. Simultaneously pressing control
and increment, or control and decrement,
increases the counting speed to assist
FIG

Inputs and outputs
The electronically balanced inputs could
accept in excess of +22 dBm into a
constant input impedance of 13.5 k52 with
the common mode rejection from 200 Hz

balanced inputs with the input accepting
a maximum of +22 dBm into a load
impedance of 22 kSt. The unbalanced
calibrate output could deliver +22 dB.7V
when driven by both channels of 6 dB
lower from single channels when the
output level was 6 dB below the main
audio output. The impedance of this
calibrate output was very low but the
current drive capability waA also low so
it is important to avoid loading this
output by instruments with a low input
impedance such as a 600 52 termination.
Replaying a fluxivity of 320 nWb /m
showed that the output level range was
about -12 dB.7V to +15 dB.7V from
either the sync or replay heads with the
adjustment at mid range being to within
0.1 dB, rather better than is normally
possible with adjustment potentiometers.
The input monitor level settings had a
more than adequate range with between
- 10 dBm and +16 dBm input being
required for an indication of 0 VU.
However, whilst control of the record
level had an adequate range it could
benefit from more gain as between
-7 dBm and -20 dBm was required to
record a fluxivity of 320 nWb /m on 3M
226 tape, meaning that the setting was
rather near the minimum gain.
The internal monitor loudspeaker,
which is muted when headphones are
inserted into the jack socket at the front
of the recorder, had plenty of gain with
the maximum output to the headphones
being 11.5 VRMS from a very low
impedance suitable for driving low or
high impedance headphones.
Of the more interesting outputs at the
50 -way `D' connector the external
metering outputs followed the VU meters
with +4 dBm corresponding to 0 VU
from a very low source impedance. The
capstan reference output was a 8.72 µs
pulse from +0.1 to +3.7 V with a
repetition frequency of 19.21679 kHz at a
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to 200 kHz shown in Fig 2 which is not
corrected for the high frequency roll -off
which exists above 40 kHz.
At the unbalanced rear panel calibrate
input the sensitivity was identical to the'
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LPS 5500
THE POWER WITHOUT COMPROMISE
First of all: the power: 500 watts continuous average output power per channel into 4 ohms, thanks to the use
of a double power supply largely under-run (35 amp /400 volt rectifier bridges. 30 000 mFd filtering capacitors
per channel).
But the LPS 5500 is not only that!
MHz
It is also modular designed which makes easier an eventual service, use of 175 W /200 volts /16 amps /8
for
the
best
power transistors, rugged 2 mm thick hardened steel chassis, which guarantees a perfect rigidity
reliability, paralleled balanced or unbalaced inputs on male and femaele XLRs efficient protections (line. DC.
thermal), a power -on steadying circuit. lateral mounted cooling fans and 30 amps output terminals.
Frequent tests during the manufacture process enables reliability and regularity of the specs. Consequently.
we offer a warranty for a 3 year period covering spare parts and workmanship. on all possible manufacture
defects.

ilea
CH-E5

lil

CH-A

/ ,

OUiI'UI13

e.

MONO- STEREO
INPUTS

OUTPUT A

INPUTA

SPECIFICATIONS
Power output per channel (8 ohms, 20 -20 000 Hz, THD 0,1 %):
(4 ohms, 20 -20 000 Hz, THD 0,1 %):
Bridged (8 ohms, 20 -20 000 Hz, THD 0,1 %):

1

325 W
500 W
000 W

Total harmonic distorsion (rated output, 20 -20 000 Hz): 0,1%

SMPTE -IMD (rated output): 0,1%

Frequency response (rated output): 20 Hz to 20 kHz + 0

-

0,5 dB

Damping factor: 200/1 (8 ohms)
Hum and noise: 100 dB below rated output
Inut sensitivity:

1

V, rated power into 8 ohms

Input impedance: 14 k ohm /symetrical, 9

k

ohm /unsymetrical

Crosstalk: 75 dB
Weight: 27 kg

LAZARE ELECTRONIC - 14, RUE CONDORCET - 75009 PARIS -FRANCE
TEL. : 878.35.64 - TELEX: 648496 (LAZARE)

tape speed of 30 in /s and pro -rata at the
lower speeds.
The tachometer output signal was also
proportional to tape speed giving a
rather jittery signal at 240.003 Hz at
15 in /s with an amplitude from 0 to
+4 V. The tally signal had a similar
amplitude.

-

with a good high frequency roll -off above

fell at lower tape speeds.

30 kHz.

The overall record/replay frequency
response using 3M 226 tape over -biased
by 2 dB at 10 kHz at 71/2 and 15 in /s or
1.5 dB at 30 in /s is shown in Fig 4 for
the three tape speeds. These show 'a very
good performance at all tape speeds
using the manufacturers' recommended
setting for the replay gap compensation
and record feedback and feedforward.
Given time and trouble these frequency
response plots I believe can be improved.
Commonly the sync reproduce
frequency response is rather lacking in
recorders but reference to Fig 5 shows
that the performance of this machine is
quite outstanding.
The full range of all equalisation type
settings was examined at 30 in/s and
71/2 in /s. There are nine equalisation type
settings for each tape speed. So I have
not included plots of all the enormous
number of measurements made. Where I
mention wide ranges, do bear in mind
that each adjustment has a resolution of
1 in 256 (with three exceptions) such
that fine adjustment was always simple.
Within the replay and sync chains the
low frequency equalisers had a 10 dB
range at 50 Hz with plenty of margin for
adjusting to the NAB or IEC low
frequency requirements. The high
frequency equaliser was similaly well
appointed with a 20 dB range at 10 kHz
capable of aligning to any high
frequency time constants.
A feature not found on many recorders
is the secondary gap correction which
has the possibility of 16 `settings'
starting to have effect at 10 kHz with a
6 dB range at 20 kHz.
Using the aforementioned bias with 3M
226 tape, the record high frequency
equalisers by themselves had a limited
range of 6 dB at 20 kHz, however, the
feedforward and feedback facilities which
have 16 steps and eight steps respectively, considerably increase this range. In
order to show the full frequency range of
these the response was plotted at 30 in /s
with Fig 6 showing the mid -high effect
of the feedback equaliser and Fig 7 the

It was easy to set the replay
equalisation to the 30 in /s AES 17.5 Ns
standard and to the NAB and IEC
standards at 15 and 71/2 in/s to great
accuracy. Using BASF and MRL
calibration tapes the response could be
set to within ±0.5 dB reference 1 kHz for
all tones on the tapes in the replay

Frequency response

mode.

The frequency response from the inputs

This also applied to the sync mode at

to the outputs in the input monitor
setting was very flat as shown in Fig 3
FIG 3

30 in /s above 63 Hz but as is to be

expected, high frequency performance
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TABLE la Machine only
Measurement method
22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A- weighted RMS

CCIR-weighted RMS
CCIR-weighted quasi -peak
CCIR -ARM ref 2 kHz

TABLE lb Machine with tape

1

I

kHz

as

68 dB
78 dB
71 dB
68 dB
78 dB

Measurement method
22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A- weighted RMS
CCIR -weighted RMS
CCIR -weighted quasi -peak
CCIR -ARM ref 2 kHz

69
76
70
66
76

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

Reference level (320 nWb /m) to noise
75,2 in /s
15 in /s
in/s
64 dB
68 dB
59 dB
55 dB

65dB

high frequency effect of the feedforward
equaliser.

Noise
Output noise in both channels was
measured with respect to a fluxivity of
320 nWb /m in the replay and sync
modes, in the edit mode without moving
tape and with machine erased 3M 226.
The differences between the two- channels
and between normal or sync replay were
unusually consistent with differences at
any tape speed being less than 0.5 dB.
In view of these consistent results
Table 1 does not show separate
tabulations for the two channels or the
sync and replay modes, the tabulated
figures refer to AES equalisation at
Studio Sound, October 1985
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30 in/s and IEC equalisation at the lower

speeds.
Noise in the muted mode was very low,
however, when using the outputs in the
unbalanced mode whilst the output noise
remained low it depended very much
upon the precise output configuration. It
was preferable to ground the low side of
the output for minimum noise, then the
gain that the high side did not rise by
precisely 6 dB as it would with a true
balanced output.
With or without the head hum shields
in position the mains frequency
components in the outputs were minimal
and well below noise, and no other
unwanted tones were noted in the
outputs.
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Distortion
Clipping of the replay amplifiers
occurred at a level 17.5 dB above
320 nWb /m giving a satisfactory margin
for all current types of tape with the
record amplifier being capable of driving
a level +25 dB above that required to
record a fluxivity of 320 nWb/m on 3M
226-a very good margin here.
Using 3M 226 biased as previously
described, the maximum output level
(MOL) for 3% 1 kHz third harmonic
distortion reference 320 nWb /m was
+10.2 dB at the two higher tape speeds
or +7.5 dB at 71/2 in /s. At the MOL the
second harmonic distortion was very low
with both forms of distortion being below
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CLUE is a unique computer

-based

logging, autolocation and editing system,
designed for use withVCR's, especially
those employed in digital audio mastering.
It provides superior counter / timer
displays, stores extensive information
concerning each take in a session - title,
start location, length etc - and provides
intelligent autolocation based on this
logged data.
CLUE also allows frame - accurate
editing of digital material encoded
using Sony's low -cost digital processors
PCM -F1 and PCM 701ES, as well as the
PCM 1610/1630.
Options available include a printer
interface that allows the creation of a

hard -copy record of the logged data, and
a time -code reader for more accurate
location; this will read both SMPTE and
EBU code.
CLUE will operate with either Sony
Betamax recorders or V series U-matics
or a combination of both.
CLUE will also handle both PAL and
NTSC video formats.
Space available here is too short to
do justice to CLUE's amazing facilities,
so send now for our full -colour brochure
that tells the full story.

HHB HIRE & SALES,UNIT I NEW CRESCENT WORKS, NICOLL ROAD, LONDON NW10 9AX. TELEPHONE: 01-961 3295.TELEX: 923393.
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REVIEW
0.25% at all three tape speeds 10 dB
below 320 nWb /m which would commonly
correspond to 0 VU.

Wow, flutter and speed
Wow and flutter was measured to the
IEC peak weighted standard at the
beginning, middle and end of a reel of
standard play tape and found to be

consistent within each tape speed.
At 30 and 15 in /s the wow and flutter
was well within specification at 0.16%
and 0.025% respectively, agreeing with
the manufacturers' test data. However,
at 71/2 in /s the wow and flutter at 0.05%
was on specification and far above the
original test data of 0.015 %. It was noted
that there was some instability in the
capstan servo system, particularly at this
speed. Sony have subsequently told me
that modifications have been made to the
capstan servo. These, I am informed,
improve the lock-in rate as well as
improving wow and flutter and
temperature stability.
Recording and replaying a 10 kHz tone
at 15 in /s whilst doing a 3.16 Hz
bandwidth spectrum analysis of the
output produced Fig 8 demonstrating a
very clean performance which was
confirmed by the clean sound of the
recorder.
Checking the tape speed from end to
end of an NAB reel of standard play tape
showed a speed drift less than 0.01% at
15 in/s with the relation between the

three speeds being within better than

Entering the varispeed mode with no
intended speed variation (0% varispeed)
produced a speed change of 0.45% which
was reflected as an error at all varispeed
settings otherwise the accuracy of the
speed variation was within the resolution
of the display.

1

dependent.
Finally the VU meters were tested to
the ASA standard and found to have the
correct rectifier characteristics and
ballistics.

Summary

Other matters

The Sony APR -5000 would not readily be
recognised as a machine from the MCI
stable because its mechanical and
electronic design is radically different
from earlier MCI machines.
The use of an alloy casting with
machined reference faces on the top
surface makes the machine very easy to
service with the absolute minimum of

The depth of erasure of a 1 kHz tone was
found to be 80/85 dB for the two tracks
at 30 in/s increasing to 85/90 dB at
15 in /s -both quite satisfactory.
Crosstalk between the two channels
when recording one channel with signal,
the other with bias alone, and then
replaying the unrecorded channel is
shown to be very good at high
frequencies in Fig 9 for 15 in/s. A very
similar performance was found in the
sync replay mode. When recording one
channel and replaying the other in sync
the performance was also good as seen in
Fig 10 for 15 in /s.
Recording 20 kHz on one track at
15 in /s and subsequently erasing the
adjacent track failed to produce any
measurable erasure of the 20 kHz tone
showing negligible leakage from the
erase head to the adjacent track.
At 30 in /s the recording and
reproduction of a 1 kHz squarewave was
good as shown in Fig 11 irrespective of
output loading.
Track to track phase jitter at 15 in /s at

mechanical and conventional electronic
adjustments. Both mechanically and
electrically the standard of construction
and finish is very good.
Certainly the digital storage of
alignment data is a very nice feature
which has many advantages over
alignment with conventional
potentiometers, but it is rather time
consuming.
In almost all respects this is an
excellent machine which will find
applications in a studio as well as in
portable use. I have noted a few
complaints in the text of this review but
being at a production prototype stage I'm
sure that note will be taken of any user
comments at this stage.
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FIG 8

OUTPUT SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

10 kHz is shown in Fig 12 to be about
±5° peak when using a sample of 3M
226 tape, this factor being rather tape

0.02 %.

FIG 10
RECORD /SYNC CROSSTALK AT 15 IN /S
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RECORD /REPLAY CROSSTALK AT 15 IN/S
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FIG 12

RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION OF
A 1 kHz SOUAREWAVE AT 30 IN /S

TRACK TO TRACK PHASE JITTER AT
15 IN /S AT 10 kHz

Cassette Portables
for the Professional
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Mosses & Mitchell
are the largest
manufacturer of Audio Jacks and
Jackfields in the UK. We are approved
suppliers to the BBC, British Telecom, Pye
Telecommunications and many other major
telecommunication companies throughout the world.
We manufacture a complete range of Audio Jacks &
Jackfields and offer a design and manufacturing
service geared to meet your specific requirements.
For further information and technical data on our
products contact:

MOSSES S.
MITCHELL
Mosses & Mitchell Limited

Weydon Lane. Farnham Surrey GU9 80L
Telephone: Farnham 721236 (STD 0252)
Telex: 858820

UHER CR 160AV Portable cassette recorder ONLY
with Dolby* B and C noise reduction,
£345
supplied complete with carry case.

MARANTZ CP430 Three head portable with
ONLY
off tape monitoring dbx and Dolby* B noise
£235
reduction, supplied with mains unit and carry case.
MARANTZ CP230 Two head portable with ONLY
Dolby* B noise reduction, supplied with
£191
mains unit and carry case.
SONY WMD 6C Compact portable with
ONLY
Dolby* B and C noise reduction, supplied
£185
with carry case and headphones.
*Dolby

is

the registered trade mark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Pricesshown subject to VAT

PLUS I full range of accessories, microphones, headphones,
rechargeable batteries, etc. Full guarantee and aftersales service.
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Invicta Works, Elliott Road,
Bromley,

Phone

0299

Phone us for details - or send this postage -free coupon today!
To: Michael Stevens & Partners, FREEPOST/no stamp required),

Homesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road, Bromley Kent BR 20Z
Please send me details of the following:
MARANTZ CP430
UHER CR160AV
SONY WMD 6C
MARANTZCP230
1

n

Please send me your full

equipment list and current prices

Name
Address

MARQUEE
ELECTRONICS
ARE PROUD
TO ANNOUNCE
THEIR APPOINTMENT
AS MAIN DEALER
FOR
dr, PRODUCTS

Ìtlarquu 1ctronicz

TELEPHONE: 01 -439 8421 41(
SHOWROOM OPEN FROM 8.30 TILL 11.00 AT NIGHT DURING THE WEEK
10 RICHMOND MEWS LONDON W1V SAG
.

/

MONITORS
GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS

PARAMETRIC EQS.

LITTLE DIPPERS
PEAK LIMITERS
COMPRESSOR LIMITERS

POWER AMPLIFIERS
TRANSCRIPTION PRE AMPS

X -Y PEN

PLOTTERS
ACTIVE DI BOXES

PASSIVE DI BOXES
ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS
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TAND
EASY

Synchroniser That Speaks
Your Own Language!

A

Our brand new CM250 synchroniser is a two part
rack -mount and control unit that should make
synchronising audio to video and audio to audio
a great deal simpler.
The control unit has an 80 character LCD display
to give full information on the status of the system.
It even has a `help menu' in a choice of languages
to guide you through the various functions of the
system. The CM250 is totally SMPTE compatible
and incorporates a code generator with later
software options for event controlling. It's available now for all current U -Matic and professional
VHS machines with interfaces for a wide range
of audio multitrack machines. There is so much
new and exciting to say about this system, you'll
simply have to contact us for more information.

MANUFACTURERS OF STANDS, RACKS AND SCREENS FOR THE AUDIO INDUSTRY.

Applied Microsystems
Bagshot Road, Chobham, Woking, Surrey GU24 8BZ.
Telephone: (09905) 6267. Telex: 8952022 CTYTEL G.
AUSTRALIA; Klaron Enterprises, (03) 613541. CANADA; Gorr Electro Acoustics, (416)868 -0528. DENMARK;
AB Music, (06)198733. FRANCE; Studio Du HBwu, (76) 880158. GERMANY; S.C.S., (7159) 7222. HOLLAND;
P.A.C., (040) 424455. ITALY; Startek, (051) 321063. NORWAY; Audátron, (02) 3520 96. NEW ZEALAND;
Maser Communications. (444) 3583. SOUTH AFRICA; Eltron, (011) 293066. SWEDEN; Stage 8 Studio. (031)
2240 90. SWITZERLAND; EMM Studio. (061) 728972. U.K; Don Larking Audio Sales. (0582) 450066. In the
USA, call' (213) 854 -5098.

Stands for all makes
of consoles
We can rack anything

for

than
you would think
less

(0

Studio Equipment Distribution
27

Guildford Street. Luton. Beds. LUI 2N0
Tel; Luton 10582) 452495

See and Evaluate the Valley People Model
440 Limiter /Compressor /Dynamic Sibilance

Processor at the following locations:
Australia (Sydney)
Rank Electronics Pty. Ltd.
(02) 449 5666

Denmark (Albertslund)
AEG Telefunken Dansk Elekt.

Kolinor Ltd.

(1) 64 85 22

(03) 260132

Austria (Vienna)
B. Kapla
(2252) 7459

Egypt (Heliopolis)
Alpha Audio
(2) 667086

Sontronics Elect. Equipt.
(03) 442233

Belgium (Dilbeek)
Trans European Music SA
(2) 569 1823

Finland (Espoo)
Studiotec Recording Equip.
(90) 514133

Sait Electronics
(2) 376 2030

France (Paris)
Schaeffer Riesser & Cie
(I) 723 5588

Brazil (Rio de Janeiro)

Savana Communications Ltda.
(21) 274 5009
China (P.R.C.)
Ace International Co.
(3) 74522343

China (Taiwan)
Linfair Engineering & Trad.
(2) 3214454

Germany (Heilbronn)
Audio Export Georg Neumann
(7131) 82275

Greece (Athens)
Bon Studio Sound System
(I) 36 33 572
Hong Kong
Radio People Ltd.
(3) 690217

Israel (Tel Aviv)

Norway (Oslo)
Siv. Ing. Benum & CO
(2) 44 22 55

Italy (Ancona)
Grisby Professional SRL
(71) 781494

Japan (Tokyo)
Electori Co. Ltd.
(3) 950 6266
600, 800 Series products
Kanda Shokai Corporation
(3) 254 3641
400 Series products

Netherlands (Amsterdam)
AEG Telefunken Nederland
(20) 510 5911
New Zealand (Wellington)
W. G. Leatham Ltd.
(4) 859 408

Singapore
Studer Revox Audio Pty.
250 7222
South Africa (Johannesburg)
Colosseum Acoustics Ltd.
(1

I) 23 4541

Spain (Madrid)
Telco S.L.
(I) 231 7840

Sweden (Stockholm)
Elfa Studio AB
(8) 730 0700

Switzerland (Regensdorf)
Gotham AG
(1) 840 0144
United Kingdom (London)
Turnkey Ltd.
(I) 202 4155

For Additional Information
In Europe contact:

Valley People International
C/O Gotham AG, Regensdorf, Switzerland
Telex 59222 gothm ch, Tele 0041 -840 -0144
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Outside of Europe:

GEXCO International Inc.
Telex 285261

Telephone 201 -653 -2383

PRECISELY.
Precise answers from
Toa's reference monitors.
23456

-.L._

1;11TI1lfi,lÍ111(111i1

How closelydoToa's reference monitors fulfil
standards set by today's professional engineers?
Precisely.
`'

,,,,...,,,,..

How well does the range match the demands of
commercial broadcast and studio control?
Precisely.

How suited are Toa's monitors for serious amateur use?
Precisely.

How well do Toa's monitors combine excellent frequency
response, low distortion, smooth crossover and wide
directivity?

ioA

Precisely.
Toa's range of reference monitors includes the 3 -Way 312 -ME, the
3 -Way 280-ME and the 2 -Way 265-ME.
Toa reference monitors. Precision units for precise audio reference.

Toa Electronics Limited,~`
Talfon Road
Hutton Industrial Estate

Hutton, Brentwood, Essex
Tel:

0277 233882

The

Valley People Introduces

Intelligent
De -esser
De- essers have typically carried the warning, For use on
vocal tracks only. While a few manufacturers have boldly
stated that their de- essers can be used on mixed program
material, experience has taught us that most of these
products restrict high frequency response, thus removing
the harmonic content of vocals, cymbals, and strings.

To overcome the "de- essing dilemma," the Dynamic Sibilance Processor in the Model 440 identifies only those components of sibilance likely to cause overload and distortion.
Two switch -selectable sensitivity settings allow the operator
to configure the DSP for use in the studio or sound
reinforcement environment, or for more critical
demands of broadcasting and master disk cutting.
Valley People International
GO Gotham AG, Regensdort Switzerland
Telex 59222 gothm ch, Tele 0041 -1- 840 -0144
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In either setting, the proprietary circuitry of the DSP
analyzes the sibilant waveform in order to detect and
cancel only the coherent and objectionable portions of the
sibilant sound, such as "whistles." By cancelling these

components instead of equalizing the signal chain, the
DSP does not color or affect the tonal balance of the
accompanying mixed program material.
We cordially invite you to evaluate the best de -esser at one
of the locations listed on the adjacent page. While you're
there, you'll find that a higher form of intelligence exists
in all of the functions of the Model 440 Limiter/
Compressor /Dynamic Sibilance Processor.

INC.
VALLEY
PEOPLE,
Nashville, TN 37204
O. Box 40306 2817 Erica
P.

(615) 383 -4737

Place,

TELEX 3785899

NASH AUDIO
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EQUIPMENT
SHOW
Tuesday 22nd October, 1985

Albany Hotel, Birmingham.
An informal show of sound
broadcasting equipment and
services.
ADMISSIOk BY II V1TATION

OW

available from any exhibitor or
the sponsors
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd.
FREEPOST,

Pangbourne

READING RG8 1BR
SPONSORED BY

BROADCAST
L

;
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-SYSTEMS -

SANKEN EXPANDS
DEALER NETWORK
Sanken Microphone Co., of Japan, proudly
announces that is has expanded its worldwide
dealer network for marketing the CU -41 unidirectional double condenser microphone and its related
accessories. The CU -41 is one of the first microphones
in the world to unlock the full potential of digital audio
recording. Dealers for the CU -41 (outside the U.S.) are:
Belgium

Norway

Radelco

Siv Ong Benum A/8
Box 2493, Solli 0203 Oslo 2

Italielei 179

TEL (03) 233 -7800
TELEX 31640 RADCO B

B -2000

Antwerpen, Belgium

Norway
TEL (02) 44 22 55
TELEX 17681 BENUM

England

South Africa

Turnkey
Brent View Road
London NW9 TEL England
TEL (01) 202 -4366
TELEX 25769 TKBAND G

Eltron (Pty) Ltd
PO Box 23656. Joubert Park
Johannesburg 2044. South Africa
TEL (011) 29 3066
TELEX 48 9416 SA

France

Sweden

3M France

Tal & Ton Elektronik AB
Kampegatan 16,S -41104 Goteborg
Sweden
TEL (031) 80 -3620
TELEX 27492 TALOTON S

Boulevard de IOise
95006 Cergy Ponto se
TEL (03) 031 -6423
TELEX 695185 TRIMI

F

Denmark

N

Switzerland

/Iudk2 S lydtekrvk ApS (SLT)
Helgesvet 9 -13, DK -2000

Kobenhavn F Denmark
TEL (01) 34 -1284
TELEX 22924 SLT DK

Sonosax SA
Route Cantonale 116. CH -1025
St Sulpice /Lausanne Switzerland
TEL 021 35 35 01 -02
TELEX 26 325 SX CH

The Netherlands

Australia

Stage Theater En Studiotechniek
Ankermonde 5, 3434 GA
Nieuwegein The Netherlands

Syntec International Pty Limited
53 Victoria Ave Chatswood
N S W Australia 2067
TEL 406 -4700
TELEX 02 70570 SYNTEC AA

-

TEL 03402 -65780

TELEX 76428 STAGE NI

MNGINEERING
Full exhibitors details from
POINT PROMOTIONS
18 Ferndale

Avenue
Reading RG3 3NQ
Tel: 0734 861078
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sanken
Japan's most original microphone maker
Sole agent Pan Communications. Inc. 5 -72 -6 Asakusa Taito -ku Tokyo
Telex J27803 Hi Tech Telephone 03- 871 -1370
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Sifam Panel Meters and Knobs

FOR SUPREME TECHNICAL

PERFORMANCE AND APPEARANCE
CLARITY R22Avu
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VU METERS
Sifam vu meters are the real thing! They meet in all respects the technical
requirements of the American National Standard C16.5 -1954 in terms of
dynamic characteristics, frequency response, harmonic distortion,
impedance, etc. There are three styles to choose from, each in three or four
sizes, all with the correct dial colour and alternative scale markings.

CONTROL KNOBS
What can be said about knobs
besides the fact that Sifam knobs
are the perfect complement to
Sifam meters. They combine the
best features of styling, function,
handling and easy assembly:
there are six sizes from 10mm to
38mm in black, red or grey: short
knobs, long knobs, wing knobs:
all with plug -in figure dials,
pointers and caps in a range of
colours: collet- fixing and push on types. Plus slider knobs.

PEAK PROGRAMME INDICATORS

-

These are available in three styles, again
in three or four sizes, fitted with a black
dial /white pointer and scaled either to
European broadcasting standards or
BBC specifications ED1476 and 7. Five
of them meet the technical requirements
of 8S5428:1981 and the others, though
they do not conform in every detail, are
made available by customer demand.
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AUDIO LEVEL INDICATORS
These too represent the Sifam
response to popular demand.
They offer a performance almost as
good as vu meters to ANS C16.5 but at
very much lower cost. There are two
sizes, both with a choice of three styles
of presentation. The taut -band
movement, combined with a technically- advanced core magnet and
contained within a 26mm dia. barrel, make these meters especially suitable
for portable mixers and recorders for stage and location use.
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Fully detailed literature on all Sifam products is available on request.

UK

USA

Sifam Ltd, Woodland Road, Torquay, Devon TQ2 7AY
Telephone: (0803) 63822 Telex: 42864
Selco Products Co., 7580 Stage Road, Buena Park, CA 90621
Telephone: (213) 921 0681 Telex: 655457
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Lyrec TR55 Master Recorder

Factory & Head Office
LYREC Manuf. A/S,

Hollandsvej 12,
Dk -2800 LYNGBY,
Denmark.
Phone: +45 2 876322
Telex: 37568 LYREC DK
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U.K. (Broadcast and duplicators only)
LYREC (U.K.) Ltd.,
13, Hampden Hill,

BEACONSFIELD,
Bucks. HP9 1BP

Phone: (04946) 4425
Telex: 838725 TTLG

Distributors to the Recording Industry
SCENIC SOUNDS (Equipt.) Ltd.,
10, William Road,
LONDON, NW1 3EN.
Phone: (01) 3871262
Telex: 2739 SCENIC G

CONVENTIONAL CROSSOVERS
HAVE BEEN PHASED OUT:

22AND.Ät23

AC

STATE VARIABLE

TIME-CORR5CTING CROSSOVERS
uniqúe combination of features in the AC 22 and AC 23 have literally redefined
the sonic performance capabi+ity of electronic crossovers:
Linkwitz-Riley filter configuration °eliminates the electrical phase difference at the
crossover regions inherent in 6, 12 and 18dB /octave designs.
24dß/Octave State Variable filters are more accurate and consistent,
yielding tighter and more reliable performance from speaker components.
Built-in 0 -2ms variable time delay allows easy electronic phase alignment of
speaker components for uniform dispersion and optimum frequency response.
Complete with 41- detent frequency selectors, auto- internal switching, muting
and a host of other features, the AC 22 and AC 23 can make a clearly
audible improvement in your system performance: more people will hear a
clearer, tighter sound. At suggested list prices of only $389 and $499
respectively, we've proved again that really smart technology can be affordable.
The

/MUSIC

LAB SALES

C

O R

P

O

R

A

T

I

O

N

6510 216th

SW,

72 -74 EVERSHOLT STREET, LONDON

NWl

1BY. 01

-388 5392

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 (206) 774-7309
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The Aphex Aural Exciter:
The Best Way to Improve Your Sound System.
By now you've probably invested in flan gers, reverbs, delays, and other accessories
for special effects. But, there's still some-

thing missing in your sound. The excitement of an Aphex Type B Aural Exciter.
The Type B generates the same psycho acoustic excitement pros have used for
years for that extra punch. The Type B

restores natural brightness, presence and
detail. Your live sounds fill the room with-

out all the problems of high frequency
EQ. Even multitrack tapes made on
narrow format machines sound like they
were made on expensive studio recorders!
All for less than $500.
Hear the difference an Aural Exciter can
make at your dealer today. Or, write us
for the name of your nearest dealer and
a demonstration record that's fun and
informative, "Trouble at Madame Dong's."

The Aphex Compellor;
Invisible Compression in Stereo or Mono.
The Aphex Compellor is the most
acclaimed compressor /leveler /peak
limiter ever made. With good reason...
you simply can't hear it work. It doesn't
add any color or other sonic effects. Best
of all, the Compellor is easy to use. Set it
once and it goes to work automatically...
inaudibly controlling your dynamics.
Ask your professional sound dealer for
a demonstration of the remarkable Aphex

stereo versions. Or write us for the name
of your nearest dealer and more information on the full line of innovative Aphex
products.

r

Compellor. Available in monaural and

Aphex Systems Limited
Atlantex Music Ltd.
3 Cadwell Lane, Hitchin
Hertfordshire SG4 OAG
Telephone: (0462) 31511
Telex: 826967

Aural Exciter and Compellor are registered trademarks of Aphex Systems Ltd., North Hollywood, CA
1985 Aphex Systems Ltd.

AUSTRALIA
East Coast Audio Sales.

Melbourne
AUSTRIA
AKG, Vienna

BENELUX
Trans European Music,
Dilbeek
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CANADA
AKG Acoustics.
Scarborough
DENMARK
SC Sound. Taastrup

FINLAND
Nores Oy. Helsinki

FRANCE
3M France
Cergy Pontoise Cedex
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GERMANY
AKG. Munich

JAPAN
Matsuda Trading. Tokyo

SPAIN
Neotecnica. Madrid

GREECE
Omikron, Athens

KOREA
Young Naksorisa. Seoul

SWEDEN
AB Betoma. Solna

HONG KONG
Audio Consultants.
Kowloon

NEW ZEALAND
Maser Comm.. Auckland

SOUTH AFRICA

ITALY
M. Casale Bauer. Bologna

SINGAPORE
Auvi Private Ltd.

Tru -Fi

Electronics

Wynberg, Sandton

SWITZERLAND
Audio Systems
PAS AG. Basil

TAIWAN
Unfair Engineering. Taipei

Wherever you go - for recording,
post -production or distribution - Dolby noise
reduction will be there to do its job.

Whichever path you choose,
your customers deserve good sound.
is a fundamental
production tool, holding back hiss, crosstalk,
and print- through at each production stage
whilst preserving the quality of the recording.

Dolby noise reduction

You can rely on the Dolby system.

DO Dolby

It makes it easier to reach your
destination with the sound quality you need.

R

Dolby and the double -D symbol are trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp L84/41

maintaining high quality with Dolby NR
346 Clapham Road, London SW9 9AP, England Phone: 01- 720 -1111

Sound sense

The famous 4104 STC developed ribbon
microphone, now distributed by Seasim
Controls Ltd. This robust broadcast quality

microphone is ideally suited for outside
broadcasting where there is a high level of
background noise, it has an excellent record
for reliability and is used widely by
broadcast networks.
Other microphones in the range include
the superb 4038 studio ribbon microphones
with a BBC specification making it an
outstanding choice for the orchestral hall
as well as the broadcast and recording
studio. The 4021 pressure operated moving
coil microphone for measurement
standardisation & high quality
studio work & the new 4160
which is a very reasonably
pricedCardiod Dynamic
Microphone

4104

As reviewed in

current issue of
Studio Sound and immediately

4021

available

Seasim Controls Limited
The Paddocks, Frith Lane,
Mill Hill, London NW7 PS
Tel: 01-346 9271. Telex 21 189

4038

1

24 hour export service worldwide.

Also available a full range of
Keith Monks microphone stands.

Write for brochure for
information on the complete range
of microphones.
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DEO DATA

A superb range of innovative loading
and duplicating technology

Worldwide

the leaders
Tape Automation Ltd, Unit 2, River Way, Harlow, Essex CM20 2DN.
Telephone (0279) 442946, Telex 265871 MONREF G quoting Ref: 84: AUL001

EUROPE

USA JAPAN

UK

.

INDIA

TRA
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

6.250.00
4,000.00
1.800.00
3,200.00
19,500.00
Studer A800 Autolocate and remote
8,500.00
Studer A80 16 -track
5,000.00
Studer A80 8 -track
2,500.00
Studer B67 stereo. console VU
650.00
Studer C37 stereo, valve
12.500.00
Lyrec TR532, 24- track, 32 memory autolocater
9.500.00
Lyrec TR532, 24- track, autolocate
2.500.00
Lyrec TR55 stereo console 14 inch reels
12,500.00
M.C.I. JH24 24-track autolocate Mklll
2,500.00
M.C.I. JH110 stereo on console
2,000.00
M.C.I. JH110 stereo on console
500.00
Ferrograph studio 8 stereo on console
700.00
Ampex ATR700 stereo
1,200.00
Proline 2000 stereo on console
5,000.00
Q Lock 310 with 2 ATR interfaces
7,500.00
Dolby M24H noise reduction unit
5,500.00
Dolby M16H noise reduction unit
each 375.00
Dolby A360 noise reduction unit
4,000.00
Neve Kelso 10 -2 portable mixer, flight case
3M M79 16 -track tape recorder, mint cond.
3M M56 16 -track
Studer A67 stereo, console
Studer A8OVU stereo

Trident series 80, 32 -24
Trident series 80B, 32 -24, 3 months old
Quad eight, 32 -16 -24

14,000.00
19,500.00
7.000.00
1,200.00
900.00
2,200.00
P.O.A.
750.00
500.00

AKG BX20 XL
Master Room XL305 Stereo Reverb
EMT 140TS plate
Various Scamp modules
J.B.L. 4315 loudspeakers
Audio and Design F500RS processor
J.B.L. 4350 speakers with BGW amps and
2.400.00
crossovers
215.00
Quad 405/2 amps, new
140.00
Quad 303 amps, new
1,400.00
Electrospace Time Matrix digital delay, new
500.00
H.H. Mos Fet V800 amp
AMS 1580S digital delay, pitch change and deglitch,
5,500.00
90 days old
995.00
Amber test set
260.00
Turner B302 amp, as new
450.00
Crown DC300A amp
350.00
Fairchild 600 conex
P.O.A.
Various second -hand microphones
200.00
Drawmer Dual gate

The above prices do not include V.A.T

TRAD
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ELECTRONICS SALES LTD
149b. St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts, WD2 5BB, England
Telex: 262741
Tel: Watford (0923) 47988/9

.....tried, trusted,

TRIDENT

S CPIICS

C:3

E3 CD CD

t f1'# ! t! r t ! .

1111 6*

s

ó

ÿ

¡ ¡ÿ

,i

SCIQIICS

j

SCIIICS

80B

Quality that speaks for itself !
Trident Audio Developments Ltd.

TRIDENT

Shepperton Studio Centre Shepperton Middx. TW170QD,U.K.
Tel: Chertsey (09328) 60241. Telex: 88139282 TRIMIX G
Trident U.S.A. Inc. 280 Mill Street, Ext, Lancaster, Mass 01523 U.S.A.
Te1:617- 365 2130/ 617 368 0508 Telex: 951546 294105
-

-

TRIDENT
1:3:3

The Time Code circuit of the
NAG RA T -Audio TC allows it to:

- record and reproduce SMPTE /EBU time
0.35mm center track
read a played back
and an incomming time code signal
generate 24, 25, 29.97 and 30 fps
time code as well as 29.97 fps
drop frame with a stability
of ± ppm
chase and lock to an incomming
time code at 0.25 to 60 times
normal speed
synchronise to an external time code
with variable offset as fine as one bit
resolve tapes with either Nagrasync or
Neopilot sync
interface with control
systems through
code on

a

- simultaneously

-

1

-

-

its RS 232C
or RS 422 ports

NAGRA KUDELSKI
of course
the audio quality,
versatility, and
dependability, are what
you have come to expect
from NAGRA
just this side of perfect.

r

KUDELSKI S.A.
Switzerland
phone (0211 91.21.21

Nagra- France (1) 271 .53.30 Paris
Italia srl (06) 591.09.32 Roma
FR.G. Nagra Kudelski gmbh (089) 65.66.33 München
U.K. Hayden Laboratories ltd (753) 888.447 Chalfont St Peter
U.S.A. Nagra Magnetic Recorders Inc. (212) 840.09.99 New York
(213) 469.63.91 Hollywood
F.

I. Nagra

Technical Project's new microp . cessorcontrolled MJS401 D, Audio Measurement
System is a powerful cure for test
frustration, leaving engineers with more
time and energy for solving problems.
Here's the prescription:
FAST Accurate. clear, multi- standard

Noise and Level measurement.
FAST Totally Automatic THD
measurement.
FAST 4 Digit Frequency Display.
FAST Unique "below noise" crosstalk
measurement.
FAST 1.5dB Expanded Scale
magnifies variations.
107 to 45 dB range to measure any
device.
Linear volts scales too.
Function interlock recalls settings,
speeding repeated measurements.
"Plug in and go" options, all field

installable
Balanced in and floating out for minimal
earth noise.
Speedy recovery from accidental
overload.
RF and oscillator breakthrough
abolished.
Optional IEEE -488 for automatic testing.
Get your engineers the tool for efficiency
TecPro's MJS401 D Audio Measuring

System - they deserve the best.

-

Technical Projects Ltd.
nit

2,

Samuel White's Industrial Estate,
WTSle P031
England.
ilex 869335 TECPRO G

2id.

MSMULTIMIX
TOTALLY MODULAR

-

True modularity to really meet your requirements,
in theater and multipurpose hall installations.
family of some 20 different input, grouping,
fader, metering and output modules.

-A

---

Special modules for control room and
headphone monitoring, test signals, talkback,
remote control etc.
Heavy duty steel chassis.
Transformer balanced inputs and outputs.
Wide range meters, 60dB display.

MCA; MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED
AUDIO SYSTEM

--

---

Stores up to 600 cues (scenes) on floppy disk
Controls up to four tape recorders.
Assignable digital fader and meter to set and
control output levels.
Eight output groups.
System operation by single cue entry push
button.
Pocket terminal for remote control and cueing.
Optional speaker switching matrix.

SCENE

AUDIENCE

ICING

i

MCA
REUO'E

MULTIMIX

no111-11..

MS-AUDIOTRON
Laitilantie 10

FINLAND

00420 HELSINKI 42

e

90- 5664644

Telex: 125778 msa sf

i

I

ÍI
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VACUUM

COMPRESSOR

BMPIIFlffl 1968
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DYNAMIX

MAIN
DEALER

DEALER

PROFESSIONAL STUDIO EQUIPMENT
SECONDHAND PRODUCTS FOR SALE
Otari MTR 10 Stereo machine (mint)
Otari MTR 90 autolocate
Otari 50/50 MK3 8 -track
MCI JH 116 24 -track
MCI JH 114 24 -track
Trident TSR 24 -track 112 months old mint)
Lyrec 24 -track with autolocate
Soundcraft T20 ''h inch Master Machine
Tascam 44 Ex -demo )SMPTE)
Tascam 35 2B Stereo
Soundcraft 16 -track @ 30 imps only
3m M79 16 -track recorder
Tascam 80 -8
Soundcraft 762 Mk 3 9 months old
Soundcraft 800b 24/8/16 as new
Soundcraft 1600 new with stand 24/16/24 with patch
Soundcraft 2400 28/24 with patch 4 yrs old

£3.950
£995
£ 1,650
£13,250
£14,500
C12,250
E12,250
£4,200

Soundcraft 800 console 24/8/2 with 18- channel extender
Soundcraft series 2 16/8/2
Amek M1000 Road desk 2-years old in superb order
Trident 70 series console 28/16/24
Helios console 1978 revamped 80 28/16/24 nice one
MCI JH 400 28/24 with JH50 Automation superb condition
JH 400 28/24 5 yrs old

WE ALSO STOCK NEW PRODUCTS SUCH AS DYNAMIX 3000, AMS BOSE
TAC TRIDENT, TANNOY QUAD, DRAWMER, BELL

E790

£770
£5,350
£5,750
£1,350
£10,600
£4.650
£7,900
£6,000

SOUNDCRAFT CONSOLES IN STOCK

£ 3.900
£1.100
£7.500 o.n.o.
£9,900
E7,000
£16,750
E9,000

EMT 240 plate with remote

E2,250
£1,250
£2,250
£710
E200

Bell stereo noise reduction
Lexicon PCM 60 reverb

£175
£1,500
E265
E240

Stocktronics plate with remote
Roger Quested monitors with ATC crossover
Tannoy Little Reds new in the box
Bose 301 monitors
Bose 802 monitors

POA

Ibanez GE1502 Graphic
Vestafire SL200 Com /lim new

MCI JH400 28/24 with JH50 Automation (superb)
£16,500
MCI JH542 42 in -line console with automation
£34,000
Trident TSM 40/25/40 Frame 36/24/24 fitted with automation, 3 years old £38.500
AHB Syncon A 28/24 with fully wired patch bay
£7,500
Soundcraft 1600 series console 32/16/24 mon (new in stock)
£9,500

AMS 1580 mono with two 408 cards
JBL 4401 monitors s/hand
Lexicon 224x with 3.2 seconds
Trident two -channel lim/compressor
Trident parametric TC
Aces 12/2 P/A mixer new

POA

£175
£4,750
E300
E295
£395

WE ARE CONSTANTLY ON THE LOOKOUT FOR USED EQUIPMENT. PLEASE GIVE US A RING.

RING TONY BAYLEY ON 061 -483 9563/4299 anytime or WRITE TO US AT:
4 CHEVIOT ROAD, HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK7 5BH

Tel: 061 -483 9563/4299

Telex 666576 HTNRGSG

Subscribe
Now'
- - - =__________
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magazine for 12 issues.
cheque /postal order /International Money Order
payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for £18.00 UK or
£24.50 Overseas. US rates: $40 surface, $75 airmail.
Please send me
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JOIN THE AUDIO PROFESSIONALS
You want to know what's going on in the world of
professional sound, be it in music recording, new
equipment, techniques or live sound reinforcement.

(please tick box)

1

CREDIT CARD NO
SIGNATURE

MPS%

Credit card holders can order
by ringing 01 -760 0054,
quoting your credit card number

ysimply

NAME
ADDRESS

There's only one answer, subscribe to
STUDIO SOUND.
STUDIO SOUND gives you the hard facts, techniques and opinions which cannot be matched by
any other publication in the field.

Keep in touch
Subscribe to Studio Sound Now
The International Publication for the
Professionals in Sound

EN EN
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You're obviously interested in professional audio.

1

enclose

Or debit my credit card account

1
1
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MN ME

1
(please print in block capitals)
Commencing with the
issue
understand that
am
committed to one year's subscription to the above magazine, and should wish to
my
cancel
subscription, no refund will be made.

1

I

I

I

To:
The Subscriptions Department, Link House Magazines Ltd.,
Central House, 27 Park Street, Croydon CR10 1YD.
Tel: 01 -760 0054
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The SM83 has been
specifically designed to
provide superior quality
in
reproduction
sound
professional broadcasting, film,
and related sound reinforcement sts
applications. It features a wide
range frequency response,
specially tailored to provide
more natural sound. This
response is achieved
by an electronically
created dip at 730 Hz
to overcome the
chest resonance
phenomenon,
and by an acousgenerated
tically
high -frequency boost
above 3 kHz resulting in
a cleaner, more pleasing
sound than other lavalier
mics. In addition, a 12 dB per
octave rolloff below 100 Hz
helps reduce room noise and
other undesirable low- frequency

SPEND MORE TIME MAKING:
MUSIC FOR AUDIO

MUSIC FOR VIDEO

MUSIC FOR FILM

MUSIC FOR MONEY!
it's

SMPLGet the most complete synchronizer system on the market today! You'll
spend more time making music while the SMPL System's 10 point
autolocator quickly locates audio, video and MIDI tracks and synchronizes
audio /audio, audio/video, MIDI /time code.

SMPL supports all North
American and European video
and film formats.

Automatic punch

punch

in and

out, time

code

metronome, recorder remote
control and many more user
friendly production tools are
at your fingertips.

signals.

And, all this costs a lot less
than you ever imagined.
See the

SMPLT.M.

System

Now available with

SMPLTM Lock and

MIDI instrument sync
option...at your local
music or pro audio dealer.

COMPUTER MUSIC STUDIOS
Park House

Llanyenech

Dyfed

South Wales

'

Telephone 0554

821310

Precision Manufactured
t&Iphaion Audio Interfaces
I

Our audio interfaces are made to the highest
possible industrial standard and fulfill the toughest
safety and electrical requirements.

Take for example:
Our DI /Safety Box SM -500

specially designed for
the safety- conscious
broadcast engineer.
Total electrical isolation
from the musicians
instrument to his own amp
and to the mixing console.
(Isolation voltage 2500 volts).
Our Active Two -Channel Audio Distributor MPV -la

for broadcast mobile recording and/or transmission.
Splits each channel into four ways with gain of
0 dB, 6 dB, 12 dB, or 18 dB. Isolation voltage 2500 V
between primary and secondary. Built -in 48 V
Phantom -Supply.
We manufacture:

Audio Transformers O Audio Distribution Transformers o Audio Distribution Systems o Direct
Injection Boxes o Impedance Matchers o Voltage
Pads o Miniature Precision Microphones.

Write for specification sheets:
West -Germany: alphaton, P.O. Box 1129, D -6233 Kelkheim
USA: alphaton, 506 Indian Creek Drive, Roanoke, TX 76262

The

Shure -developed

amplifier supplied with the SM83 is
compact, lightweight and can easily
clip onto a belt or fit into a pocket. It
is powered by a standard, readily available nine -volt battery or by simplex
power from an external source or
virtually any microphone power supply
providing 5 to 52 Vdc simplex voltage.
And, the amplifier has extensive RF and
hum shielding to reduce the effects
of electromagnetic and electrostatic
microphone
interference. The
easily detaand cable are
amplifier for
ched from the
To minieasy storage.
mize cable
visibility,

A

the SM83's

from the
cord exits
side and can be easily hidden behind
a tie, blouse or shirt. This unique
design feature combined with the
microphone's innovative mounting
hardware, small size and non- reflective black finish provide for an inconspicious on- camera appearance.
The SM83 is supplied with a versatile
system of hardware that permits a
wide variety of unobtrusive mounting
techniques. Three mounting means
are provided: a single -mount tie bar;
a dual -mount tie bar (for mounting
two microphones simultaneously);
and two multi - purpose mounting
blocks which may be connected to a
lanyard, or sewn, pinned or taped
onto clothing. Also supplied is an
acoustic windscreen for outdoor use.
The SM83 is extremely rugged and
In
reliability.
outstanding
offers
addition, it is field -serviceable. The
cartridge assembly is accessible by
simply unscrewing the microphone
cap. Cable replacement requires only a
screwdriver, no soldering is necessary.

The New Shure SM83.
For an Immaculate

Personal Appearance.

SHUE

HW International 3 -5 Eden Grove London N7 8E0 Tel 01 -607 2717
1:37

cgivqRE Star -Quad Cables

ffD

FED

Aluminium tape
screen star-quad

Individually
insulated
star -quad
multicore cables aluminium
tape screen.

Speaker cable

\

microphone
cable.

Flexible star -quad
microphone cable outstanding
low temp.
performance.
Heavy -duty
star -quad
microphone
cable.

Individually
insulated
star -quad
multicore cables - braided screen.

Combined video/
power/audio/
intercom cables.

Small diameter

star -quad
microphone cable.

n, JA

FUTURE
DEVELOPMENTS
114 Wardour Street, London
3DG, England.
Tel: 01-434 3344 & 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G. Cables: Allotrope- LondonWl.
ffD

P.O. Box 3DG,

Listen! Here's the new low cost AXR
The superb new AXR professional
audio connectors from ITT Cannon are
now available from PSP. From the
makers of the famous *XLR, they
offer the highest standards at a
very attractive cost.
The streamlined AXR retains the
many excellent physical and
electrical characteristics of the
XLR and incorporates important
improvements such as superior
cable clamping, grounding lugs on all
pin versions and better RFI protection.
The AXR is available in sixteen shell

SOUND
CONTROL
STUDIO EQUIPMENT SALES AND

styles, in from 3 to 7 number of ways and
there's an LNE mains version.
The AXR will be among the most
competitively priced connectors of its
type on the market.
For more details, including the new
catalogue, contact Michael Pegg or
Ann Squires at PSP on 01 -998 9061/9.

PSP ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Unit 2, 2 Bilton Road, Perivale,
Greenford, Middlesex UB6 7DX
Telex: 8954609

NEW

FOR

MAINTENANCE IN IRELAND

Fast, efficient installation and servicing
STUDIO EQUIPMENT HIRE SERVICE
MAIN AGENTS FOR
SOUNDCRAFT, D.D.A., REBIS, BEL, SOUNDTRACS,
C-DUCER, DRAWMER, NEUMANN, AMPEX, REVOX,
YAMAHA, CONNECTRONICS
used studio equipment bought + sold

Contact John Connolly at
10 DONEGALL PARK AVENUE,
BELFAST BT15 4ET
Tel: (0232) 772491/771555
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A4 size STUDIO SOUND binders are now
available (each holds 12 copies).
Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in
smart black binders with the title in gold
block letters on the spine.
At only f3.50 each
including inland and overseas postage
and packing. Send your order with
cheque or postal order to: Modern Bookbinders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name
and address and the relevant magazine
title).
OVERSEAS READERS MUST SEND
MONEY ORDER

I

LINK HOUSE GROUP

(Limited number of old
size binders available).

When you're in the studio
you wart the best.
Innovative products using the latest technologies
Sophisticated, versatile equipment to create originality
At Electrospace Developments Limited, we
have an international reputation amongst
engineers for meeting all these criteria -and more.
And, you won't need a small army of
technicians to get the best from our products.
Products like our new Gate and Strate Gate,
unique Audio Gates which have a level of precision
and control that needs to be seen -and heard -to
be believed.

Like the Spanner, the industry's first digital
panning system which gives infinitesimal adjustment
and variation for both mono and stereo inputs.
And like the next generation of technological
engineering which we are today developing into
tomorrow's products.
Contact our UK distributor, Britannia Row
Limited, for full technical information on
01 -226 3377.

Figaririnctirtra.
ELECTROSPACE DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED

= THE SOUND OF QUALITY

Electrospace Developments Limited, 39/41 Newnham Street, Ely, Cambridgeshire, England. Tel: 0353 61251/2
Authorised dealers: Turnkey - London,

-202 4366/01 -637 1701 Don Larking Audio Sales- Luton, Tel: 0582 450066/0782 24257
Carlsbro Sound Centre- Nottingham, Tel: 0602 581888

Tel: 01

Drop -in, drop -out, trigger effects, remote control...
QuPlay does it all (for less than you think) automatically!
QuPlay...as versatile as you.
Works without using up valuable
tracks or the risk of stretching your
valuable master tape.
Accepts programming by time code driven devices.

Trigger external effects, bounce
tracks, start 2 -track tape
machine automatically.

Control drop -ins via
footswitch in recording
area, or patch through
on tie -lines from

Does not need batteries or
mains power.

Acts as conventional
remote control.

Allows multiple
drop -in of a fixed
length sound effect
by shifting
record
win ow.

Drop everything and listen. Whether you're a recordist
who plays a bit, or a player who records alone, you'll know
you can't do both jobs at once. QuPlay changes all that.

Free to play...and free to think
This brilliant new device will memorise drop-in
points, trigger external devices and functions as a
remote control. Leaving your hands, and head free to
get on with more creative things.

Save time, stop mistakes
Just program QuPlay to carry out your instructions
then you can concentrate on getting the performance

right. The operation is quick and efficient and you
won't run the risk of wiping or clipping a perfect take.

control
room.

Only a minute to master
We designed the QuPlay to help you. In operation,

it's simplicity itself; after one demonstration
you'll wonder why you tried to manage

without it.

Rugged and reliable
Housed in a tough steel box
measuring just 17 x 11 x l5cros,
QuPlay is still light enough to
permit one-hand use. And with its
long remote cable, it'll give you
mobility between instruments and tape
machine, control room and studio.

Provides
unique pre -record
rehearsal facility with
arm /disarm buttons.
Program drop -in points, spot
erase, track clear confidently
without risk of accidental erasure.

Accurate even after 20 passes
If you DO need twenty takes at a drop -in (maybe you
should be thinking of a new career) QuPlay will stay
locked on cue.

From MTR90 to Model A80
QuPlay is designed to interface with all the latest
multi-tracks from state-of-the-art 24-track to the more
compact personal recorders.

Selfpowered
Actually, strictly speaking. QuPlay draws its power
from the tape machine it's plugged into. But what this
means in practice is that it's never going to run out of
batteries at the crucial moment.

A silent partner
Its nerves are unshakeable, performing precise drop ins after hours of operation. It doesn't get tired, irritable

or angry however long you work.

Affordable
How much longer can you afford to be without a QuPlay?
In fact, when studio time is being paid for by the hour,if it
saves just one mistake it could well pay for itself.

Want one?
Post the coupon or, phone Don Larkin, Turnkey,
Audio Services Ltd., Future Music or Music Labs today.
(Please phone QuPlay for a list of foreign stockists.)

Post today for free brochure and local stockists list

Name
Address
I

Telephone: (0707) 44616 today.
24hr answering service
Telex: 8951182 GECOMS G. Attn.

QuPlay

I

I

Tape Model No

[QuPlay Ltd.,
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Private Studio
Commercial Studio
Southgate Road, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire, EN6 5ES

pleasetick

SS1

I
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AVAILABLE NOW

the new official
guide to APRS
members.
Published by STUDIO SOUND, the
number one sound recording magazine
in the world, in partnership with the
Association of Professional Recording
Studios. This completely new guide is an
essential reference source for
professionals in sound recording
throughout the world.

member studios
and overseas.
* Main cross referenced sections to
which studio has what, by consoles,
primary monitoring and tape
machines.
* Location maps divided into individual
geographic areas where each studio is
pinpointed by a reference number.
* Comprehensive cross reference
* Full facility listings to
UK

sections.
* Master studio address file.
* Manufactures/Agents section to what

they manufacture and or are agents for.
* Courses and facilities offered by UK
and overseas educational members.
* Handy AS size. 81/2" X 53/4 ".

Size A5
92

pages

Soft cover

ISBN 0 -86296 -029 -0
£3 I $5 net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

Please send me

copies APRS Producers Guide

1984/85.
£3.50 (UK). Overseas surface mail £4
Overseas airmail £6

USA surface mail $6
USA airmail $10

Includes Postage
and Packing

I enclose a cheque /postal order/Intemational money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount

Or debit my credit card
I

VISA

11)

Credit card No.
43

Credit card holders can order by simply ringing
ext 136, quoting credit card No.

ISlgned

I

I

01 -686 2599,

I

Name

Address

(please print)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method

J

CLASSIFIEDS

1-

Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 50p per word, minimum £12.50. Box Nos. £3.00 extra. Semi -display rates
on application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in DECEMBER issue must reach these offices by 9th OCTOBER addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (11 the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it
is in a business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A
statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st
January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller
The attention of advertisers is drawn to

Aiwc.tl
Qt ALIT)/ HIGH -SPEED and real -time audio
and video cassette copying and processing. Any
quantity. While you wait. 24 -hour, 7-days -a-week
service. Central London W2. GWBB Audiovision.
(X)
Tel: 01 -723 1583/5190.

Talk Limited

FOR HIGH QUALITY. REAL TIME. AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATION
stereo format cassette n, ope' reel masters

Y

speoal,ty

Rapid serva,

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE MAIN DISTRIBUTORS
Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank
precision wound cassettes C1 -120, labels, library cases
and cards, C- zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges.

(N)

TMM,"

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting

we

01 -251 3924.

a

Ring 0344 425200 ANYTIME for details or write to
6 ABBEY CLOSE, HARMANS WATER, BRACKNELL RG12 3NX

STREET COPYS-A CASSETTE COPYING
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE! We can
arrange collection and delivery of master tapes,
so for high -quality, real -time chrome cassettes
call Street Copys on

30.

Se,all runs

pressings, sleeves,
and demos),
labels. Fixed and mobile recording
TAM STUDIO,
studios. Free brochure.
I3a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01-3460033

i
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103 Washway Road
Sala, Cheshire M33 1 TY
Tel: 061-9051127

(masters

FOR QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE

cassettes,

(X)

CASSETTE DUPLICATING. Label and Inlay
cards printed or supplied blank. Shrink
wrapping. Rate card from AUDICORD
Records, 59 Mayfield Way, Harwell, Leicester
(M)
LE9 8BL. 0455 47298.

WHO SAYS YOU DON'T NOTICE THESE
SMALL ADS! For as little as L12.50 + VAT you
too could be getting your service message across.
For more details contact Kerr Duffy at STUDIO
SOUND. Tel: 01 -686 2599.
jbs records

MUSIC- SPEECH- COMPUTER

REAL-TIME or (Slow) HIGH -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from to 1000.. Computer
printed Cassette Labels. Speech and 4." reel -to reel
recording editing. Fast Security Delivery service.
1

RN records -a division of FILTERBOND LTD.
19 Sadler* Way. Hertford SG14 2DZ. 0992- SS11U.
TAPE HEAD RELAPPING

CASSETTE and '."
HEADS 1750.',"
1950.
I. 112 00. 2" 119.00 Prices
include VAT F. CARRIAGE
WE CAN HANDLE FULL
HEADBLOCKS IF REQUIRED
PHONE FOR DETAILS
Co,rtacl FAIRVIEW STUDIOS. WILLERBY, HULL. 0482453116

Fairview
Services

DIRECT FROM
OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MA
LEADERS
°

J

RRKET

~J

& Service

Revox &Uher Salesopen reel and cassette

projectors,
and repaired. Uher
35mm slide
Ibmm round
etc.. serviced
amplifiers,
Revox, Tandberg.
amp
Ferrograph,
available.
recorders,
contracts
Bell & Nowell, ag
agents. Maintenance
service
Showroom
approved
g 6l0ß25.
pagnell, Te1:090
our Amateur
-

et:

Visit
DS

High Street,

Port

Acoustics Ltd

MAGNETIC TAPE /FILM HEADS
We manufacture to order, f4 ", y, ", 1" and 2- tape heads
and a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard
prices.

BRANCH &.APPLEBY LTD.
Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA4 OYL

T

01-864 1577

01 -446 3218

WHY PAY LONDON RATES?
Professional Disc Mastering operation offering top
quality with over 20 years experience. Contact Brian
43 Sandgate Hill. Folkestone. Kent
East, "SuncIn to

DUPLICATING:
CASSETTE
GAUSS Loop -Bin TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

DUPLICATING
REELBROADCAST
OPEN
SPEC.)
(ANY SPEED - ALSO
SPEECH RECORDING
(VOICE- OVERS:LANGUAGES:AUDIO- VISUALS)
TO

SPECTRUM SOUND
0303 38752

Pfi-VS

01-540 2164

7 DAYS A WEEK 24 HOUR
EXPRESS STUDIO EQUIPMENT
HIRE SERVICE.

SALES

DIGITAL DELAY t1AHMU\ISl us
DIGITAL REVERS UNITS

TECHNICAL
SERVICES

DIGITAL RECORDERS

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.

DIGITAL RHYTHMCOMPUTERS

UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961

COMPRESSORS.51051 GATES

VIDEO EQUIPMENT

CLASSIFIEDS
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service and a comprehensea
studio and stride-, ,.n p, ,e,,.
design service

HIGH QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION AND
SPECIALISED LENGTH BLANK CASSETTES
ICM

Xeeholituzildia

C -O's

LeehoIme

Audio

Services

Ltd.,

350-4

Leabridge

DOES YOUR STUDIO NEED
A FACELIFT?

STUDIO REFURBISHMENTS
CALL THE SPECIALISTS

-

Road,

Layton,

AGFA /BASF TAPES

London.

ESTABLISHED IN
LAUNTON IN 1977, my
competitive services are
.ised by musicians, studios,
actors, record companies.
songwriters, comedians and
software houses

E10

Telephone 01-556 4748

SIMON STABLE PROMOTIONS
CASSETTE DUPLICATION

L

The Knightsbnoge stables, 20 West End,
aunton.Onan 13X6 OOF. Tel:0869 25 2831

nationwide. Comprehensive
mice list from:

VAT N.

738

203

79

\

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner

01 -868 5555

01 -866 5555

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Real time & high speed duplication

Blank cassettes wound to length

TEL: 061 -881 2402

Ttif PtflYBflCK STUDIO
15 Percy Street, _ondon W

Tel 01 -637 8392

AUD/O &V \OEO
MAXELL

FUI/

T.D.K.

SONV

and discover our pro. and home studio supply
service; studio documentation, custom leads.
ADO, 4 Auckland Court, London SE27 9PE.
(M)
01 -761 0178.

-

-

PUBLISON STEREO HARMONISER DHM89
all unused
B2 + KB 2000 KEYBOARD
cancelled export order. Best offer over
£3000 + VAT. Denis Tyler Ltd., Telephone: 02406
6262.

(X)

All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA, BASF Chrome and Maxell XLII tape available.
1

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

Let Saki expertise relap your tape
heads in London
Factory- approved laboratory and

USED STUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE?
Advertise it now in STUDIO SOUND
CLASSIFIEDS for as little as £12.50+ VAT. For
more details call Kerr Duffy at STUDIO
SOUND. Tel: 01 -686 2599.
DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
13a
Hamilton Way, London, N3 IAN.
(X),

Telephone 01- 346 0033.

training guarantees finish to original
performance specification
ALL MAKES RELAPPED

«-t

f%;

THIS MONTH GET OUR FREE BROCHURE

Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top-class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your 'Y4 in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. Ring for
price check.

Middlesex 58965.

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.

RECORD CONSTRUCTION LTD
01 -985 7573
100 C -60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo
Still only £59.50 (plus VAT)

NEW TRIDENT 80B 30 x 24 frame fitted 24 x 24
with E.Q. on monitors, £20,500. Available due to
frustrated studio purchase. Tel: Ashford

P,MPEX

Tapetek, 44A Brighton Road, London N16 8EG
Tel: 01 -254 5203 or 0860 317260 (mobile)
Replacement Saki heads from:
AV"
Tape Marketing, 13 Elm Road
Faringdon, Oxon SN7 7EJ

-.I.

SRKI
tsmmws

CASSETTE DUPLICATORS
SALES

SERVICE

MAINTENANCE

High speed cassette duplicators throughout the
United Kingdom and export.
GRAFF TANDBERG WOLLENSAK

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.
P.O. Box 2, South Chard, Somerset

0460 20988

3M WOLLENSAK SERVICING

OTARI 8 -track model MX5050
Mk III demonstration model, as
new, bargain price £3,300 VAT.
1-

Telephone: 10895) 36313
YOU NEED IT

... WE SUPPLY IT

FOR SALE -TRADE

Precision wound cassettes, high speed duplication. Both
using Ampex, Basf, Capital open -reel copying. Full printing
facilities (side labels & inlays). Major suppliers of Ampex
open -reel tape. Also razors. leader tape, splicing tape
spools and boxes, etc., etc.

YOU ARE NEVER FAR FROM A

PARTRIDGE

Rainhill Tape Specialists
31 Eccleston Street

Prescot, Merseyside L34 5QA
051 -430 9001

COMMUNITY

SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS

BROADCAST MIXER

We are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can

supply them in a wide variety of formats.
Send or phone for our full price list and size chart.
Telephone (0795) 28425 - 24 hours
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS - Se4 Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST
UNIT A4, SMEED -DEAN CENTRE
SITTINGBOURNE, KENT ME10 3RN

Fleet Road, Benfleet, Essex SS7 5JN
03745 3381 or 03745 3256 for full details.
56
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FOR SALE -TRADE

NE, O

AMEK 2500 series and ANGELA "To order"
T.A.C. MATCHLESS & SCORPION

'From stock or demonstration'
ALLEN & HEATH CMC 24 with

STUDER A80 MK iv 24 track
£23,181
LYREC TR532 24T inc. loc
£22,500
TASCAM MS 16 (in stock)
£5,995
M.C.I. JH 110BC 8T 1" (Perfect)
£3,500
TASCAM 480B (special price)
£2,495
TASCAM 38
P.O.A.
TEAC 80 -8 with Dx8 (mint)
£1,495
FOSTEX B16 from stock
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
FOSTEX A80 stock
FOSTEX AS (re -con. new heads)
£895
TASCAM 52 NAB/IEC record/play front
£1,595
panel switching
£1,295
TASCAM 52 new (1 only left)
REVOX PR99 HS NAB & ICE new
£895
P.O.A.
REVOX PR99 II HS
REVOX 677 II HS
P.O.A.
TASCAM 34 S/H (mint)
£795
£795
TEAC A3440 (new in box)
£695
TEAC A3440 Showroom Model
TEAC 33405 (V.G.C.)
£495
TEAC x 1000M (new in box)
£675
£695
TASCAM 32 (new in box)
£750
TEAC x2000M (new in box)
FOSTEX MODEL 20 New Model
£695
£425
TASCAM 22 -2 151PS 7" spool
TEAC A 3300 SX 2 Track
£150
TASCAM 234 4T cassette
£550
TASCAM 244 portastudio
£600
£550
FOSTEX 250 portastudio
TASCAM 144 portastudio S/H
£350
TASCAM PORTA 1 with P.S.U.
£345
FOSTEX x 15 portastudio
£243
FOSTEX MN 15 mixer /comp for x 15
£40
£195
TASCAM 255 syncassette 2T
TEAC CI MKU with Rx8
£495
TEAC V700 3H B&C
£295
£245
TEAC V707 auto -rev B&DBX
TEAC V360c B&C
£95
TEAC V330 B
£75
UHER 4200 (Brand new, all extras)
£675

COMMODORE COMPUTER
Interface, Software, Discdrive,
£2,395
Complete Package
ALLEN & HEATH SYSTEM 811 24:8:16 with
fully wired 128 hole patch bay and
£2,395
console stand
ALLEN & HEATH SYSTEM 811 16:8:2
£1,395
EX- SHOWROOM
£395
ALLEN & HEATH EX 8
£2,900
TRIDENT TRIMIX 10:8:2 (mint)
£1,350
STUDIOMASTER 16:16:2 new
£1,050
STUDIOMASTER 16:8:2 new
£495
STUDIOMASTER 8:4 new
£1,595
RAM MEGA
£695
RAM RM 16
£495
RAM RM 10
£ 1,225
SECK 18:8:2 in -line from stock
£695
A.H.S. SR SERIES 16:2 (on demo)
£495
SECK 12 -2
£345
SECK 6 -2
£695
M35
-demo
bargain
TASCAM
ex
New Model TASCAM M2116 (16/4/2) ... £725
£595
ALICE 128 (12:4:8) S/H
£195 cash
TEAC M2A
£125 cash
TASCAM MM 20 new (1 only)
PROMARK Mx3 8:4:2 new bargain
£330
£300
ITAM 10/8 S/H
£335
TASCAM new model 106 (on demo)

1
PRUL FRRRRH SOUYO
01-5491787 TELEX 94S114 FRRRRH

REVERS & D.D.L.

AMS RMX 16 & DMX 1580S plus keyboard
P.O.A.
interface in stocke
LEXICON 200
£3,995
£1,495
LEXICON PCM 60
£1,195
AKG BX20E
£ 1,195
ROLAND SRV 2000 digital reverb
ALESIS XT digital reverb (new prod) .. £629
£695
BEL BD 80 (2 secs)
£90
Keyboard interface
£350
YAMAHA R1000
ROLAND SDE 3000
£695
NOISE REDUCTION
P.O.A.
BEL BD 240 & 320
YAMAHA REV 7 (coming soon)
TASCAM Dx4D
£236 KORG SDD 1000
£295
TASCAM Dx2D
£193 DELTA LAB EFFECTRON JR S/H
£175
DBX 150
£250 KORG SDD 2000
£550
DOLBY 360 (1 only)
£295 YAMAHA D1500
£299
8/9 CHANS BEL
£295 (16 CHANS £500) BOSS DE 200
£245
£275
DIGITECH RDS 1900
COMP/LIM/EXP/GATE
IBANEZ DM 500
£ 150
£495
AUDIO & DESIGN complex as new
£795 IBANEZ HD 1500 HARMONISER
IBANEZ
HD
1000
£275
DBX 165A (new)
£695
B.S.S. DPR 402
£595
DBX 166 (new)
£560
DRAWMER 201, 221, 231 and new 1960
BOSE 802 pair
£650
from stock
P.O.A. JBL 4612 pair
£650
FOSTER 3170
£216 BOSE 402 pair
£350
YAMAHA G.C.
£199
APHEX TYPE '6' NEW
£295
ACCESSIT GATE/COMP & PSU
ROLAND TR -707 EX-DEMO
£349
(as new)
£100
KORG DDM 220
£174
KORG DDM 110
£199
SPECIALS
KORG DW 6000 new
£495
£225 S.C.I. six trax (brand new)
SHURE SM 81
£465
£175 S.C.I. max (1 only new)
SHURE SM 54
£395
AKG D330 ET
£95 S.C.I. DRUMTRAKS (new)
£695
KLARK TEKNIK DN39 (pair with link) .. £595 360 SYSTEMS digital keyboard OFFERS!
YAMAHA TX7
SENNHEISER INFRA -RED HEADPHONE
£535
SYSTEM inc. 4 headsets
£250 ENSONIQ MIRAGE from stock
£1,474
TASCAM PE 20 PARAMETRIC EQ
£50 YAMAHA 1005
£173
M.B. STEREO PZM new mics
£195 YAMAHA RX l l
£649
QUAD 405 S/H GOOD
£195 S.C.I. MULTITRAX, ex -demo
£895
HILL DX700 power amps, new
£395 ULTIMATE SUPPORT SYSTEM
TURNER B502 power amp, new
£395
STAND
£ 195
FOSTEX 600 power amp, new
£375 EMR MIDTRACK PERF. HARD/SOFT
PACKAGE FOR BBC & MIDI
AMCRON D150 AIL new
£395
£125
Please add VAT (UK customers)

... During the time between us advertising this list
... andyou reading it we have probably sold halfof the items featured
... However, they have been replaced with similar or different bargains,
... so please telephone or telex with your name and address for our
... latest print-out by first class /air mail.

IT'S FREE
Don Larking audio sales produce a free bi- monthly
newsletter which is mailed direct and contains lists
of new and used recording equipment for both the

professional and home studio. Telephone now and
get your name on our computer. (0582) 450066 or
telex 825488.

Northern Stockists and Distributors for
Consoles and Amplifiers.

RSD/STUDIOMASTER Audio

ALL DRAWMER PRODUCTS IN STOCK

AND ON DEMONSTRATION
Large stocks of new and used Recording and Audio
equipment- extensive range of connectors and
accessories -Send large S.A.E. for lists.
18/42 Charlotte Street. Wakefield, W. Yorks WF1 1UH
Tel: 109241 371766

Studio Hire
range of
effects, keyboards
and drum
computers etc.
Phone for a
competitive
quote.
Full

7

!1!lIi11HItHItï41NN

Emulator II £ 100, Oberheim X- Pander £35,
AMS from £75, Yamaha QX 1 £35.
Phone Paul Tattersall on 01 -640 8487
01

-646 3137

STOP PRESS

.

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
CAN I BUY ANY OF YOUR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT ..
CAN I SELL ANY EQUIPMENT FOR YOU ON COMMISSION
.

SINCERELY ALAN CHEETHAM

STUDIO- HO SE

HIGH LANE VILLAGE, Nr STOCKPORT SK6 8AA. Telex 665721 SOTA

06632 4244

LEXICON AMS YAMAHA LINN

01 -228 0984
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SAM THERAPY
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DIGITAL
AUDIO
RENTALS

FOR AURAL F_XC /7FMF_NT

.. .

FAIRLIGHT +

HIRE

Tel: 01 -221 5967

SON-y.0 =í2I TAL
A comprehensive range of
Digital and Analogue effects
including AMS, Lexicon,
Eventide and Roland.
Plus Sony PCM systems, Tape

.uí®`auo°.

MULTITRACK

FULLY EQUIPPED AIR CONDITIONED
DIGITAL EDITING & TRANSFER FACILITY

machines, Noise reduction,
units, Signal processors,
Microphones, Drum
computers and Keyboards.

01-3879356

0
'O HIREh
/vr,.

ecOp

Secavst

ouao éer

cen
ouane,9n

FELDON AUDIO
i

t

580 4374

126 Great Portland Street, London WIN 5PH.

* Sony PCM -3324

* Sony PCM -1610

i

01

Telex 28668 AUDIO

tours

o

Te1e><

!

SALFORD COLLEGE
OF TECHNOLOGY
Department of Performing Arts
and Media Studies

24 HOUR SERVICE RING: 0860-313-990

STUDIO SUPPLY SERVICE
061928 5037
THE MANCHESTER BASED HIRE COMPANY

MIDI
SYSTEMS

DIGITAL HIRE

PCM 16'10

01 -995 4730
24 HOUR SERVICE

Personal Multitrack systems from a Portastudio to
a full 16 -track home recording package.

£175 plus vat /day

A range of the latest and most cost -effective
digital fix for use at home or in the studio.

Our large range of equipment is being constantly revised so send for
the latest edition of our professional hire list.

Marquee Electronics
01 -439

Oa

B

HIRE

8421

WORKING IN THE USA?
,.

NASHVILLE

SALES

INSTALLATIONS
01 -607 0087

PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS AND
CONTROL EQUIPMENT (TOYS)

LECTURER I IN
RECORDING
TECHNIQUES
Duties to commence from September 1985
or as soon as possible thereafter.
Candidates should have experience in music
recording and will be required to teach on
the National Diploma Course in Music
Recording Technology.
Salary in accordance with Burnham FE
Scales, viz:
Lecturer Grade
£5,910- £10,512 per
annum (under review), with starting salary
dependent upon previous experience.
I

H--

NEW YORK

TT E
Ì. A
p Ipd_

TEMPORARY

required for one academic year

with u -matic

WE HIRE

Comprehensive range of signal processors, mics
and studio monitors to complete your package.
The latest MIDI compatible keyboards, expander
modules, sequencers and interfacing equipment.
Digital Drum Machines, some with alternative
sounds and Simmons electronic drum kits.

SITUATIONS VACANT
City of Salford

PLUS FULL SOUND LIBRARY

SIMMONS KIT KEYBOARDS ETC.

24 -hour service

24 -track digital recorders.
2-track digital recorders.

Sony Fl and 701 2 -track digital recorders.
Plus the most comprehensive range of audio effects
and ancillary equipment available.

EMULATOR II
ALSO LINN DRUM

0582 30072

Tel:
G

p1.54PPPPN G

te\edt oM5114

FOR HIRE
LEXICON 224X Larc.
£85 per day including delivery.

Electronic editing faa sties for 24track digital,
New fully equipped 2 -track digital editing and transfer suite

áa
to9e'

i

*

%ce

tot

oa
9

HHB Hire & Sales, Unit E New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,
London N W IO 9A X. Telephone: 01.9613296 Telex: 923393

()Sound Equipment Hire

P95:1AuD

\t

HHb

The First Name in

Immediate delivery and collection service.

24 HOUR STUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL
76 EVERSHOLT STREET. LONDON NW1 1BY

PCM 1610 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
5850D/A U -MATIC RECORDERS
DAE 1100 DIGITAL AUDIO EDITOR
PCM Fl DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
SLF1 BETAMAX RECORDERS

"THE AUDIO RENTAL PEOPLE"
Complete selection of pro audio equipment for hire.
Recording * PA * Digital Audio * Audio for Video
A/T Scharff Rentals. 1619 Broadway, New York.
Phone 12121 582 -7360 /IMCI3671 /MCI Mail 260 -0455

-

Further particulars and application forms
may be obtained from the Principal, Salford
College of Technology, Frederick Road,
Salford M6 6PU, tel: 061 -736 6541, to
whom completed forms should be returned
without delay.
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STUDIO PACKAGES

SERVICE ENGINEER
Experienced service /maintenance
engineer required by fast expand
ing London Audio Rental company.
The successful applicant should
have extensive technical and
practical experience with the latest
analogue and digital tape machines, studio effects and keyboards;
a clean driving licence is essential
and a negotiable salary would be
available.
Please apply in writing to Mr. Paul
Eastwood.

MUSIC!

'

amr L_

HHIRE

76 EVERSHOLT STREET
LONDON NW1 1BY.

Technical
Representative
Audio Design Calrec Ltd
vacancy for a Technical
Representative to cover the Greater
London area. The successful
applicant will have proven sales
have

Audio 1CALRT
I

M

I

T

E

Reading, RG2 9BA
IT (0734) 861088 Telex: 848722 ADR

UK

j

TELEPHONE SALES
STUDIO SOUND
and
BROADCAST SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

successful controlled circulation titles
covering the international professional
recording and broadcast industries. A good
telephone personality and the ability to work
well under pressure are essential requirements.

If you are motivated by success, can sell
enthusiastically to all levels and are looking
for a position where you can demonstrate
your skill and initiative this could be the
right career for you.
Based in Croydon, we offer a good salary,
plus incentive scheme and the usual benefits
associated with a major publishing com-

pany.

Apply lo:

Janice Bradley,
Link House Magazines Limited,
Link House,
Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.
Tel. 01 -686 2599

FOR SALE -PRIVATE

WANTED: an old MCI JHI6, 16- track, with
remote for use as a spare part machine. Tel:
Norway 07 512258 (Mr. Brevik).

WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE
Neumann valve mics
Types U47, U48, U67
Tel: 01 -387 9356
STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND CONSULTANTS
KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics
30 years' experience in the custom design of all kinds of

recording and TV studios, ramie, dubbing and viewing suites
- new and conversions. Down to 25 Hz.

Tel: 0442 54821

STUDIO CONSTRUCTION
Studio environments built to the highest standards
Our services include
Fully engineered floating floors, suspended ceilings high density doors sound
lock lobbies. concrete and brickwork. double glazing low frequency absorbers
attenuated ventilation systems. insulating sealants. acoustic screens. electrical
and electronic installation. equipment sales and commissioning
UK and international protects undertaken
Planning design and materials export

Ring RECORD CONSTRUCTION LTD

01 -985 7573

-

PAIR EASTMILL /TURNKEY T5 MONITORS.
2 x 15, soft dome + tweeter, with dedicated 2 way
crossover. Ex demo only. Bargain at £1,250. Tel:
0602 783306.

HIGH SPEED TAPE COPIER. Otani DP -4050
C.2 cassette copier for sale. This machine has had
very little use and new now costs £2,396.00. This
is therefore a bargain at £1,200.00. Telephone
Sapcote (045527) 2945 (weekends).
16-1 RACK S I I, IH R A80, 2" 3,500 hours use
plus 8 -track headblock 15.30 i.p.s. plus hill K
series desk 20x 16 p +g faders £9,000 both or
will be split. Tel: 0272 47147.

patchbay full\

IT

Require a dynamic, experienced telephone
sales person to join the young hardworking
team selling advertisement space on these

Telephone: 0923 772351 or Vodafone 0836 203557

MCI. 16 -track 2" recorder £4,750. AMEK 2500
series 20 channel in line desk with 240 way GPO

D

P.O. Box 182,

,J

JACKSON MUSIC GROUP
The Studios, Rickmansworth,
Herts. England WD3 2XD

a

ability within the professional audio
industry and an adequate
knowledge of electronics to
interface with audio engineers at all
levels. Remuneration according to
age and qualifications. Please reply
in writing to Howard Smith,

L

FOR SALE
24 TRACK STUDIO

CO\1l'LF:IF:

cy

ired £2,750. Phone 01 -965 9991.

tIll)IO sI.II.I \(;UP.Including

-

Nesc 28 8/24 £35,000 o.n.o. Neumann Sennheiser
AKG EV RCA mic
(some valve). Neumann
VG66 cutting rack with all amps /limiters /power
supplies complete £I,000 o.n.o. Sony U- Matics,
loads of effects, plus lots more. Phone for list
01 -521 2040.

VIF INTERNATIONAL will remanufacture your
AMPEX or SCULLY (Ashland /Bodine) direct
drive capstan motor for US S250. Average turn
around time 2 -3 weeks. For details write to PO Box
1555, Mountain View, CA94042, USA. (D /F)

SITUATIONS WANTED
LONDON STUDIOS (W4) invite experienced,

ambitious person to discuss partnership,
expansion. Ample office/studio space. Approx.
£7000 capital envisaged. Applications with
realistic propositions to Box 926.

FOR DETAILS OF
HOW TO

ADVERTISE IN
THIS
SUCCESSFUL
SECTION PLEASE
CONTACT
KERR DUFFY

01-686 2599 ext 219

London, England
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Abacus Electrics
Aces (UK) Ltd
Advanced Music Systems
Akai
Alpha Audio

Alphaton
Amek Ltd
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Audio Service Co
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Bruel & Kjaer A/S
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139
31
89

Citronic Ltd
Computer Music Systems
Connectronics Ltd

12
137
21

DBX
Dolby Laboratories Inc
Don Larking Audio

131

Britannia Row
Brooke Siren Systems

Drawmer Marketing

&

4

Sales

96, 97
135

Eardley Electronics
Enertec

92, 119
113

F.M. Acoustics Ltd

21
16, 138

Future Film Developments Ltd
FWO Bauch Ltd

Greengate Production

63, OBC
27

HH Electronics Ltd
26
HW International (Shure)
31, 137
Harmonia Mundi Acustica
103
Harrison Information Technology
28
20, 134
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
HHB Hire & Sales
23, 29, 37, 121, 144
Hill Audio Ltd
40, 85
Hilton Sound
16, 77
ITA

57, 59

Institute of Audio Research

19

Jacobs Studios

43

Klark Teknik Research Ltd
Lazare Electronics
Lexicon
Lyrec UK Ltd

64, 65, 67
117
61
128

Marquee Electronics
Marshall Electronics
Michael Stevens & Partners
Mosses & Mitchell Ltd
MS Audiotron
Music Labs Group Ltd

Nagra
Northern Audio
Orban
Otari

123
111
123
123
135
6, 8, 41
28
136
33
44, 45

Perfectone Products SA
Prefer
PSP Electronics

43
49
138

QuPlay Ltd
Quad Eight Westrex
Quantec

139
93
109

Rane Corporation
Rebis Audio
Rycote Microphone Windshields

129
30
50

SCV
S.E.D.

Sanken Microphone Co Ltd
Scenic Sounds
School of Audio Engineering
Seasim Controls Ltd

Shuttlesound
Sifam Ltd
Societe Nouvelle Etelac
Solid State Logic
Sony Broadcast Ltd
Sound Control
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd
Soundout Labs
Soundwires
Sowter Ltd, E.A
Stage Accompany
Stirling Audio Systems

Studer
Studiomaster
Studio Spares
Surrey Electronics
Swanyard Recording Studios
Syco Systems Ltd

18

22, 124
126
4, 33, 61, 69
115
131
95
127
140
79
39, 75
138
IFC, 80, 81
73
140
21
87
52, 53
63
32
17

48
25
104, 105

132
Tape Automation
Tannoy
OBC
134
Technical Projects
94
The London Rock Shop Ltd
125
TOA Electric Co Ltd
132
Trad Sales & Services
24
Trebas Institute of Recording
133
Trident Audio Developments
71
Turbosound
Turnkey
7, 9, 11, 13, 35, 124, 125

Valley People

124, 125
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THE EVOLUTION OF SUCCESS
To stay number one, you've got to make the best even better, Which is why
for ten years Ampex has continued advancing the performance of mastering
tape. Through a decade of increased performance and reliability, Grand Master"
456 remains the tape behind the sound of success. Which is why more top
albums are recorded on Ampex tape than any other tape
in the world. For Grand Master 456, the beat goes on.
Ampex international, Magnetic Tape Division, Acre Road, Reading RG2

OQR, England, (44) 734 -875200

AM P E X

Ampex Corporation

One of The Signal Companies S

AND THE BEAT GOES ON

Family Resemblance.
All Tannoy professional monitors have a

common heritage: a family resemblance which
is born from a commitment to the ultimate in
sound quality.
Each aspiring Tannoy monitor is carefully
examined by the best -tutored ears, and by the
most sophisticated measurement instrumentation available. When Tannoy give a monitor top
marks, the family's reputation is assured.
Hugh Ford of Studio Sound commented
recently that the Tannoy BM8 -the smallest
speaker in the professional range- indicated
the similarity of overall tonal balance of all the
Tannoy range of professional monitors':
This resemblance ensures that whenever a
mix is monitored on one Tannoy speaker it will
have the same sound continuity on another
speaker from the Tannoy family. For full
technical details, just 'phone or write.

The Name for Loudspeakers

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01- 953 0091, Telex 27502

